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YESTERDAY

WANT FROM YOU

RIGHT NOW?

Is it time yet to invest in interactive? Here's athought.

The latest research tells us that 55% of Americans are willing to spend at least as much every
month on interactive services as they are on cable TV'
That's an additional $5 billion ayear. With who knows how much more for other broadband
services.
Of course there are issues to be resolved. What program delivery standard? Which set-top box?
But once you're ready you'll need apartner who can move fast, to help you capture competitive
advantage Which is where AT&T Network Systems comes in.

People want movies on demand. Interactive video games.
Home shopping. And they want it now
(For fast, fast rollout of broadband networks, talk to the
company that knows networking best.)
Who else has the resources and experience to create atotal solution that meets your exact
needs? From planning financing and market consulting To engineering systems integration,
manufacturing and installation. Not to mention the R&D clout of AT&T Bell Labs.
Only AT&T Network Systems can upgrade infrastructure—from head end to home terminal—
rapidly and on amassive scale Our end-to-end solutions give you greater capacity better reliability
and improved service quality today And can easily grow into regional digital networks, with the
flexibility to deliver the services people want, to the exact homes where they're wanted.
We're also the leader in program delivery solutions. With home terminals, interactive video
servers and digital video compression systems. The HFC-2000 Broadband Access System
for telephony over cable Reliable SONET transport technology products. Plus our GlobeViewm
—2000 Broadband System. The world's first evolvable ATM switch that lets you add on,
not throw out. So in afew years it gets updated, not outmoded.
Give us acall. And start giving people
the advanced video services they want.
Right now. When they want it.

AT&T CONSUMER

VIDEO

MORE THAN JUST EQUIPMENT
WHAT YOU NEED TO COMPETE

-.011=1111.-

FIND OUT MORE AT
SUPERCOMM BOOTH 2101
Circle Reader Service No. 1
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Network Systems
F1ND/SVP telephone survey
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N PERSPECTIVE

T
ake aquick scan of the headlines in any of the trade newspapers

and the trends become clear: the industry is consolidating (quickly. I
might add) and facing an unprecedented level of competition from
telephone companies, satellite systems and microwave systems, to
name just afew. It is indeed an exciting time for the
cable TV industry.
But as the industry moves forward and large systems
begin integrating telephony, interactivity, data and perhaps other services over their broadband plants, new
challenges await the technical staff.
Training in this new era will become more important
than ever before. Employees may have to be dragged
kicking and screaming into the new world that has gone
way beyond "cable TV." New methods will be needed
and amuch larger investment will be absolutely critical.
One company that has already learned that lesson is
Siemens Stromberg-Carlson, which just graduated its first
class of apprentices after a30-month intensive training
and education course.
Based on the German dual system, Siemens developed
aprogram that places interested high school students in a
program that combines hands-on factory training with
classes recognized by the University of Central Florida to
award an associates degree in science and electrical engineering technology. The result: technicians who are more
loyal and work well as ateam, according to Gary
Garman, manager of training at Siemens.
The 15 students who comprised last month's graduating class was the first group of U.S. apprentices credentialed by Siemens, the giant German electronics company
that recently made acommitment to developing broadband networks along with Sun and Scientific-Atlanta. But
these students are no neophytes. When tested, the U.S. students actually outperformed their counterparts from other parts of the world,
according to Garman. Siemens trains about 13,500 apprentices every
year around the world.
This unique approach to training, which combines the resources
and skills of the private and public sectors, represents the wave of
the future, according to Siemens officials. "I think this is the workforce of the future," notes Garman. "If companies want to compete
globally, this is what it's going to take."
The investment by Siemens is huge—about $15,000 per student per
year. But balanced against the quality of the person who emerges
from the program, the investment more than pays for itself, the company believes.
Perhaps it's time for cable companies to make asimilar move.
Find high school students who are interested in electronics. Offer
them jobs and help send them to school, rewarding them for good
grades and graduation. Then augment with SCTE certification and
NCTI continuing education classes. In other words, develop loyal
employees who will stay with you for most of their lives. It's an
investment that pays off via abetter employee who knows his craft
and can be counted on for decades of service.
Siemens should be commended for bringing this program to the
U.S. Other manufacturers, as well as the MS0s, should be taking notes.

Training
issues
in the next
millennium
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Use the new Trilithic Super Plus leakage detector and Super CT channel
tagging signal generator and you'll never get awrong answer on signal
leakage. The Super Plus is designed to dect only video carriers tagged
with a' distinctive sub carrier signal
inserted at the head end by the Super CT,
so the only leaks you find are from
your system. No overbuilds. No ignition
noise. No power line interference. And
because the Trilithic channel tagging
system has up to six times the sensitivity
of other leakage meters (including our
own popular Searcher Plus), it can detect
leaks from distant pole lines up to four
times further away. You can also find
Super Pius
leaks which warn of potential signal
ingress so critical to systems offering new digital subscriber services.

Modulator
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Super CT
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Super Plus

Trilithic's channel tag system is easy to
install -just place it in series with your
modulator or processor output. It emits
its marker signal over an existing
carrier - eliminating the need for a
separate test frequency.

Use Super cr With Your Super Plus
The Super CT portion of our channel tagging system can also be used with
Trilithic's popular Searcher or
Searcher
Plus
(or
other
receivers) to identify your leaks
from overbuilt leaks. Use the
Super Plus with the Super CT
and be sure you pass your
next test.
Super CT*
.u.s.
Patent
Pending

TRILITHIC
9202 E. 33rd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46236 USA

800/344-2412 /317/895-3600
Circle Reader Service No. 2

FAX: 317/895-3613

ALL GUTS= SUPERIOR ATTENUATION
Center conductor totally
bonded to polyethylene.
100% bonded construction increases
mechanical strength and minimizes
possibility of suck—out.

Polyethylene enclosed air
"THE PERFECT" dielectric
— 93 % velocity of propagation.

Medium density jacketing.

Aluminum sheath totally bonded
to polyethylene structure.

NO FOAM TO
DAMPEN YOUR SIGNAL

mmemidoeiwommemorm....... e

Anyway you slice it, manufacturers of
foamed cables have been scrambling to
attain the superior attenuation characteristics of MO The attempt means increasing our
familiar MO diameter of .500" to .565" or
.625 "; and our .750" must become .840"
or .860" or .875
You may still use MC2 in one size smaller
than the old foamed diameters. Even more
MC2 per duct, and easier handling. In aerial

installations, the effects of wind and iceloading are reduced even further.
And with the superior attenuation of MC2
you don't have to clutter your lines with as
many amplifiers - about 20 % fewer than
with foamed cables.
Low-loss MC 2 :s your gain in many ways.
TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY
-Ole

low
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COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Call or wrfte for afree sample and brochure:
TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
Circle Reader Service No. 3

800-874-5649
601-939-6637
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46 Network planning
Br Steve Da‘; CommDo(

It used to be you could design anetwork with aset of measurements and ahousecount. Not anymore. This article explains the
fine art of traffic engineering.

52 Shared tenant services

By Derrick Huang anti Dick Swan, Northern "klecont

There is one telephony service that appears to be an ideal vehicle for cable operators to get their feet wet in the telecom arena,
and that's residential shared tenant services.

56 Getting started today
B\ Ri( hard Lyford. Ante,. Corp.

By adding low-cost T-I modems at user sites, cable systems can be
used to deliver point-to-point telecom services to small and medium sized businesses. The financial rewards can be impressive.

60 Wireless technologies
By Ra\ttiond S(

CLI

What special attributes can cable operators bring to the provision of personal communications systems? How are the PCS
auctions going? Find out by reading this article on the subject.

32 When will cablephone
ring?
By Dana Cervenka, ('ED

Several manufacturers are developing hardware that will allow cable operators to deliver
telephone service over their broadband networks. This article examines the pace of
development.

68 Cable and ATM
B.
\Alan Siouan

Unless MSOs can develop relationships with large users, the
jump to ATM usage may not be aforegone conclusion but a
leap of faith instead.

74 Planning for OSS
By Steven Wright

Finding an operational support system that executes the processes you need isn't easy, because few such systems exist. Find out
how to make sure your approach will give you what you need.

80 Powering telephony
13y Rage, limn. (ED

Full service broadband networks will eat up alot more power than
today's cable TV systems. As aresult, major MSOs and telcos are
throwing away old ideas and developing anew powering model.
CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Television Engineers.

97 Field support
B.
\13111 Snyilet;

dzi Seilvoa Systems

Field service techs have traditionally counted on alengthy paper
trail to tell them where to go next. But new automated systems
promise to make techs and dispatchers more efficient.
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uT here's the satellite and broad-

innovation. And we aren't stopping
now. To learn the latest about the
right technology for right now, use
that old tried and true technology
at the bottom of this ad.
Give us acall.

how MSOs regarded frequencyagile performance? Or our spacesaving, cost-saving CSG-60 BTSC
stereo generator? Or the CATV
industry's top-selling IRD, the onerack-high Agile IRD-II?
Standard will help you cope
with the challenges of bandwidth
expansion with our new TVM550
frequency agile modulator and a
changing industry with advanced
technologies like our remarkable
Stratum Series of signal distribution products. Stratum can put 78
channels in asix-foot rack space,
and give you all the status monitoring, redundancy and remote
control you could ask for.
Year after year, Standard has
continued atradition of quality and

Yband technology that bridges
the gap between yesterday and
tomorrow? Right here at Standard.
From our first frequency-agile
receivers and modulators to the
breakthrough innovations of the
still-emerging Stratum series of
advanced network modulation
equipment, Standard has been in
the forefront of headend technology,
offering value, ease of use, space
saving design and exceptional signal quality.
Need examples? How about our
Agile Omni Broadcast series, very
possibly the most acclaimed commercial satellite TV receivers of
all time? Or our TVM series of
modulators that revolutionized

The Right Technology for Right Now.

Standard

®Communications
SATELLITE & BROADBAND
PIROIDLIC -rs

P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280 •11111 Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329 mu Free) •310/532-0397 ICA& Intl Only)
Canadian Address: 41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5& 6
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G-3Y5
905/841-7557 Main • Fax: 905/841-3693
Sales: 800/638-4741

An the technology
you need.
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ANatural Migration
Leadership and vision. That's what sets us
apart in today's environment of converging
technologies. American Lightwave Systems is
leading the migration to advanced video and
telephony network services with aclear vision
and solution for your future -- all while meeting
your most demanding requirements today.
ALS offers complete end-to-end solutions in
hybrid fiber/coax video/telephony transport
and distribution, high speed digital fiber
backbone transport, distance learning, Px64

multipoint videoconferencing, TV1 broadcast
quality video and cellular telephone transport.
The flexibility to meet the needs of today's market
will ultimately determine tomorrow's success.
Whether you're migrating to digital video and
telephony services, rebuilding your CATV network,
installing state-of-the•art distance learning
facilities or building videoconferencing networks,
ALS has the technology you need. Call us to find
out why the future is real. We'll help keep you
flying in the right direction.

etilL‘D AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.
999 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 • (800) 504-4443 • FAX (203) 630-5701

The ALSIADC Family of Products
•Homeworx TM 750 MHz Hybrid Fiber/Coax
Transmission System
•DV6000 TM Digital Video Transmission System
•PixlNet TM Multipoint Videoconferencing System
•Network Monitoring and Control System
•FiberFrame' Fiber Management System
•Soneplex im DS1/DS3 Transport System
•Ci.tyCelI TM Cellular Telephone Transport
•FN6000 TM TV1 Broadcast Quality Video

i/L
ADC
Tcecommunicalioas

Domestic and International Sales Offices also in California, Colorado,
ConnecticJt. Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts. Minnesota. Texas, Virginia.
Australia. Belgium, Canada. Mexico. S.ngaoore. United Kingdom. Venezuela

Circle Reader Service No. 5

C APITAL C URRENTS

¡he Internet is hot! And 1995 will be its year. The
Internet contains arich mixture of both consumer and
business content. This column, while it describes some
of the resources of the Internet that I
use in my consulting business, is not a
tutorial. If you don't understand, you'd
do well to educate yourself.

Hanging
ten on
the
Internet

By Jeffrey Krauss,
online at
jkrauss@cpcug.org and
President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy
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Gophers

The FCC's Internet gopher (a menubased program for searching and downloading files) is at fcc.gov. I"gopher"
there frequently. Each day, Ireview the
latest bids in the broadband PCS auction. Ialso look at the Daily Digest of
FCC decisions and news releases.
Laws will be online this year. Last
year, you could download the full text
of afew Congressional bills from
gopher.house.gov or gopher. senate. gov. This year, the Library of
Congress plans to put all bills online, at
loc.marvel .
goy.
You should also be able to find the
full text of telecom legislation on
gophers operated by several of the Bell
Operating Companies. Ifrequently visit
ba.com (Bell Atlantic), and bell .com
(the Alliance for Competitive
Communications, formerly called the
MFJ Task Force). I'm not aware of any
comparable cable industry gopher
sources, although CableLabs does have
aWeb site. C-SPAN has agopher (c-span.org) that
contains its programming schedule.
If you care about the Clinton Administration's plans
for the National Information Infrastructure, you should
gopher to iitf.doc.gov.
Patents are available, at least patents issued during
1994, from town.hall.org. Idid asearch on the keywords "quadrature" and "amplitude" and "modulation"
and came up with alist of 39 patents. Isearched using
the gopher, then downloaded the text of the interesting
ones using the Internet ftp (file transfer protocol).
Supreme Court decisions are available by gophering
to gopher. inform. umd. edu and then working down
through six levels of menus to SupremeCt.
Foreign and international sources are also available
on the Internet. For example, Canadian government
telecom decisions are available from the gopher at
debra.dgbt.doc.ca. The International
Telecommunications Union has agopher at
info. itu .
ch.
There are around 6,000 different newsgroups, which
are, in effect, electronic bulletin boards that each focus
on aspecified subject. Of primary interest for cable TV
is rec. video. cable -tv, which is usually loaded with
messages on pirating specific cable scrambling systems. Similarly, alt .
satellite, tv. europe contains

piracy information for the BSkyB system. Newsgroups
covering U.S. satellite video include
rec.video. satel I te .
tyro and rec. video .
sa tel Iite .
misc. There are several newsgroups with a
broader coverage of telecommunications, including
comp. dcom. telecom and comp. dcom. telecom. tech.
Of course, e-mail is the largest activity on the
Internet, and Internet e-mail is aconvenient, if not very
private, way for individuals to communicate. Internet
privacy is an illusory goal, particularly when most
Internet access vendors make no claims about the privacy of their service, and many corporate e-mail systems have never given the subject asecond thought. If
you really care about e-mail privacy, you use an
encryption program such as PGP (Pretty Good Privacy).
A mailing list (or listserve) is across between a
newsgroup (which is an archive that anyone can
access) and individually addressed e-mail messages.
Each message from amember is copied to all the
members of the mailing list. Mailing lists may be moderated (by someone who acts as an editor or censor), or
unmoderated (all messages are copied to all on the
list). Unmoderated mailing lists are true democracy,
where you don't need any factual basis to hold and
express strong opinions. One of these unmoderated
mailing lists, with atelecom regulatory focus, is telecomreerelay.adp.wisc.edu; comlaw1@1 awl ib.wuacc. edu is amoderated mailing list.

The web
Ifind the World Wide Web to be apain. Everyone
and his brother have created home pages, full of graphics, that take along time to download. Even at 14.4
kbps, it will take aminute or two to download many of
the pages. But this is the wave of the future, the killer
application. Using graphical Web browser programs
like Netscape or Slipknot or Net cruiser, access is
easy, if tedious. Here's where cable systems will have
an impact. What Ireally want is 500 kbps access to the
Web, and telephone lines just won't support that.
There are some interesting telecom-oriented Web
sites. CableLabs has aWeb page at
http: //www.cablelabs.com. Bellcore has one at
http: //bellcore. com. Pacific Bell's is at
http: //www. pacbell .
com. You can search the Code
of Federal Regulations (including the FCC Rules) at
http: //www.pls .com:8001/his/c fr. html. And
don't miss the White House at ht tp: //www. whi te house. goy.
Check out the Home Recording Rights Coalition at
http: //www.digex.net/hrrc/hrrc.html. The
HRRC is afront group for the VCR and audio tape
recorder manufacturers of the Electronic Industries
Association. If you look through its Web pages, you'll
find instructions on how to disable the copy protection
circuits of at least one model of digital audio recorder.
So stay away from those mindless newsgroups like
alt tv.beavis-n-butthead and al t.
fan .
howardstern. C'mon in, surf's up! CIED
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FLASH MINI OT
Portability & Performance

Engineered for full UDR functionally:

Enjoy true field portability with the

• Dual wavelength capabilities -1310, 1550 or 1310/1550 nm

handheld FLASH fiber optic cable

• Fast acquisition time to analyze attenuation and reflectance

tester.

• Automatic injection level analysis

It's small (6 1/2" by 8") ...

lightweight (less than 31/2 lbs.) ...

• Automatic ghost detection

easy to use. .. and performs flash

• Real-time analysis (less than asecond)

maintenance, fault location, fault

• Splice location down to 0.05 dB

analysis, and verifies repairs with the

• PCMCIA memory storage to analyze each trace

touch of abutton.

• Choose between manual or an auto measurement

The field based OTDR FLASH is the
solution for all your construction and maintenance applications
with flexible software tailored to your needs for all stages of

• Flexible software solutions for specific applications
• Low power consumption for over 8hours of field operation
• Simple user interface guides you through the test process

test operation. The FLASH provides instantaneous link evalu-

You'll wonder how we squeezed in so much capability. The

ation to reduce repair time and improve efficiency.

FLASH provides all the accuracy, speed, and features you'd
expect from Wavetek. Get the Wavetek FLASH.

Circle Reader Service No. 6

Call 1-800-622-5515

Vs/AvŒ -reic

©Wavetek Corp., 1994

C OLOR BURSTS

EIA drops bombshell on NCTA,
decides to scrap decoder standard
Maybe it was too good to be true. After
forging ahead through countless complicated
meetings over 18 months to define anew
decoder interface standard that would meet
the opposing needs of the cable and consumer electronics industries, talks between
the two entities have bogged down over
infrared command set functionality. The
cable industry wants an IR pass through that
would allow new services to be introduced,
while the consumer equipment manufacturers
want adefined set of IR commands.
Now, an apparently exasperated Electronic
Industries Association Consumer Electronics
Group (EIA/CEG) has decided to walk away
from whatever progress has been made in
favor of adifferent idea. In asharply worded
filing to the FCC, the EIA said it has withdrawn its support for adecoder interface, as
well as the current draft decoder standard,
which the two sides agreed to in principal
months ago. Instead, the EIA said it is in the
process of finalizing adraft descramblingonly decoder interface standard that it plans
to file with the FCC when it is completed.
Through its Feb. 3document, the EIA said
that "a new approach is needed to restart the
stalled decoder interface discussions," and suggested that the FCC adopt anew interface that
is "designed to do nothing more than accommodate the descrambling of cable signals."
As expected, the cable industry has reacted negatively to the EIA's filing, noting that
a"crippled decoder interface" would actually
do more harm than good, according to Walt
Ciciora, who leads the industry's negotiations for adecoder interface standard.
The new proposal is "absolutely ridiculous," continues Ciciora. He characterized
the EIA action as short-sided and protectionist. He believes the manufacturers are worried cable or other service providers would
offer new services that may not be supported
by the remote controls that accompany TVs
and VCRs. "This is achoice that should be
left up to the consumer," Ciciora says (see
"Ciciora's Corner," page 26). The two sides
were scheduled to meet again on Feb. 15.

Cable/utility groups
see many synergies

The notion of using acable operator's
broadband networks to transport communication services for gas and electric utility compa-

14

nies isn't new, but the concept is gathering
steam at apace that promises to make it one of
the most talked about issues this year with the
nation's largest multiple system operators.
In late January, Comcast, Cox, Continental
and Tele-Communications announced that they
have once again joined forces, this time to
form CableUCS, an organization designed to
"foster, build and manage strategic relationships between cable operators and electric, gas
and water utilities," according
to apress statement. The four
MSOs are
already allied
through their
joint ownership
of Teleport, the
largest provider
of alternate
access services.
By joining
forces, the
companies
hope to capitalize on the burgeoning automated meter
reading (AMR)
industry, to
which many
utilities are
looking to
automate customer usage
and control of
energy usage.
By controlling energy usage, utilities could
realize benefits totaling upwards of $700 million annually, according to Andersen
Consulting, alarge management consulting
company which recently released areport on
the subject. That report noted that utilities will
increasingly become more customer oriented
as competition increases, and having abroadband communications link—as opposed to radio
or telephone—offers the most flexibility.
CableUCS also intends to work with hardware vendors to create "true end-to-end solutions" that will allow acable operator to
deploy two-way technology to support AMR,
immediate outage detection, real-time energy
usage and pricing information, electronic
billing and payment, and other services.

PSE&G

intends to

begin apilot

program utilizing
the AT&T system

later this year
that will be

expanded to

10,000 homes

and businesses
in 1996

On the same day the consortium was
announced, both AT&T and Scientific-Atlanta
announced new communications initiatives and
products aimed at the utility industry. Shortly
after, IBM and Public Service Co. of Colorado
announced an alliance to develop advanced
energy management applications.
AT&T said it has formed amulti-company
team of industry experts to develop afully
integrated, two-way communications system
called the "AT&T integrated broadband utility
solution." The team consists of Public Service
Electric and Gas (PSE&G), American Meter
Co., Andersen Consulting, General Electric,
Honeywell and IntelIon.
In the short-term, the new system will allow
utilities to remotely read meters, detect power
outages, conduct real-time load management
and warn of meter tampering. Long-term, the
system will support customer-controlled load
management, "what-if' billing calculations
and other revenue-generating services.
PSE&G intends to begin apilot program
utilizing the AT&T system later this year that
will be expanded to 10,000 homes and businesses in 1996. By the turn of the century, the
nation's fourth-largest utility plans to offer the
system to 500,000 customers.
Meanwhile, S-A unveiled its "SuperStat"
device that allows customers to lower the
amount of energy they consume with air conditioners via aprogrammable thermostat
equipped with adirect load control receiver
that receives VHF-FM signals sent from acentral site.
In systems that offer multiple rate structures, status lights built into the unit provide a
visual indicator of the rate tier currently being
metered. Red indicates the highest rate; yellow
equals the middle rate; no light indicates the
lowest rate is being charged. A green light
means an optional manual override of aload
control command has been activated by the
customer.
Consumers can program the thermostat for
each day of the week and different times of the
day. A one-touch feature provides information
about the day's or week's energy consumption
of the air conditioning unit.
Adding fuel to the fire were IBM and PSC
of Colorado, who have joined in a$500 million strategic alliance to develop and implement new communications technology that
will also help IBM reduce its energy consumption. Although the use of cable TV technology
was not specifically mentioned, it is an alternative IBM intends to investigate, according to a
company spokesman.
Pacific Gas and Electric has been trialing
technology with Microsoft and TCI in Walnut
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C OLOR BURSTS

Creek, Calif. The trial will determine the value
of energy information services—including automatic meter reading, real-time energy cost,
home automation, appliance monitoring and
other applications—to consumers.
All of this comes as great news to cable
industry veteran Clifford Schrock, president of
CableBus Systems of Portland, Ore. CableBus
offers technology that allows two-way voice,
data and video to be sent over coax without
the need for switching. The company has
already successfully tested its equipment in
several locations.

CableLabs hosts
convergence confab

Confirming what many have speculated
about for several months, Sony Corp. finally
publicly acknowledged its intention to enter
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Microsoft already
has alliances
in place

with General
Instrument,

Cable Television Laboratories (CableLabs)
hosted ahugely successful meeting of the
Cable/Information Technology Convergence
Forum during the ComNet '95 trade show in
late January.
The forum was created by CableLabs to
facilitate communication between information
technology vendors, CableLabs, and its member companies. Strategic relationships between
cable and computer companies are expected to
expedite the development of networking products and architectures for wide area computing. About 50 companies were represented
during the meeting at ComNet.
Firms that have already joined the Forum
include Digital Equipment Corp.; Bay
Networks, amanufacturer of computer networking hardware; and Fore Systems, which
focuses on local area networking equipment
based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
technology.
Jim Albrycht of Digital said the cable operators are "headed in the right direction" by
upgrading their networks with fiber optics and
reducing the number of RF amplifiers. This
new architecture will accommodate highspeed computing rather easily, he said. DEC
has asystem that essentially puts Ethernetspeed computing systems over cable TV networks.
Albrycht said akey focus of the Forum will
be developing standards and ensuring interoperability among all players. In addition, he
expects RFPs to be generated by CableLabs
through input provided by the Forum.

Sony wants into
set-top box biz

the cable set-top box market by teaming with
Microsoft to build aunit that will debut next
year. The arrangement also calls for the development of continuous media servers for ondemand audio and video services.
Specifically, the two companies will evaluate the technology in
Microsoft's
Redmond,
Wash, lab and
then seek input
from system
operators and
systems integrators, according to a
spokesman.
Further, Sony
will participate
in Microsoft's
Insight
Program, acollaborative program for network operators,
equipment
manufacturers
and systems
integrators that
offers training,
technical information and participation in
design and testing.
The two companies have been working
together under amemorandum of understanding since last summer. They plan to explore
the creation of new markets in electronics for
consumer and professional applications by
developing next-generation devices and services, possibly including cable-ready TVs,
gameplayers and personal digital assistants
(PDAs).
Microsoft already has alliances in place
with General Instrument, Hewlett Packard and
NEC to develop set-tops that are compatible
with Microsoft software. A Microsoft
spokesman said that the deal with Sony in no
way undercuts those previous relationships.

Hewlett Packard
and NEC

to develop

set-tops

compatible with

Microsoft
software

Jottings

AT&T and GTE have canceled aplanned
test of video on demand in Manassas, Va.,
noting that recent advances in the set-top and
server technology needed to support the service make atrial moot (wonder why they
don't need amarketing trial to prove people
will buy the service?) .. .Hewlett-Packard's

Kayak digital set-top will contain circuitry to
support Zing Systems' interactive TV in-band
data protocol that is sent via the VBI. Zing
encodes messages and info into TV programs
to which viewers respond via aremote control... Interaxx Television Network has
completed atechnical test of its interactive
set-top box that features an integrated CDROM player, according to company executives. The test took place in Coral Springs,
Fla. RFQs have been sent to set-top box manufacturers who are interested in manufacturing the unit, and national roll-out is planned
for later this year. The digital unit uses 486
PC technology and offers abuilt-in modem,
printer and CD-ROM player. .. Tektronix
made acommitment to becoming afull video
systems supplier by hiring Lucie Fjeldstad as
its video systems division president. She was
formerly with IBM, where she spearheaded
their high-speed networking efforts. Fjeldstad
will preside over the Grass Valley Group, the
Digital Video Storage Systems unit and the
Video Transport Products unit. .. Larry
Wangberg, left unemployed by Cox's acquisition of Times Mirror, joined StarSight
Telecast as president and CEO. He has along
history of working with interactive systems...
A surge in demand for fiber optic cable has
Corning Inc. investing $150 million to
expand production capacity at its Wilmington,
N.C. plant. Over the next two years, capacity
will grow by 50 percent .. .Students in suburban Denver are gaining access to the
Internet and the American Memory Project,
an interactive Library of Congress collection,
through LANcity's data-over-cable technology.. .CNN Airport Network has tapped
Scientific-Atlanta to provide adigital compression delivery system for the service to
replace the analog system it now uses .
Expressvu, the Canadian DBS service, has
chosen TV/COM to design and supply equipment that conforms to the Digital Video
Broadcast MPEG-2 standard for delivery of
its satellite signal. The service is set to launch
Sept. 1 .Digital Equipment Corp. has
announced its second-generation of Alpha
AXP-based media servers for interactive TV.
The new server touts improved connectivity
features that offer alower cost per data
stream ...Speaking of DEC's Alpha server,
Adlink has signed a$9 million deal to deploy
53 of the units for digital ad insertion in the
L.A. area ...The Sprint/cable TV venture
has added aminority- and awoman-owned
company to the consortium. National
Telecom of New York City and New
Communications Services of L.A. will market
PCS under the Sprint brand name ...CIED
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t's outrageous. Southern New England Telephone
(SNET), atelephone company, is ripping out 30 percent of its copper to build ahybrid fiber/coax, full service broadband network that will deliver video, data and telephony to 500,000
households in Connecticut—all within
the next three years. And ultimately, all
of the company's residential and business customers will be connected to the
HFC network.
Who is spearheading SNET's charge
into this uncharted broadband territory?
She is afeisty, diminutive dynamo with
adoctorate in mathematics, aflair for
computers, and an obsessive vision. Dr.
Charlotte Denenberg, vice president
network technology and chief technology officer for SNET, is shaking things
up in New England.
"Our goal is to provide our customers unparalleled communications,
information and entertainment services
anywhere, anytime," says Denenberg.
"And you cannot do that on acopper
platform." Her vision is of aPublic
Switched Telephone Network that is
fully competitive—and competitive with
all possible haste. "We want to be first
to market, highest quality, lowest
cost."
Not only has she convinced SNET
to discard its traditional architecture,
but also, its traditional practice of embracing asingular
solution with other telcos. "For agood deal of my
childhood, Ialways inherited very serviceable, but
slightly too-big hand-me-downs from my cousin
Betty," explains Denenberg, drawing an analogy with
her youth. "This is the first time that we at SNET are
not going to be wearing hand-me-downs."

Denenberg
and the
new
math

By Dana Cervenka

Ships, soap and wimpy equations
Creating converts for this revolutionary network
design and the new mentality is somewhat akin to
teaching the "new math." Only the very bravest would
even attempt to instruct in such aradically different
way of thinking. As it so happens, this is not
Denenberg's first foray into the technological fringe.
In the year after she obtained her bachelor's degree in
psychology and mathematics (she graduated Phi Beta
Kappa at Northwestern), and before obtaining her
master's in math, she worked for the Illinois Institute
of Technology Research Institute (IITRI) on algorithms for numerical control. At that time, as she
explains, the "wimpy equations" available were not
capable of instructing amachine on how to cut dies
for surfaces that cannot be described in closed form
mathematics. We have Denenberg to thank for creating
algorithms which tell machines how to cut the dies for
Dove soap, ship hulls and airplane wings. among other
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necessities.
After earning her Ph.D., Denenberg journeyed to
Bell Labs, where she conjured up computer language
for the programmers who worked on switching systems, which in those days, were actually highly specialized computers. Then the itch for anew challenge
hit, taking her to ITT, where she created, from
scratch, an entirely new set of language and language
support tools for abrand new switching system. In
her capacity as director of technology evaluation and
support, she was also involved in launching the company's PC clone, called XTRA. That experience
cemented her ideas about the crucial need for open
interfaces and the value of standards. "There's an
entire industry of people out there who have good
ideas," explains Denenberg, "but they need access to
the hardware."
This belief in open environments is driving her to
create anetwork platform that is both open and accessible, and which, with any luck, will expand SNET's
customer base into new markets. "I am afirm believer
that customers can be competitors, and competitors can
be customers," she declares, "and an open marketplace
is one which is the most beneficial to all the customers,
and therefore, to all the players."

Redefining the game
Denenberg's ambitious broadband deployment
schedule has earned her Telephony's 1994 Fiber-in-theLoop Award for Network Design and Implementation.
Outside of SNET, she is working to better her community through technology, as she embarks on work with
aconsortium of universities to establish abridge to
bring college courses to students at other institutions.
Of course, Denenberg is being called on to contribute
her network expertise.
She's also amember of the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM), the Association for
Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS), the
Eastern Communications Forum, aboard member of
Junior Achievement of South-East Connecticut Inc.,
and is aformer director of SNET Cellular.
She credits her supportive family for giving her the
ability to handle everything on her professional plate.
She and husband Jeffrey have two children—and they
are all fanatical tennis players. Tennis is agreat stress
reliever for Denenberg, who has been known to exorcise her frustrations by "naming tennis balls" and giving them agood whack.

Design and trial
For the immediate future, 1995 will be the year of
design and trial for SNET's broadband nets, as the
company reinvents its backroom systems to better serve
customers in the full service arena.
How committed is Denenberg to realizing her
vision? "When Idie, Iwant them to remember me for
the full service network," she explains, "not just the
hybrid fiber/coax network." CEP
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recently voiced afervent wish that the difficult
negotiations with the consumer electronics industry
would by now be concluded. Still to be decided, however, is the definition of adecoder interface which will complete the concept of
acable-ready television or VCR.
The one thing that has not been
agreed to is acommand set for communications "from the couch," so to speak,
to the set-back module. The cable
industry wished to have afull, complete and flexible command set that
would not only deal with services that
we have to offer today, but which
would also contemplate the new services and commands that cable, telephone, DBS or wireless companies
might need in the years ahead.
The consumer electronics side
offered alimited set of commands. To
be fair, it is aset that can be redefined
and can do most anything with menus,
even if it has no way to be upgraded.
To protect the service providers'
future offerings, the cable industry
asked for asimple concept: Tell us how
the command set can be changed or
augmented when providers are either
offering new services, or want to deploy
set-back devices that require unusual,
unique or complicated commands.
One way, says the other side, would
be to have the set-back module incorporate apigtail
with an IR receiver that is perched on top of the television set. While it's true that this solves the problem, it's
inelegant and probably unacceptable to most consumers. Another way would be the so-called infrared
pass through. In this case, the remote control pointed at
the infrared receiver of atelevision set would emit
commands that the television set understood, such as
volume up, volume down, mute, etc. The TV set's
infrared detector would detect those commands, and
out one of its ports, send appropriate digital signals to
operate the set's volume control circuitry.
The question comes when we point aremote control
at that same TV set's infrared receiver that was not
manufactured for, or meant to control that television.
What does the infrared information entering that
receiver do? If it doesn't control the television, we ask
that the consumer electronics industry arrange for the
commands to be passed through the infrared detector
module and out the port as digital signals.
When the consumer electronics industry wondered
what good it was to pass unused commands out the
back if nothing understands them, we corrected them.
Someone may have connected adevice on the back
that does understand those commands, and will act on
them appropriately. In this way, we hope to demonstrate to the consumer electronics industry that we are

Prepare
to enter
the
fray

By Wendell Bailey;
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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trying to preserve the rights of any service provider to
package, deliver and organize their services in away
that is the best for the consumer.

Aunilateral withdrawal
Recently, the consumer electronics industry went to
the FCC and stated that this debate over the command
set has led to aloggerheads, and that the only answer is
for the negotiations and the deal as agreed to date be
withdrawn. This is aunilateral withdrawal of agreement
to adeal that has taken agreat deal of time and energy
by two industries to arrive at. In its argument, the consumer electronics industry says that the correct solution
to this problem is for the decoder interface to be
designed to support only modules that descramble or
decode and have no other feature or function. If subscribers wish to procure modules that have some other
features or functions, such as on-screen guides or game
ports, they would buy aseparate box and plug it into
the set as set-top boxes are plugged in today.
In other words, this would be an unbundling of the
traditional piece of equipment that cable operators have
used to satisfy customer needs and correct deficiencies
in television sets. While it's amazing that amajor organization would blatantly repudiate adeal that had been
negotiated, the most amazing thing to me is that in the
course of these negotiations, there was atime when several significant members of the cable industry argued
that the consumer electronics people should unbundle
their television sets. It became clear that this was an
absolutely frightening scenario for the manufacturers of
TV sets. The cable negotiators backed off of this
demand in return for understanding on points important
to us. To now have the consumer electronics industry
make ademand that we unbundle our equipment from
its features and functions is discouraging beyond words.
The consumer electronics industry proposed this to
the FCC in what is known in Washington as an Ex
Parte comment, in the form of astatement, and that
while they purported to represent all consumer electronics companies in this position, there are at least a
couple of consumer electronics companies who do not
support the position espoused in this statement. As you
can imagine, those were the manufacturers who know
not only the consumer electronics business, but also the
cable business intimately. And since we are expecting
the FCC to release an NPRM to deal with the issues of
cable-ready television sets, decoder interfaces, and
other issues that were left undecided in the first report
and order on compatibility, we expect to have afull
and frank discussion of all of these issues in that form.
If you and your company have not been involved in
this debate, you should know that the cable industry
stands to lose asignificant amount of flexibility if the
manufacturers of TVs and VCRs are allowed to misrepresent how the cable industry and its equipment
manufacturers conduct their businesses. Iurge you all
to be prepared to enter the debate when the FCC finally
moves it onto the front burner.
CED
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ast month, Ireported on arumor that our vendor
community was breeding "brand-loyal" rodents whose
sole purpose in life was to gobble up every bit of their
company's drop cable. This, of course,
was reported to be one of the primary
reasons the cable TV industry deploys
so much drop cable.
As of today, however, Imust admit
that Ihave been unable to substantiate
that rumor—however true it might be.
However, in an effort to better understand drop cable usage patterns, why
we use so much, and how we might
better control its deployment, Tom
Elliot of TC1 and Icommissioned a
study to examine the issue. We tapped
our colleagues at Media Management
Services Inc. to help, and the outcome
was awell-researched and documented
study. The study was conducted through
aseries of face-to-face interviews with
corporate and system personnel, phone
interviews, system visits and detailed
records review.
Almost everyone in the technical
community who was interviewed
agreed that the industry deploys much
more drop cable than anyone would
expect. In fact, according to the study,
we could be deploying, on average, as
much as 32 feet of drop cable per subscriber per year!
If we then assume that an average drop is about 225
feet in length (125 outside and 100 inside), simple
mathematics reflects that, on average, operators are
replacing every subscriber's drop every seven years
(225/32). To make matters worse, if we believe that
most of the drop cable we are deploying is being used
to replace outside drop, then we could get the impression we are replacing every outside drop every 3.9
years (I25/32)! If you talk with just about any oldtimer in the industry, however, they will tell you that a
properly installed drop should certainly last for 12 to
15 years. So what's going on? Why the discrepancy?
There are anumber of possible contributing factors
as to why adrop might not reach its perceived 12- to
15-year useful life. Some might include things like:
MS0- or FCC-directed performance standards which
might cause the gradual replacement/conversion of
RG-59 with RG-6, for example; MSO-directed changes
in connector standards; FCC radiation standards—if it
leaks, don't fix it, just replace it; improper weather protection of disconnected drop ends; and moisture seepage into the coax due to the use of poor connectors, or
poor installation of the connectors. One of the most
interesting findings of the study, however, was that
while it appears at first glance that our subscribers'
drops are being replaced every seven years, if you
study the findings further, it really isn't true.

The great
disappearing
drop cable
issue

By Chris Bowick, Group
Vice Presidenefechnology,
Jones Intercable
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Probably the single biggest factor that contributes to
this perception is the amount of in-home wiring we do
today, as compared to several years ago. After all, drop
cable consists of all cable between the tap and the back
of every TV set. One manufacturer was quoted as saying that 10 years ago, indoor drop cable was only
about 10 percent of his drop cable shipments. Today,
however, indoor drop cable comprises between 60 and
70 percent of the drop cable shipments.
Data from our cable systems confirms that these
numbers might not be far off the mark. This is aphenomenal increase in in-home wiring and can be primarily attributed to our focus on improved customer service.
The philosophy is simple: Let's rearrange or extend the
in-home drop to wherever our newbuild or re-connected
customer needs it, and let's adopt awhole-house strategy and connect as many AOs as possible.
In the face of competition, this approach is asound
one, but it sure takes alot of drop cable to do it. For
example, the average length of the outside portion of a
drop is between 100 and 150 feet. The indoor portion,
however, varies all over the map. While an older installation might have only 10 to 20 feet of indoor drop, a
newer installation that satisfies the subscriber's needs
for location and additional outlets can consume 200 to
300 feet of drop cable inside the house. And the industry is doing ahuge number of these installations and
reconnects. It's the right thing to do from acustomer
service perspective, but it's alot of drop.

The real story
It could be argued then that inside drop wiring is not
being used to replace the active subscriber drop inventory. Instead, it's being used to expand the inside portion of the drop plant for more convenient drop locations and additional outlets. During reconnects, the outside wiring is quite likely to be re-used when activating
anew customer; however, it is very likely that new
wiring will be added indoors.
With these factors taken into consideration, and if
we conservatively estimate that only about 35 percent
of the drop we use today is for outside wiring, some of
that being for newbuild and pre-wire activity, we would
find that it will take about 13 years for us to completely replace all of the active outside drop inventory
(assuming an average outside drop length of 125 feet).
This closely matches the estimates that have been
given for the useful life of awell-maintained drop—in
the range of 12-15 years.
While it's true that drop cable usage patterns have
shifted from "outside" to "inside" over the years, and
have caused the perception that we are replacing every
subscriber's drop every few years, the reality is that
this is not the case. Note, however, that Iwould not
want to leave you with the impression that all is perfect
in the land of drop. The study also indicated that we
could reduce waste in the deployment of drop
cable—perhaps to the tune of about a20 percent usage
reduction per year. CED
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G UEST C OMMENTARY
Note: The following comments were presented during the SCTE Conference on Emerging Technologies in
January.

Keep
your eye
on the
bear

By Ted Hanson
Post-Newsweek Cable

M

ost of you are cable veterans who
have worked your way through the steps
of management. You are to be commended for your accomplishment.
Before this turns into alove fest,
however, let's remember the conclusion
of an old story that goes, "Some days
you get the bear, and some days the bear
gets you."
A generation ago, Iworked for aguy
named Monty Rifkin. He once exhorted,
"I don't want you to work harder; I
want you to think harder." The rules
have changed—it's time to think harder.
But about what? The winds of change
are blowing, traditional values disappear,
finely honed thought processes no
longer work, and everything is less sure.
These are the inevitable byproducts of
evolution, but if you keep your cool,
growth will happen.
It is sometimes said that you're only
as good as your last performance.
Yesterday's answers and their messengers may be good for awhile, but in a
short time, old answers and their proponents, while speaking as clearly as
before, will be heard by fewer.
The world of telecommunications
promises to be apart of our collective future. Some
time ago, Isaw aquote, "Only the smart shall thrive,
and surely the dumb will perish."
This industry evolved by being just what the customer wanted, on the cusp of technology, in hock to its
ears, with personnel short on skill but long on determination. We built earth stations when they were 25 feet
across and needed 25 yards of concrete to keep them
from blowing away, and when 180-degree LNAs cost
$4,000. We invented AML. We made AM fiber work
when the other guys said it wasn't possible. We are
inventing alot more neat stuff because it is what we, as
an industry, need to go forward.

Telcos beginning to look like cable
Before you think this business is passé, please note
that it isn't the cable guys who are trying to emulate
the telephone companies. We are not changing to copper pair. Rather, telephone companies are looking like
us. Cable television has more bandwidth by accident
than telephone companies have on purpose. Our hybrid
fiber/coax network will be the preferred embodiment
for telecommunications well into the next century.
We have brought the choice of visual entertainment
into the home, first here in the U.S., and now to an
increasing degree, abroad.
Careful though. Sometimes you get the bear, and
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sometimes, the bear gets you.
If you believe that what you know now, where
you've been, and yesterday's answers will work in the
future, please repeat after me: "Would you like that
with fries, sir?"
What's going to be happening next is like lightning.
Stuff will happen that will leave you out of touch, out
of inspiration and, if you're not careful, out of work.
Only the smart shall thrive, and surely the dumb will
perish.
The vaccine for the disease called "the future" is
education. And the surest way to understand something is to teach it. Organize and conduct meaningful
training for your staff. Make it worthwhile; don't
waste anybody's time. Sincere training directed at elevating awareness, not showing how much you know,
is the most pure form of human effort. Take time to
teach and see what you learn. SCTE courses, selfdirected programs such as those of the NCTI, or
enrollment in junior colleges are all meaningful ways
of raising understanding.
We are heading into new territory—new to us, but
familiar to others. We need to add telecommunications
skills to our toolbox. To compete in interactivity, telephony and the digital marketplace, we need to expand
our skills. Attendance at and attention to presentations
such as those found at this conference are essential for
survival.
But before heading out for tomorrow's technology,
let's make sure we are on afirm foundation with
today's business. Iworry about the prospects for erosion of cable penetration by DBS. Iam fearful the
entry of alternative video providers will leave us a
smaller pie. But most of all, Iam afraid of the people
in this industry and in this room who sell crappy pictures. There are alot of bad pictures out there, and we
are responsible for them. Too many systems barely
pass FCC proofs. Too many systems operate by letting
the customer define quality by how much the phone
rings. When you're talking about quality that costs,
let's say $1 million to add glass and shorten cascades,
it ultimately becomes an economic issue. On the other
hand, when you're talking about quality that is left on
the pole, or in the hole, because of sloppy maintenance
or inept operating parameters, then that quality was
bought and paid for—and it's our job to see that it gets
to our customers.
In the final analysis, we make our own destiny.
We—you and I—determine how much quality we'll give
our subscribers. Cut acorner, or close your eyes, and
someone else will step right up. It's really simple. The
rules for engagement are:
t/ Consumers want to be entertained. He or she wants
choice through non-invasive complimentary technology.
bi The low-cost provider will always win.
It is the caliber of presentations such as this conference that lifts us all. Don't disappoint yourself, your
customer, or each other. Remember, only the smart
shall thrive, and surely the dumb will perish. And keep
your eye on the bear.
CIED
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T
he Electronic Industries Association filed comments

with the FCC on Feb. 3which contained alarge number of technical errors and gross misrepresentations
regarding the Decoder Interface standard being hammered out by the EIA
and NCTA. It called for the FCC to go
backwards and consider aDecoder
Interface which was limited to only
descrambling. It also called for this
"crippled" Decoder Interface to be
required on all set-top boxes. It even
launched arequest that the FCC standardize set-top boxes!
A decade ago, the Decoder Interface
was ameans of adding an external plugi
ndescrambler to aconsumer electronics product so that the tuner could be
used and descrambling made transparent. The old "MultiPort," unfortunately,
didn't translate into aroll out. Instead,
the EIA/NCTA Joint Engineering
Committee developed the ANSI/EIA
563 Decoder Interface standard.
When the 1992 Cable Act required
the FCC to improve the compatibility
between consumer electronics equipment and cable systems, the Decoder
Interface was determined to be the
most practical way to accomplish these
goals. Most on both sides felt that the
ANSI/EIA 563 had to be upgraded..
An IF output from the consumer
electronics hardware was able to
accommodate digital signals and acouple of unique
analog formats. But most importantly, new services and
the prospect of interactivity and multimedia required
the consumer to be able to interact with the plug-in
Decoder Interface modules.
Nearly all of the committee effort of the last 18
months has focused on expanding the ability of the
Decoder Interface so that value is added for the consumer. The EIA's filing seeks to cripple the Decoder
Interface by limiting it to only the descrambling function. This self-serving position seeks to reserve all
value-added electronics for the retail sale, ignoring the
destructive impact this would have on consumer
choice. This proposal would bring an abrupt end to service experimentation and expansion. It gives new
meaning to the term "set-back."

From the
couch
to the
module

By Walter S. Ciciora
Ph.D.

The "command set" problem, symmetrical fears

From the very beginning of the work on the command set, the service provider side has been concerned
about ensuring that the consumer who purchases a
cable ready product has the same access to services as
the consumer who has an older—or new, inexpensive,
non-cable ready—TV.
Indeed, the cable ready product should not be second class. It's important that the consumer have the
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same "look and feel" and be able to use the same procedures for accessing services through the cable ready
product as with aset-top box. Otherwise, the consumer
is unnecessarily burdened and confused. The consumer
will, in nearly all cases, first have aset-top and only
later acquire acable ready TV or VCR. The purchaser
of anew cable ready product should not be disadvantaged relative to the user of aset-top box on an old TV.
There are symmetrical fears. The service provider is
concerned that consumers may not have access to all
services with acable ready product. Another concern is
that the access may be limited or made inconvenient,
strange or cumbersome. The consumer electronics
manufacturers are concerned that some services may
require aseparate remote control which may limit
access to TV or VCR features. The correct answer to
both of these concerns is to let the consumer decide!
When the consumer is purchasing anew TV or
VCR, the set-top box is not present. Instead, the products are fed with an off-air antenna or abank of laser
disks. The consumer is steered to features and functions which he finds attractive.
The product goes home and is connected to the service provider. If scrambled services are involved, the
service provider installs aDecoder Interface module, or
the subscriber self-installs it. If the consumer electronics manufacturer provided satisfactory access to the
services the subscriber desires, everyone is happy.
If, on the other hand, there are services which are
not accommodated by the cable ready TV and the
remote control which came with it, the consumer may
rent, purchase or be given adifferent remote control,
giving him two remotes. If the new remote gives full
access to all of the TV or VCR features which the consumer values, the remote that came with the TV is
placed on the shelf, and there is another happy ending.
If there are features in either the TV or VCR, or that
are offered by the service provider which are not easily
accessible through asingle remote control, the consumer must make achoice. The first choice is between
the features in the consumer electronics product which
are not readily accessible in the one remote control, or
the programming from the service provider which is
not available with the other remote control.
There are still other alternatives. If either the consumer electronics remote control or the service
provider's remote control has alearning feature, it can
absorb the commands from the other device. If neither
has the ability to "learn," athird-party remote control
can be acquired for the cost of one or two pizzas.
Only open, uncensored "couch-to-module" communications allows the consumer to have full access to
programming offered by service providers and to features included in "features boxes" sold at retail. If the
TV's or VCR's microprocessor becomes agatekeeper
and decides which signals are allowed to pass from
consumer to module, the Decoder Interface is crippled
and inherently limited. It can't accommodate exciting
new interactive and multimedia services. CIED
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C-COR's next generation of

AM fiber optic transmission
equipment for today's fiberrich architectures.
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1Redundant optical back-up.
1Flexible, modular, upgradable platform.
1Network management option.

Combines with FIexNetTM
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Digital Fiber Optics
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television, distance learning, intelligent highways, broadcast
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Reliable, Accessible, Accountable
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assistance, training, and a24-hour technical support hotline.
Call C-COR today for more information...
join us in the Networking Revolution!
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Another issue is laser
chirp, aphenomenon
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high CSO levels after
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1994
Cable TV AM transmis'NormaIced to estimated 1911,01fitzer volume
sion is sensitive to high
levels of CSO, which
appears on atelevision monitor as rolling diagonal
lines.
One approach to managing CSO is an externally
modulated laser, which produces asingle, continuous
wavelength modulated by an external source. The use
of an external cavity laser eliminates the wavelength
oscillations, thereby eradicating laser chirp and
enabling system designers to deploy 1550 nm solutions
over standard, singlemode fiber.
Regardless of transmission technique, dispersionshifted fiber, designed to minimize dispersion while
capitalizing on the lower attenuation rates at 1550 nm,
allows for greater transmission capacity over longer
distances than would be possible with standard, singlemode fiber.

Some leading

IVISOs are
investigating
dense WDM
technology
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The 1550 nm window revisited
Transmission at 1550 nm seemed, at best, aniche
application in the early 1990s, when the cable TV
industry first became interested in the operating window. Five years ago, the performance of 1550 nm AM
lasers didn't compare favorably to that of their 1310
nm laser counterparts. Additionally, optical amplifiers
weren't as advanced then as they are today. And dispersion-shifted fiber was generally viewed as ahighly specialized solution for long distance applications.
In 1995, however, advances in component technology, the introduction of anew, high-capacity fiber, and
the advent of "dense-wave division multiplexing"
(dense-WDM) promise to make 1550 nm transmission
ahighly viable operating protocol.
As cable operators continue to leverage their investment in their networks through amore detailed examination of 1550 nm technology, an enhanced dispersionshifted fiber optimized for avariety of applications
requiring multiple, high-bit rate communications over
long system lengths has been introduced. It may be
optimal in newbuild situations where operators anticipate the need to move large amounts of information
over longer distances.
For example, some long-haul and regional telephony
carriers are operating at 2.4 gigabits per second (Gbps).
Industry observers estimate that 10 Gbps systems will

begin to appear in the not too distant future. Those
cable operators who wish to support the hand-off of
regional voice traffic to the public switched telephone
network (PSTN), or to along distance carrier will
require anetwork infrastructure that can accommodate
high bit-rate traffic.
For cable TV applications, consider this basic scenario: assume amaster headend with amedia server for
an entire regional network. To handle video-on-demand
(VOD) for just five percent of aregional network
which serves 50,000 subscribers, 2,500 simultaneous
video streams of data will be needed. Each video
stream requires 4megabits per second (Mbps) MPEG-2
format (Motion Pictures Expert Group compressed
video technology).
Multiply 4Mbps by 2,500 video streams, and you
have 10 Gbps—the necessary capacity for tomorrow's
cable TV applications.
This example assumes that amedia server is located
farther back in the system, as opposed to an edge
switching design, where lower performance media
servers are located at various points in the regional network.

1550 applications, including dense WDM
Nearer term, 1550 nm technology is likely to be driven by the following evolving applications and technologies:
V Longer transmission requirements, such as headend
consolidation and subscriber "clustering," with the
resulting need for regional interconnects;
V the inevitable progression from analog to digital
communications, especially in regional rings, where
cable operators will look to transmit more information
over longer distances; and,
i/ recent advances in enabling technologies, such as
EDFAs and WDM.
Some leading MS0s, notably Cablevision Systems
Corp., Time Warner Cable, NewChannels Corp. and
Rogers Cablesystems, are investigating dense WDM
technology, where several narrow wavelengths in the
1550 nm operating window are carried on asingle
fiber. As mentioned earlier, this technology allows
cable TV operators to coordinate economical system
interconnection over long distances.
For example, it could accommodate four different
wavelengths at 1550 nm; one wavelength could deliver
telephony services, another digital video, the third
video-on-demand channels, and the fourth wavelength
would be reserved for the return path.
Dense WDM technology has been applied successfully by at least one telephone interexchange carrier in
recent months (for more information, see "1550 nm
gear back on radar screen," by Leslie Ellis, February
1995 issue of CED, page 44).
As the next generation of cable TV network architectures emerges, it seems possible that 1550 nm transmission represents an important operating window of
opportunity, as cable evolves from providing television
to full service telecommunications. CED
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Time to
re-examine
1550?t,

network
By Don C. Vassel,
Senior Market
Engineer—Cable TV
Corning Inc.
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what will the communications network of the future

look like? While today's fiber-to-the-feeder and hybrid
fiber/coax network designs take shape, it's safe to say
that cable TV systems will continue their transition
from delivering video entertainment programming to
providing integrated broadband telecommunications
services.
Tomorrow's cable TV network may be asked to

Increasingly, cable TV engineers are choosing to reexamine transmission in the 1550 nanometer (nm)
operating window as a"future-proofing" measure for
their networks.

Why 1550 nm?
The primary appeal of 1550 nm transmission lies in
its ability to access standard, singlemode fiber's lower
intrinsic attenuation rate (the reduction in signal
strength over the length of the fiber), thereby extending
the economy and reliability of fiber-based systems by
eliminating downstream active components. In addition, advances in erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs), which operate in the 1550 nm window, now
can be utilized to boost the transmission of the signal
without adding any significant distortion to the system.
Yet certain issues must be addressed when considering 1550 nm technology. Cable TV operators who plan
to build their plant with standard, singlemode fiber
operating at 1550 nm will find that the signal quality of
an AM system may degrade to an unacceptable level
after only afew kilometers when using conventional,
directly modulated DFB lasers.
Why? The problem is dispersion, a
key optical performance parameter
for singlemode fiber.
Simply put, while 1550 nm
operation on standard, singlemode
fiber offers the benefit of lower
attenuation, it brings with it the
trade-off of greater dispersion. The
effects of dispersion are commonly
accounted for in long-distance digital transmission, as well as in analog applications to determine the
maximum data rate or informationcarrying capacity of asinglemode
fiber link.

Understanding dispersion

In the near future, many cable TV applications will require high bit-rate connections over long distances.
Photo courtesy of Corning Inc.

enable abroad array of applications, including videoon-demand, telephony, high-speed data transport, and
telecommuting, to name just afew. In fact, it's likely
that cable TV applications requiring high bit-rate connections over long distances will become prevalent in
the coming years.
As aresult, one of the most significant challenges
facing cable TV operators is to provision their networks
now to accommodate these future services.
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Dispersion ici to the spreading of each pulse of laser light as it
travels along afiber. In digital
communications, as the light pulse
travels along the fiber, it spreads
because of the different wavelengths that make up the pulse
traveling at different speeds.
Eventually, the pulses can overlap
one another and become unrecognizable, thus limiting the received

data rate.
In analog transmission, the effect is slightly different. Dispersion causes aslightly distorted analog waveform to become significantly distorted more rapidly.
This is aresult of different wavelengths of light traveling at different speeds within the waveform. In AM
systems, this distortion shows up as second order harmonics (or "beats") and is commonly referred to as
composite second order (CSO) distortion.
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Cablephone
not
stil iesting,
ringing yet
By Dana Cervenka

T

he task: design asystem for aservice that has not
yet been given the regulatory green light, for customers
who are still pondering engineering and operational
decisions, at acost that is competitive with astructure
that has been in place seemingly forever. Given these
challenges, it shouldn't be too surprising that commu-

Engineers are
anxious to test
the technology
in their systems
now, to ensure
that their
upgrades won't
be wasted
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nications manufacturers are running behind operators'
expectations in their development of products for telephony over the cable plant.
But while manufacturers are planning and designing, cable engineers are chomping at the bit to get
started in telephony, as they warily eye the telcos,
which are very interested in cable's existing video customer base.
"I think that the technology development is lagging
from where it needs to be," says Joe Van Loan, senior
vice president engineering, Cablevision Industries.
"We've had applications for more than ayear that we
would like to work on, and we haven't even been able
to get prototype hardware."
While acknowledging that the status of cable telephony is dependent on what Congress does in the next
several months, David Fellows, senior vice president,
engineering and technology for Continental
Cablevision, adds, "I would like [the equipment] sooner, but at the moment, it looks like everything is hanging together for trials this year, and heavy deployment
next year."
More than anything else, cable engineers are anxious to test the technology in their systems now, to
ensure that their current efforts to upgrade won't be
wasted, and to determine if they need to make additional architectural changes.
With these concerns in mind, this article provides a

Level 2
The modular Homeworx
gateway
access platform represents ADC
Telecommunications' efforts to
calm the fears of MSOs
wrestling with how to get into
telephony at an incremental
rate. With ADC's platform, the
system components necessary to
offer telephony and data services include the Homeworx
Host Digital Terminal (HDT),
Integrated Services Unit (ISU)
and transceivers for both the
headend and optical node. To
get started in telephony, an
MS0 could purchase the basic
building block—a shelf capable
of handling 672 DS-0s, which.
using an assumption of oneand-a-half lines allocated per home,
would equate to about 448 lines (note:
while the telcos allocate one-and-ahalf circuits for every home passed,
MSOs will calculate their allotment
based on apenetration rate that is less
than 100 percent).
How much will systems like these
cost? Who really knows? Because of
the difficulty of specifying the many
variables involved in any one cable
telephony system, it's next to impossible to estimate the cost of the equipment on aper-line basis. And in fact,
many manufacturers shy away from
the question altogether. "We have literally binders and binders full of cost
modeling that we've done for customers," says Greg Wortman, senior
manager, corporate communications,
with ADC.
Field trials should provide some
additional data on cost and ahost of
other factors. Although ADC officials
are not able to comment on current trials, Time Warner
Communications is testing the Homeworx telephony
platform in its Rochester, N.Y. trial in order to learn
more about how video and telephony will coexist over
the hybrid fiber/coax plant in the real world.
Full-scale roll-out of the product line is slated for
the fall of 1995.
Architecture. On the surface, at least, most of the
cablephone systems are achitecturally very similar. In
ADC's case, the HDT hooks into the Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) via aT-1 into alocal digi-
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brief update on each manufacturer's product line and deployment schedule, as well as an
overview of trials.
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Figure 1: The ADC end-to-end integrated network solution
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vices such as caller ID, call waiting, forwarding, etc.
And the system will also provide arange of services,
from POTS (plain old telephone service) to ISDN, coin,
T-1/E- Iand other options.
Because there is no clear consensus among operators
about powering, Woman notes that, "We are open to
designing it in the manner that the customer wants."
Another major issue that cable operators will be
forced to deal with as they enter the telephony realm is
that of the Operational Support System (OSS), which
governs network monitoring, control and business functions. In concert with the OSS, ops will also need an
effective network management system. While ADC is
offering several levels of network management systems,
it, like many of the manufacturers, will leave it to operators to secure higher level operational support.
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tal switch. In most cases, the switch would be co-located with the HDT in the headend. Eventually, the signal
will make the trip over the plant to the ISU, located at
the customer's home, which receives its intended signal,
and separates the telephony portion from the video. The
telephony signal travels over the twisted pair into the
home, while the video passes into the home over the
coax.
Features. The Homeworx system is transparent to
the CLASS features provided by the switch. A telco
industry acronym for Customized Local Access
Signaling Service, these CLASS features include ser-

AT&T's offering for broadband multimedia and narrowband telephony services is dubbed the HFC-2000
Broadband Access System, afamily of products that
includes aHost Digital Terminal (HDT), as well as distribution hub optics, fiber nodes, network interface
units, amplifiers and power-passing taps. AT&T is
already building the system—not for MS0s, but for a
couple of local exchange carriers: Pacific Bell and
Southern New England Telephone (SNET). On the
cable side, the company has not yet announced any contracts for the HFC-2000; however, they are working
through the CableLabs' telephony RFP and are talking
to major MS0s, according to Rick Cavanaugh, MSO
offer manager, HFC-2000 Broadband Access System.
Cavanaugh predicts that the platform will be available
for general deployment in the first quarter of 1996.
Architecture. The HFC-2000 telephony platform
begins with the HDT, which would typically sit in the
distribution hub, one level down from the headend.
("Host Digital Terminal" is the Bellcore terminology for
the switch interface box, and is used by many of the
vendors.) The HDT is linked to the PSTN via links running to aClass 5switch (an MSO could lease, own, or
partner to gain access to the switch). The interface
employed is Bellcore's TR-303, astandard, open specification. From the HDT, atelephony signal would travel
down an operator's network to afiber node, and from
there, to abox on the side of the subscriber's house
called the NIU (or Network Interface Unit).
Features. The residential unit, the SLU NIU2P, is
targeted to provide two phone lines and aCATV drop to
the residence. The unit is actually part of afamily of
network interface units; other models will support
AT&T's SLC channel unit.
As far as the system as awhole is concerned, AT&T
went with the network powering option, says
Cavanaugh, simply because that's what its customers
wanted. Powering and its effect on system cost was a
challenge, as engineers had to figure out away to costeffectively power the NIUs and support eight hours of
battery backup. Because MSOs will initially start with
low subscriber penetration, it's critical for their business
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AT&T is already
building the
system for a
couple of local
exchange
carriers
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case that power consumption be as low
as possible. To that
end, AT&T has been
working to reduce the
power consumption
of the NIUs.
The company is
planning to offer its
own OSS platform,
called ASOS
(Advanced Service
Operations System)

Figure 2: AT&T HFC-2000 broadband access system
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General Instrument
About ayear ago,
General Instrument
teamed with DSC
Communications, a
Digital Loop Carrier
vendor, to produce its
Mediaspan system
for telephony over
the HFC cable plant.
In fact, GI feels that
DSC is agood partner, simply because

Network
Interface
Unit

of the company's experience in telephony and the local
loop market, says Jeff Lanctot, director of Broadband
Telephone Systems for Gl.
While reluctant to reveal GI's schedule for full product roll-out, Lanctot reports that some initial field trials
of the technology will take place this summer.
He adds that in terms of the equipment only, GI's
system would cost somewhere in the range of $200-400
per line. "It's very volume-dependent, of course,"
explains Lanctot. "And we have to be comparing apples
to apples to get any kind of placement of the relativity
of those numbers."
Architecture. GI's HDT functions as aswitch interface box, and is both TR-8 and TR-303 ready. Once the
telephony signals reach the HDT (again, via an interconnection with aClass 5switch), the terminal multiplexes them together and combines the telephony signals with the downstream video signal, sending them
over the same optical fiber. The signals travel over the
fiber network to broadband nodes, where the
optical/electrical conversion takes place. From there, as
usual, the signals travel over the coax to the customer's
home. GI's side-of-the-house box, the Coaxial
Termination Unit (CTU), splits the telephony signal off
from the video signal and delivers the call over the
existing copper.
Features. The Mediaspan system will provide stan-

Figure 3: General Instrument's broadcast video, interactive video and telephony systems
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•Analog signal processing equipment
•DigiCipher digital signal processing
equipment
•Music Choice digital audio signal processing
•ACC (Access Control Signaling Network)

•Optoelectronics
•Fiber optic and coaxial
cables
•RF electronics
•1GHz FFT taps and
passives
•CNU-Coaxial Network
Unit for broadband
telephony
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I•CFT analog terminals
I•OCT and DET digital
I terminals
I•CTU-Coaxial Termination
I Unit for broadband
I telephony
I•DBS satellite receivers
•C-Band TVRO receivers
I•High speed data modems

You supply the vision.
We apply the technology

AMP is one afilie léw vendors in the world with broad experience
in technologies for all three major media.

The vision is there — anew kind of
communications network with a
new generation of technologies.
Digital. Broadband. Interactive.
The demand now — today — is to
capture the vision and shape it into
reality: to speed up deployment,
and hold down cost. To meet that
demand, you need solid technology
resources — ready-now solutions
for the field, and developmental
depth for the long haul. Resources
you can count on. Resources we can
deliver.
It's probably no surprise that we
have deep experience in all the varied technologies that will become
the information superhighway.
We've pioneered in many of them,

For more information and our capability brochure, call us at 1-800-835-7240 (fax 910-727-5858).
AMP, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608. In Canada, call 905-470-4425.

Circle Reader Service No. 16

from copper and coax in the 40's to
fiber in the 70's. It could be news,
though, that we've gone far beyond
"connectors" and now offer advanced
design services, simulation, and subsystem manufacturing. That our
production facilities are among the
most advanced in the world. And
that we have some of the strongest
R&D labs as well, with over 500
people already involved in everything from contact physics to cryogenics, from materials science to
manufacturing technology.
We're ready to put all these
resources to work for you, and help
you bridge the gap between vision
and implementation.
AMP is atrademark

AMP
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dard POTS, including all of the CLASS features, as well as digital services such as ISDN,
and will also support foreign exchange lines.
GI plans to offer several powering options,
including network and local.
In developing the platform, the company
has thrown its engineering efforts into conquering three challenges in the development of
the CTU. The first is keeping the power of the
box in the range of three watts per unit. The
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second is keeping the cost of the unit in check
by integrating it as much as possible down to
the chip level, for mass production.
And the third challenge is handling the limited amount of bandwidth and the ingress in
the upstream.

Motorola
Motorola entered the cablephone fray
through the backdoor, as the manufacturer was

For all your broadband enclosure needs call 708-455-8010
or your authorized distributor.

INTEGRATED ACCESS SOLUTIONS TM

RELIANCENWI
comm/TEC

originally looking at ways to backhaul wireless
communications services over cable. And the
design of its CableComm system for wired telephony and PCS reflects that strategy, as the
manufacturer has borrowed trunking and frequency re-use techniques from its wireless vault
to overcome challenges in offering telephony
over the cable plant. Originally announced in
1994, the CableComm system targets operators'
HFC systems for services including telephony,
data, PCS and videophone.
At present, the company is in the formulative stages of atrial with TCI and Teleport
Communications Group in Arlington Height's,
Ill., where ademo room is being utilized to
run voice, video and high-speed data over
TCI's system. This summer, Motorola will
start installing Cable Access Units (CAUs) at
the homes of 25 employees, drawn in some
mix from the three participating companies.
Full-scale commercial roll-out is planned
for the first quarter of 1996, according to
James Phillips, vice president and general
manager of Multimedia Worldwide
Distribution and Marketing for Motorola.
Phillips estimates that equipment cost per line
would run from $350 up to $550, depending
on configuration.
Architecture. Motorola's headend unit,
called aCable Control Unit (CCU) interfaces,
to the telephone network via aTR-8 or TR-303
interface, and also hooks into the Operations
and Maintenance Center (OMC). The customer premise box is called the Cable Access
Unit (CAU), which siphons off the telephony
signal in the downstream.
In terms of capacity, the system's use of
trunking technology and time division multiplexing in the upstream and downstream will
allow MSOs to send between 500 and 1,000
calls in one, 6-MHz channel, says Phillips.
Features. The Motorola system is transparent to all the basic CLASS features offered by
the switch, as well as basic rate ISDN. The
residential units will come in one-, two- and
eight-line versions. In addition, CableComm is
designed to conduct loopback diagnostics.
Powered by the network, the system
includes CAUs that consume less than one-half
watt of power each, says Phillips, as they were
built on the powering techniques used for
pagers and cellular phones.

Northern Telecom
As the manufacturer of millions of telephony line cards per year, Northern Telecom is
hoping to drive down the cost of cablephone by
building on some of its existing products.
Northern's "Cornerstone" family of broadband
products is segmented into services for voice,
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When your vision demands fiber,
we provide solutions.

Fiber optic systems are the heart of

products manufactured under ISO

tomorrow's telephone and CATV infra-

9001-certified processes and tested to

structure—and that infrastructure is

Bellcore specifications. We offer wave-

being built today.

division multiplexers, couplers, fixed

We have the technological resources
you need for the long haul, but we also

AMP fiber optic products include cable management
hardware and OSP splice closures.

know you need "right-now" resources

assemblies, splice closures, and distri-

to get today's job done. And right now,

bution enclosures. Everything has

AMP has over 500 people developing
and producing the fiber optic products

been designed to simplify installation,

you need—engineers, technicians,
manofifturing and support personnel

.71.

The AMP CORELINK splice is
- asimple, permanent, reusable
mechanical splice for 125 pm fiber.

and variable attenuators, splices, and
connectors—plus patch panels and cable

and hold down costs.
We'd like you to know more about
our products, the support we offer, and

dedicated to helping you get what you

the resources and expertise we can

need when you need it, in quantity,

provide to help turn your vision into

anywhere in the world.

reality, today.

Our fiber optic line is comprehensive,
advanced, and available—with many

For more !ntormation and our capability brochure, cal us at 1-800-835-7240 (fax 910-727-5858).
AMP, Harrisburç, PA 171G5-3608. In Canaca, call 905-470-4425.
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PCS, data and multimedia. The segments, though they
share common elements, are running at different developmental rates. There will be several field trials of
Cornerstone Voice this April, according to Cortland
Wolfe, senior manager, Broadband Networks. Roll-out
and volume production of Cornerstone Voice will take
place sometime in early '96, according to John Mattson,
director of product marketing, Broadband Networks.
Architecture. The Cornerstone Voice line includes a
Voice Gate—a line card and amodem in awallbox
package mounted at the side of the house—and aVoice
Module, which is mounted in acable operator's head-

and MCI. While that trial tested original prototype
units, there are plans to conduct another trial with MCI,
using equipment "that is very close to final production
configuration," notes Ron Foster, vice president of
telecommunications systems for S-A. The additional
trial, to take place in Chicago, is slated for the middle
of this year. With the data gained from the trials, the
product line should be turned over to the factory to produce S-A's first volume shipments in fourth quarter '95,
marking commercial availability.
Most of the manufacturers seem to be clustering
together in their estimates of equipment costs, and S-

Figure 4: Motorola's CableComm equipment elements
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end or in afiber hub. The Voice Module serves as the
interface to the PSTN and provides the modulation to
make the telephony signal compatible with the cable
network. Once the signal arrives at the Voice Gate, the
digital component is stripped off the analog signal, then
it is handed over to one of the line cards in the wallbox,
which processes the signal for the subscriber's phone.
Features. For residential service, two lines are standard, with all the CLASS features. There are also two
flavors of wallbox—basic and premium. Because the
Cornerstone line is built on the company's next generation Digital Loop Carrier platform, the OSS already in
place with that system can be delivered to MS0s, notes
Wolfe, while the company is working with various partners to deliver "a complete network management solution for the cable operator."
There are currently three powering options with
Cornerstone: two types of network powering, and one
type of subscriber powering.

Scientific-Atlanta
CoAxiom (formerly CoAccess), Scientific-Atlanta's
family of telephone service products, is designed to
deliver both video and telephony services. The
CoAxiom system has been used in atechnical trial in
Alexandria, Va., in apartnership with Jones Intercable

A's products fall in line. A ballpark estimate of per-line
equipment cost is $350-400, initially, but Foster
believes that over the next several years, the cost will
be driven down to about half that, as aresult of volume
and continued vertical integration.
Architecture. The electrical architecture closely
resembles that of aset-top application. The main components of the system are the box in the headend,
called the Headend Interface Unit, or HIU; and the side
of the house box, called the Customer Interface Unit, or
CIU. Another version of the CIU serves multiple tenant
applications.
Though principally designed to be network-powered,
there is aprovision for subscriber powering in S-A's
system.
Features. The residential interface will offer two
telephone lines; and two additional, optional lines for
data, fax, energy management and other data applications. A built-in interface allows customers to plug-in
S-A's line of energy management products for controlling power usage and monitoring outages. Because the
system is transparent, CLASS features move through
automatically. The platform can also support ISDN.
While the company will not offer an OSS, it will be
providing an element manager incorporating an industry standard interface.
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Can Your Architecture
Stand the Test of Time?
Can your broadband architecture support video on demand,
targeted ads and telephony — as well as help you compete
effectively? Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-to-the-Serving Area
architectures not only accommodate today's expanded bandwidth needs, but offer the built-in flexibility and reliability for
the interactive futiire.

And we provide much more than advanced architectures. It's
acomplete end-to-end solution. Fiber optic, distribution and
headend systems to implement your new FSA architecture
at alow life-cycle cost. With subscriber systems to bring
it all home.
So make sure your broadband network will stand the test
of time. Call Scientific-Atlanta today at 800-433-6222 or fax
us at 404-903-3088.
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Figure 5: Northern Telecom's Cornerstone
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NewChannels Corp. is currently conducting
afield trial of Tellabs Operations Inc.'s
Cablespan cable telephony product portfolio
in the Syracuse, N.Y. area. In addition to that
test, there is another major trial being conducted by an undisclosed MSO in the U.S.,
and by the beginning of this month, two more
trials were scheduled to fire up, according to
Wayne Partington, group product manager,
network access systems, for Tellabs
Operations Inc.
If all goes as planned, roll-out of the version
used in MDU applications will take place this
June; trial and roll-out of the residential version
will take longer, notes Partington, due to the
complexity of the upstream path and the multiple access protocol (TDMA) needed to manage

Figure 6: Scientific-Atlanta's CoAxiom—a dual services delivery system for CATV networks
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point-to-multipoint distribution.
For MDU applications, the targeted per line
equipment cost is $300 per subscriber or less,
while the cost will probably run between
$300-350 per sub for residential applications.
As with the estimates of other manufacturers,
this will be highly variable depending on
specifics.
Architecture. The Cablespan system is
set up with an HDT in the headend, the
equivalent of acentral office terminal in a
digital loop carrier system. At maximum
capacity, the HDT can support 672 subscribers in a"completely non-blocking configuration," according to corporate literature.
The box at the subscriber end is
either aRemote Service Unit (RSU), for
single family residences or small busi-

Optional
line
interface

01994 -Toner Cable Equpment, Inc.
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ModLlator

Customer Interlace Unit

We Cover Your
Cable Testing Needs
From The Headend
To The Drop

When you're looking at overall
system operation, from headend performance testing to
converter operation, the
objective is to insure your
customer at the end of the line
has aquality picture under all
conditions.
That's why we've made a
commitment to provide you
with instruments designed to
meet all your system testing
needs from start to finish.
To find out more about
Sencore's exclusive line of
cable testing instruments call
1-800-SENCORE (736-2673) and
ask for your free full line cable
catalog today!
-

Signal Level Meters
V1TS Inserters
Video Analyzers
TDR Cable Analyzers
Frequency Counters
And More.

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Direct: (605)339-0100 Fax: (605)339-0317
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Figure 7: CATV/telephony delivery alternatives in the Tellabs' system
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Unisys

The Digital Cable Services System
(DCSS), produced by Unisys, is crafted around secure communications
technology originally used by the milAT
Set top
itary to overcome noisy environments.
Set top
To establish the reliable return path
Siamese
Set-top
drop
required for cable telephony and other
interactive services, the company proRF Multi Tap
vides adirect sequence spread specPedestal-telephony,
trum modem at both ends of the HFC
Coax
Power
Multi Tap & power tap
drop
network; the modem uses aspecial
distribution
RBT/mRBT
tap
ASIC that has only recently been
cleared for use in the commercial
world. Use of spread spectrum in the
Set-top
return can overcome the ingress, path
distortion and other types of noise
Siamese
inherent in this path, according to
Common
drop
Set-top
company officials.
Residential
111111111111111111111
HT
The company tested DCSS at
Terminal
CableLabs in the spring of '94, and
nesses, or aRemote Subscriber Terminal (RST) for
demonstrated the system as part of the
multiple dwelling unit/business applications. In the
CableNET exhibit at the Western Show last winter.
RSU upstream, TDMA is used on a1.6-1.7 MHz carriAlthough it has yet to be field tested by MS0s, DCSS
er to handle 30 DS-Os. The RST uses TDM in both the
will be put through its paces in trials conducted later
upstream and the downstream paths.
this year, probably in the September/October timeframe,
Features. A variety of services, including POTS,
according to Wayne McPherson, vice president
analog/digital data, payphone service, ISDN and T-1/ECommercial New Business Development at Unisys.
1are supported by the system.
While the company is capable of shipping trial versions
While there were anumber of obstacles to overcome,
in the thousands-of-units range, it's targeting first quar"What we were most worried about was giving MSOs a ter '96 for commercial rollout of the product line.
platform that was migratable beyond POTS service:'
Although still in the process of conducting internal
explains Partington, "meaning, giving them aplatform
pricing analysis, Unisys intends to be competitive with
the $300-350 per-subscriber equipment cost
Figure 8: Unisys spread spectrum over coax
that cable companies say they would be willing
to pay, says McPherson.
Architecture. The DCSS includes an HDT
Digital data &
and aNeighborhood Interface Unit (NIU). For
analog video
Coaxial
the return path, the two communicate over the
cable
network via aspread spectrum modem link. For
the forward path, differentially encoded QPSK is
Neighborhood node
used. The NIU is available in different combinaSpread spectrum
tions of single family residence and multidigital data
lobdwelling unit/business versions.
)Fiber
Features: The DCSS can provide POTS,
video telephony, data and telemetry, as well as
Headend
Switched
transparent access to features from the telco.
multimedia
telephony network
And
the company will also provide, at minisource
mum, the shell of an OSS structure, or ageneric software package that would collect usage
data while managing the network.
Given the complexity of the system, the
"toughest nut to crack" has been bringing the
Other multimedia
cost of the DCSS down, while providing the
Data network
capabilities that operators will require, says
McPherson, who adds, "we are convinced that
we are there, now." CIED
Option B
twisted
Option A pair
Siamese
drop
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GI's DigiCable... Shaping The Future
of Broadband Communications
Equipment for your communications network comes in all
shapes and sizes, but only one company offers the vision that's
reshaping broadband communications — General Instrument.
GI, creator of the DigiCable system, is changing the way
broadband communications operates, while being fully compatible
with your current equipment, no matter what shape it comes in.
And, as the innovator of the DigiCipher technology that is being
licensed to other set-top equipment manufacturers, GI shapes
up as the unquestioned leader in the broadband communications

formats with NTSC, PAL, and SECAM. Plus, with GI's in-home DCT
terminal, your customers can get an outstanding range of features
and viewing possibilities, including interactive and multi-media.
GI's DigiCable System conforms with MPEG-2 standards
for compression, in addition to DigiCipher® II technology. And
DigiCable is upgradeable and compatible with GI analog
addressable systems worldwide.
Call GI today at 1-800-523-6678 and learn more about
how DigiCable can reshape your system.

JGeneral Instrument

field.
Rely on the originator for genuine GI DigiCable equipment
and all it provides: vastly expanded channel capacity, DES
encryption and renewable security, high-quality audio Dolby®
AC-3 and MUSICAM'" compatability, and full flexibility in video

Leading the World in Broadband Technologies

For more information about DigiCable, or any other of our products, call 1-800-523-6678 (in the U.S.), 215-674-4800 (outside the U.S.), or fax 215-956-6497 (anywhere).
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COUNTDOWN TO COMPETITION

FOR WE'RE AND WIRELESS SERVICES
Perhaps the only certainty in the fast-changing communications business is
that wide-open competition is on the horizon. Both political parties, the
Administration, the Congress, and the FCC are all moving in unison to
open up the local telephone business, cable television, wireless voice
and data, and virtually every other previously restricted market to
competition. The questions are no longer "if" and "when", but
rather "which markets should we be in?" and "how do we get
started?" The Convergence '9.5"' Countdown to Competition
for Wireline and Wireless Services Conference will provide
the salient information you need to formulate the answers.

If you haven't

SESSION TOPI CS:

been to a

The New Competitive World

Convergence'

The new world of communications is being defined by asingle word: competition.
The race for market share will go to the quickest firms with the best strategies.
Players from the major companies already on the track will explain their view
of the opportunities — present and future.

conference yet,
now is the

Local Telephone: From Monopoly to Open Competition
Now, for the first time, the government is poised to take the wraps off the
$100 billion local telephone market and allow others ashot at the local
telephone customer. How should you proceed? This session will help
you design your company's treasure map.

time. You must
start now!

Public Policy: Demanding, Not Hindering, Competition

1995 looks to be the year the market will open to full-bore
competition. The Administration, regulatory agencies, and
Congress are promising competition, while moving to limit
the States' ability to hinder it. Every public policy change
will open up some opportunities while closing down others •
If you expect to be aplayer, you must avail yourself of all
the input you can get on what Federal, State and Local
public policy shifts are expected and what they will
mean. This session will explore them all.
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Other Critical Session Topics Include:
•IV ireless Strategies: The Waiting Game Is Over
•Technology for Opportunity:
New Services On Your Old Network
•Operating in the New Competitive World
•Marketing Strategies:
Competing With the Monopoly
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THE PREMIER MAGZINE OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS

AMIN

N ETWORK PLANNING

Telephone
system
engineenn

Understanding the art
of network planning

By Steve Day, President, Comm DOC
Services

I

twasn't more than 10 years ago that broadband network engineering focused exclusively
on delivery of AM-VSB 6MHz video channels. In these networks of the past, simple
engineering practices held true: Design an RF
wideband system with 0to 3dBmV of amplitude at the back of each customer television
set. In this case, the fundamental information

V Broadcast service represents information
that is being broadcast to each and every customer. This information can be video channels, data signaling information and other
information available at each and every customer location.
V Access lines or circuit services represent the
services that create atwo-way circuit to one
customer. They can represent adata circuit, a
phone circuit or avideo conference. For the
purpose of this article we will discuss access

Figure 1: A typical strand map, showing footage and housecounts.
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required to build such anetwork was cable
footage and house count.
A typical strand map from the past looked
something like Figure 1, asimple stick diagram with footages and house counts. The
conduit structure and service laterals are documented. The appropriate house counts are
denoted at each structure point and the
footages are denoted between each structure
point. Simply put, anetwork could get built
with these two statistics meticulously recorded
for each structure span (i.e. pole span) and
each structure point (i.e. pole, pedestal).

Access line management
Today, when looking at this same challenge, the networks are being designed to
carry an incredible amount of additional information. This network information can be
divided into three distinct partitions:
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will understand access line planning and
access line fill boxes. Figure 2represents an
example of these. In this example, the
CATV/telephone engineer completes the field
engineering and attempts to determine the
number of access lines (telephone lines) to be
served from any given point in the system. In
Figure 2, at the given location, there are eig
telephone lines. However, being fed through s.
this location (the field side of the location)
there are 16 access lines.
The engineer also attempts to forecast th
future demand for access lines. In the Figur
example, the engineer would forecast agro
of four lines (in 10 years) at the given locati
and apass through of 27 lines. Traditionally,
this is how residential services were planned
It is important that this process be re-institut
in the mapping model. This field informatio
can easily be input, analyzed and modeled i
today's CAD engineering systems. It all
begins with amore expanded version of
today's strand mapping process.
In Figure 3, the access line fill boxes are
placed at every
"strategic" location. Strategic
locations can be
every structure
point or every
major street
intersection. The
field engineer
makes adetermination on how
many access
lines will be fed
from the primary
structure point
(i.e. pole, pedestal). Two ways this information can be derived is by counting water
meters (at aminimum) and telephone station
protector connections (at amaximum). This
can be furthered by also forecasting agrowth
factor. Many field conditions could be used to '
determine the growth. Some are as follows:
I. The residential neighborhood appears to
be experiencing atransformation as dwelling
units are being converted to professional
offices, leading to the conclusion that access ,
.
lines should be increased in the future.
2. The local residential demographic rep
sents high usage households and the engine
factors agrowth of several access lines for
these demographics.
3. A commercial unit reflects little growth
but ahigh user business is slated to move int
the commercial unit in the future.
4. Anticipated buy rate of access lines, circuit switched services or POTS lines for a

lines as aDS-0 56 Kbps circuit (offering
POTS).
V Packet services represent the services that
are sent to one customer and are bursty in
nature. This information can be the delivery of
video-on-demand movies to aspecific customer location. It can be adata transfer containing massive data tiles or video imaging. It
is information delivered upon request (from
sender or receiver).
When looking at the prospect of offering all
three services over the same network, the traditional RF engineering does not come close
to getting the job done. In fact, today's current
method of sizing afiber cell by homes passed
is outmoded.
These additional services require different
and unique information not typically required
in the CATV field engineering model. For the
telephone engineers reading this article, they
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Figure 2
given area. This
Traffic study
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From auniquely
Access line fill box
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Total
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some valid observalaser, to the telephotions that afield
Three years
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ny hand-off; there is
engineer can collect.
an increasing amount
Five years
11
26
This will drive the
of common equipaccess line forecast
ment. In other
Ten years
12
27
and appropriate
words, the amount of
planning for fiber
common equipment required is determined by
cell sizing and fiber cable management. In
an assumption that not all users of the network
Figure 3, acurrent access line count of 17
need services at the same time. For example, if
access lines represents the fill box toward the
an HFC fiber optic cell can modulate 224 DSoffice. The end-of-line represents an access
Os, then it could service 200 access lines at the
line of only 1. The street will represent acirsame time. It could serve 100 homes requiring
cuit growth from 17 to 31. This field engineertwo access lines each.
ing data is important in atraditional telephone
Lastly, assuming only 25 percent of the cusnetwork and is equally important in today's
tomers use the system at the same time, in a
HFC or coaxial telephony networks. This colpeak demand period, the node's common telelected data represents much more that the typiphone equipment can handle acell size of 400
cal information collected in Figure 1and
homes. This should become the fundamental
allows the network planners to conduct valuplanning tool for sizing fiber optic cells.
able circuit provisioning (down to the structure
By refining this process of traffic analysis,
point) and telephone traffic modeling.
the assignment of common equipment can be
This information is vital to properly plandetermined. This can save millions of dollars
ning an HFC network. To the CATV field
and create high utilization of network equipengineer, this represents the beginning "art
ment. Effective cell size planning, fiber cable
form" of true network planning. To the telesizing, interoffice trunk circuits, interstage
phone engineer, it brings the importance of
switching links, call processors and digital
network planning (that has been abandoned)
receivers can be effectively utilized. This all
back into the picture. To all engineers, this
begins with taking random call traffic, access
information becomes the vital starting point
line information, house count information and
for telephony network planning.
creating aprobabilistic framework that allows

for traffic analysis and common equipment
Figure 3: Combining astrand map with access line fill boxes
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assignment.
Traffic analysis begins with traffic flow
analysis. Traffic flow analysis starts with being
able to predict the call arrivals and holding
times of these calls. Coupling this information
with the number of access lines provides a
modeling program that will serve as the vital
information for network provisioning. Figure 4
is an illustration of how agroup of customers
can be analyzed.
In this model, 20 individual sources can be
plotted with respect to call arrival and hold
time. Although the individual randomness
exists, aprobabilistic framework reflects a
peak call volume
of 17 sources.
Consequently,
the network peak
utilization is 85
percent. The
average utilization is approximately 11
sources. If these
statistics were
projected across
afiber cell with 600 access lines, the maximum circuits (trunks) required would be 510
circuits.
The second key statistic is the average time
of each call made (call hold time). This is particularly important in any circuit switching
where the hold time of acall (from the point
of end-to-end connection to disconnect) determines the amount of network equipment occupied by the call. This is the time that the common equipment is being used.
The sum of the random hold
times, during agiven interval, represents the traffic volume. Figure 5
represents two different calling
areas with different traffic volume.
This traffic volume can be coupled
with average circuit use time. By
End of
dividing traffic volume by the
50'
line
interval of the time which it is
measured, the traffic flow can be
determined. This is typically
expressed in Erlangs, or hundred
call seconds per hour (CCS). CCS
denotes century call seconds. One
Erlang equals 36 CCS.
On the other hand, if all 750
calls had an average hold time of 60
minutes (maxium loading), then
this would represent 750 Erlangs
and 750 trunk circuits. Provisioning
can vary by this wide margin and
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only effective traffic flow analysis can take the
randomness of telephone traffic and predict
how many circuits are needed. This essential
science (correlated with common equipment
provisioning) can save millions of dollars in
unnecessary equipment costs.
The maximum capacity of any common
equipment circuit is 1Erlang. This indicates
that the circuit is always busy. The maximum
Erlang capacity of acommon circuit network
is simply the number of circuits. Typically, the
traffic analysis of apublic network take place

peak period) the average number of calls in a
500-home cell is 750 calls per hour.
Furthermore, the average hold time is 180 seconds. This would represent 135,000 seconds in
an hour of traffic intensity. This would represent
37.5 Erlangs and perhaps 37.5 circuit trunks.

Conclusion
Network operators should consider anew
approach to designing CATV/HFC systems.
For the first time, the placement of circuit services on this type of network are being considered. Consequently, these
circuit loads need to be
determined from the outset—the strand mapping
process. Access line counts
and forecasts are vital.
Secondly, the sizing of
fiber nodes cannot be
based on homes passed,
alone. To say aspecific
number of homes/cells will
serve all geographic or
"
demographic serving areas
is simply not arealistic
design goal. A careful doc8
9
10
umentation of homes (broken out by residential,
commercial, PEGs, apartments and vacants),
access lines, special services and higher capacity circuit services is important. This documentation will allow for adequate network
planning and answer such questions as: Where
to serve with HFC? Where to serve with
FTTC? Where to serve with FLC (fiber loop
carrier)? Although this may seem like alot of
additional information, the evolution of map-

Figure 4: Traffic analysis
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ping and CAD systems should allow for mechanized modeling to bring meaning to the additional information.
Once the network is built, this information
can be compared to traffic analysis for constant monitoring of circuit network deployment and common equipment provisioning. By
plotting the access lines and their respective
peak/average call arrivals, call hold times and
traffic intensity, fiber cell adjustments and circuit network provisioning can be handled efficiently. Again, there are computer modeling
programs that
can provide this
analysis.
The engineering planning will
result in:
V Determination
of the appropriate broadband
network architecture and circuit provisioning
based on access
line demand for
each serving
area.
V HFC fiber cell
size determined by the access line demand and
traffic volume analysis associated with each
proposed cell.
V Traffic volume analysis that will identify the
time when afiber cell needs to be reduced.CIED

4
5
6
7
Time (minutes)

by analyzing the period of time with the highest traffic intensity.
In figure 5, Cell #1 has the highest traffic
intensity at 9a.m. Cell #2 has the highest at 10
a.m. To get the traffic intensity during this
period, the average number of calls would simply be multiplied by the average hold time,
expressed in Erlangs.
As an example, let us assume that (at the

Network

operators should
consider a
new approach
to designing

CATV/HFC
systems.
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Figure 5: Traffic volume analysis
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Residential
shared
tenant services

The door to full-fledged
cable telephony

provider would serve several regional MDU
locations, each with aprivate branch exchange
(PBX) connecting to the public switched network on site. Essentially, the services offered
would be aresale of local telephone service at
alower cost, with or without added benefits
such as bundled calling features.
Just after divestiture, R-STS was viewed as
holding great promise for competition and
growth. But strict state regulation and the
intrinsic limitations of the traditional R-STS
system architecture have kept its growth to a
minimum. As aresult, R-STS has had limited
success, and most R-STS providers remain
small, non-diversified and local.
For the cable companies, however, the conditions are quite different. With an infrastructure optimized for the more cost-efficient centralized R-STS systems—and with the help of
aslow but sure trend toward deregulation—
cable companies are set to become successful
in the R-STS business.

Why is R-STS attractive to cable?

By C. Derrick Huang, Manager, New
Business Development, Northern Telecom; and
Dick Swan, AVP, Networks Marketing,
Northern Telecom

W

ith an infrastructure capable of providing
two-way telecommunications and more, cable
companies want to determine the best vehicle
that will allow them to enter the residential
telephone market. To be sure, the ideal entry
vehicle must meet certain criteria. It must
incur little trouble with the regulators. It
should rely on existing and proven technologies, thus causing few or no technical delays.
It should share the upgraded cable system
with cable TV services, thus eliminating the
costs of aseparate outside plant. It should be
accountable as astandalone revenue center
without subsidy from other services—but, when
necessary, it could be used as adefensive
mechanism to fend off video competitors.
Last, but certainly not least, it should require
low marketing costs.

52

With that in mind, one particular application emerges as an ideal entry vehicle: residential shared tenant service (R-STS). RSTS is being increasingly cited by cable
companies as astepping stone into the residential telephone market. Just as competitive access providers have exploited opportunities such as private line transmission and
Centrex service to get into the business market, cable companies can implement R-STS
to gain afoothold in the residential telephone market.

Abrief history of R-STS
Residential shared tenant service is an alternative local telephone service provided to
occupants of amulti-tenant apartment building
or complex of buildings, also known as a
"multiple dwelling unit," or MDU. The service
features shared switching components operated by the building owner, the users as agroup,
or athird party other than the local telephone
company. Historically, atypical R-STS

R-STS meets all the criteria of an ideal
entry vehicle for the cable companies to get
into telephony. At last check, most states had
authorized R-STS, and none of those states
that had not authorized it explicitly prohibit
such aservice.' Minor restrictions on the RSTS business still exist,' but they are easier to
overcome than the barriers to offering fullfledged residential local exchange service.
Instead of being delayed in front of the state
commissions or in court before providing full
residential telephone services, cable companies can offer R-STS today with little regulatory distraction.
The equipment for providing R-STS is also
readily available today. The service can be
implemented with mature technology and does
not depend on hybrid fiber coax (HFC) telephony products. In fact, the fiber right-of-way
is already optimized for acentralized, switchremote system ideal for MDUs in an R-STS
environment, with the option to easily extend
to include HFC access products for single
dwelling units when such technology matures.
From arisk management point of view, RSTS—requiring only existing technologies and
proven products—presents aterrific opportunity for cable companies to get their feet wet in
telephony.
Furthermore, the marketing barrier to local
exchange competition is relatively low, in the
case of R-STS. The cable company does not
have to take extraordinary measures to convince tenants to switch to its service; the
MDU owner, with the proper arrangement
(discussed below) can be an effective sales
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agent. The lack of local number portability—
the ability for users to keep the same telephone numbers after changing service
providers—is no longer abarrier, because
almost all incoming tenants receive anew telephone number anyway. And in addition to
treating R-STS as astandalone service generating its own revenues and profits, cable companies can easily bundle telephone and video
service in such away as to fend off competitors on either side.

Apartnership arrangement
The MDU property owner will play an integral role in the success of R-STS. Cable companies can easily operate both the video service and R-STS without extra efforts or costs
to the property owner. And in return for a
share of the revenues—say five percent—the
owner becomes apartner of the R-STS and
thus has the incentive to pitch the service. All
that is required of the property owner is asking
the rental agent to explain and offer the service
when atenant signs the lease.
In atypical apartment complex with the
normal rental-unit turnover rate, the R-STS

R-STS meets
all the criteria of
an ideal entry
vehicle for the
cable companies
to get into
telephony.

can find success even if
only new tenants are targeted. Research
has shown
that, with the
right price and
service offering, in excess
of 70 percent
of new tenants
can be expected to accept
the R-STS
instead of the service offered by the local
exchange carrier (LEC). With an average
rental-unit turnover rate of seven percent
(roughly equivalent to an average rental period
of 12 to 18 months), penetration can quickly
exceed 50 percent. The growth can be even
more rapid in the case of new buildings.

Differentiation
The key to the success of residential shared
tenant service is providing users with the right

incentive to choose R-STS over the LEC's service. The ideas for differentiation—all based
on better pricing, better service or acombination of both—are endless. The following is
only apartial list of potential candidates.
First, providing the same quality of service
as the LECs do, cable companies do not have
to undercut the LECs' prices to compete.
Local telephone companies cannot match the
bundled offerings of combined voice and
video services; nor can they offer users acombined telephone and cable TV bill. Incentives
such as "free premium channel for six months
if you use my phone service," or "certificate
for one movie on pay-per-view every time you
spend $50 on your telephone bill" can be
effective selling propositions.
Second, abundled service plan can be an
attractive offer. Today, most LECs charge
between $2 and $5 each month for individual
features such as call waiting, call forwarding,
three-way calling, speed dialing, and so on.
There is no reason for cable companies to follow the same pricing scheme, especially in
light of the fact that delivering these features
results in little incremental cost to the service

Ire Ili« »IL.
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provider. A bundled service that includes dialtone and aset of calling features—at aprice
not much higher than the LEC's basic rate—
would be extremely attractive to residents.
Third, cable companies may also offer a
competitive toll rate to entice new customers.
Traditionally, R-STS providers offered lower
long-distance rates by contracting aspecific
carrier to provide interstate service. But
today's long-distance market is highly competitive, with TV commercials for competing services constantly bombarding consumers. In
this environment, the R-STS provider must
allow users to switch long-distance carriers
freely via apresubscribed "1+" capability.
Cable companies may arrange to resell bulk
long-distance service—essentially becoming

home. high-speed data lines, Ethernet connection. Internet access, and so on.

Centralized network architecture
Like any other telecommunications network, acapable R-STS system would include
three major components: switching, transport
and access. A single centralized switch in the
headend or "super-headend" can provide services to many R-STS sites, or MDUs. In most
cases, the fiber-backbone portion of an HFC
architecture is ideal for transport: afiber drop
into each campus more than meets the bandwidth requirement for R-STS. Each campus
would be equipped with aswitch remote or a
digital loop carrier (DLC) to serve as the local
switching vehicle. The in-building, twisted-

Centralized architecture for R-STS
Switching

Transport

Access

V It facilitates centrally-managed operations,
which translates into cost savings to cable
companies.
V A centralized switch allows asingle trunk
group for external LEC access. In comparison,
individual PBXs all require their own trunk
connections to the LEC's network, thus disrupting the economies of scale.
V A centralized switch allows equal access in
long distance service, which aPBX cannot
accommodate. Also, the switch gives users service transparency when they convert their service from the LEC to the R-STS—the conversion does not require adifferent interface,
should auser want to activate an equivalent
feature. In contrast, aPBX requires proprietary
equipment and adifferent user interface to
provide services similar to those provided by
the LECs.

Final words
,4 I

Additional
telephony
equipment

11111...11111
Voice
switch

Transport
controller

Master
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Existing
video
equipment

Video

11111111
Switch
remote

Headend

Combiner
splitter — E/ 0

interexchange carriers themselves—to provide
tenants with alower rate.
More substantial savings would come from
intraLATA toll.' Still dominated by the LECs,
.intraLATA toll services are offered at asignificantly higher rate than interLATA services
provided by interexchange carriers.' Cable
companies can extend equal access long-distance service to include intraLATA toll to give
R-STS users tremendous savings, compared to
LECs' rates.
Finally, in places where most MDU tenants
are young professionals, data services can be a
significant lure to attract customers. More likely to be early adopters of new information
technologies, young professionals may be particularly interested in services such as work-at-
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Digital
Loop
Carrier

pair wiring can distribute services to every
home.
This centralized architecture is different
from traditional R-STS systems, in which an
individual PBX at each location—with no centralized switching vehicle—is used to provide
service. To cable companies, the centralized
approach is far superior, and offers the following advantages:
V A centralized architecture takes full advantage of the cable company's right-of-way and
backbone distribution network. And it's fully
compatible with HFC technology when it's
ready. Only the access vehicle—DLC/remote
vs. cable modem box—is different. The rest of
the system—switching, network connections,
operational support system—is common.

In brie', R-STS is an ideal means for the
cable company to enter the residential telephone market. With aproperly designed centralized architecture, R-STS is also compatible
with the future, when HFC and other technologies become mature. And, if offering fullfledged local telephone service sounds too
risky to the cable company, R-STS can at least
provide agood test-bed opportunity. After all,
it would be extremely difficult to justify a
business case for full residential telephony, if
R-STS at MDUs cannot be profitable. CIED
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By Richard Lyford, Digital Technologies
Project Director, Antec Corp.

F

or years, many have touted the advent of
interactive services delivered over the broadband network. While advances in digital technology are making some of these interactive
applications areality, large scale implementation of these services remains at least ayear or
more away. Widescale deployment may take
even longer.
Of interest to many in the industry are services that can be incrementally added to the
broadband network in order to drive up revenues. As new revenues are generated, cable
operators can position themselves to fully
deploy interactive, full service network systems.
Telecommunications services to the smallor medium-sized business market meet this
goal, because such services can be delivered
via the broadband network currently in place.
By adding low-cost modem devices at each
end-user location, point-to-point telecommunications services can be deployed. Long-distance access, data connectivity, distance learning, private networking or other types of
telecommunications services are all possible
with low-cost modems. Each of these new services can contribute to short-term, potentially
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lucrative new revenue streams that broadband
operators need to continue their migration to
full service capabilities.

Point-to-point T-1 services
The T-1 (or DS-I) signal is one of the basic
building blocks of the telecommunications
network. T-ls consist of 24 individual voice or
data channels. T-1 service is usually the lowest
speed service offered for business access and
requires an interface with channel bank-type
equipment to demultiplex the voice or data
signals into individual channels.
Developments in point-to-point T-1
modems—designed specifically for the broadband network—enable the same signal currently delivered via the telco's fiber/copper network to be delivered via the hybrid fiber/coax
cable (HFC) network.
T-I modems are not intended for systems
seeking to compete directly with traditional
access providers, but to enable the cable operator to extend typical access or private network
services to small- to medium-sized businesses
not well served by large access networks.
Two types of access opportunities exist
where the T-1 modem could be used: alternate
access and shared customer premise. The main
difference between the two is that the alternate

access provider (the network with facilities
that connect the business or resident to an
interexchange carrier's point-of-presence)
approaches the interexchange carrier (IXC) as
an alternative provider and gains the IXC's
approval to provide such access services. In
this case, each IXC assumes responsibility for
network performance to the end customer and
provides funds to the access provider to deliver signals to the IXC's network. This is the
predominate approach used by the major existing access providers (MFS, Teleport,
Wometco's ATI, etc.).
In the shared customer premise scenario,
access providers typically approach the end
user, rather than the IXC, and are paid directly
by their business customers. This provider
remains responsible for the quality and reliability in the access portion of their network.
In either case, low-cost T-1 modems provide the connectivity between the IXC and
customer; the broadband plant simply
becomes the conduit.
In the local arena, voice and data connectivity over the HFC network consists of private
networks, distance learning and data connections (LANs or MANs). Rather than paying
the telephone company to transmit this type of
non-switched data point-to-point, the cable
network can often offer these services for
lower costs. Metropolitan area branch banks,
for example, could use this service to transfer
data to and from the main bank's computer
center. A high school district could use the T-I
service to link classroom computers.

Working with T-1 modems
For example, ametropolitan college has a
central location and two remote sites. The
cable operator can provide the college with
telephone services and data connectivity, in
addition to traditional video service.
For the college to send adata file from one
location to another, outgoing data signals from
the central site would be fed into achannel
bank and converted into the digital T-1 format
(any unused capacity is bit-stuffed by the
channel bank). From there, the digital signals
are fed into the T-1 modem, which converts
these signals to RF and transmits them
upstream to the headend.
At the headend, another modem converts the
signals from RF to digital and feeds them into
the modular T-1 headend digital terminal.
Output signals from the headend then enter the
downstream T-1 modem, which converts the
signals back to RF and feeds the downstream
signals to the receiving location. At that site,
the T-1 modem converts the RF back to digital,
feeds signals into the channel bank/PBX sys-
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Modularity
f- Imodems should have the ability to perform loopback testing at both ends in order to
verify the performance of the network, and this
is especially important at the time of equipment installation. Continuous network monitoring through "errored seconds" reporting will
provide performance data and should trigger
alarms, if performance degrades beyond
acceptable levels. In this manner, the operator
can set up and maintain the performance
required when transmitting voice and data, all
via software, at either end of the link.
Modularity of broadband T-1 systems is
also of concern. One T-1 modem design would
allow up to eight T-1 modems per shelf to save
on space and facilitate monitoring of the network. This modularity means new equipment
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can be added incrementally as business
demand builds.
By using the cable network to extend voice
and data services to the small- to mediumsized businesses that are often difficult to
access, two things occur. First, anew market is
now available to the operator that is easy to
enter, already passed by the broadband network, and is asource of new revenue. Second,
the cable network's assets are now more fully
utilized, with little incremental capital expended and arelatively short payback.
As broadband network operators scramble
to prepare for the interactive services future,
product vendors are scrambling to complete
development and successfully test their products. While few doubt that these interactive
services will someday be areality, the questions remains: When is "someday"?
New interactive service systems will be more
complicated than traditional video networks,
presenting agamut of technology and operating
requirements that are still foreign to traditional
cable television providers. Therefore, any incremental interactive service should be simple to
implement and easy to deploy.
Before federal policy is changed to allow
cable operators to jump into the telephony
business full force, T-1 modems focused on

the small- to mid-size business can begin
increasing revenues derived from the HFC network and give operators achance to learn how
interactive applications can be managed.
By offering asmaller-scale interactive service, like alternate access or point-to-point
data connectivity, operators can gradually
come to terms with the operational needs of
the interactive network and become familiar
with the technology, personnel requirements
and revenue potential of entering different
interactive arenas.
When full service networks are fully
installed and widely available, operating and
managing these networks will become more
complicated. Sophisticated Operational
Support Systems (OSS) will be required, as
will anew breed of technician.

Conclusions
T- Iservices provide the means to understand these operational concerns immediately,
on asimple, cost-effective level, without making the jump from adownstream-only video
system to the full service network. The lessons
learned from amore straightforward interactive application today will prove invaluable
when other interactive applications come onto
the system in the future.
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tern which demultiplexes the T-I into 24 single
channels, and delivers those signals to the
phone or computer at the receiving location.
Why is this better than existing telco service? Cable operators can use the existing network, helping to keep costs low for their customers. This incremental service also paves the
way to greater interactivity potential in the
future. True multimedia distance learning
would combine voice, video and data capabilities and allow students to simultaneously
work, talk and learn together.
For the cable operator, broadband T-1
modems use existing coaxial capacity. Each
downstream T-1 signal occupies just 1MHz of
bandwidth anywhere in the 50 MHz to 750
MHz range. Upstream T-1 signals occupy 1
MHz of bandwidth and could be placed anywhere from 5MHz to 40 MHz. This means
that six T-1 signals could then be transmitted
in the space of one 6-MHz channel.
The small amount of spectrum required for
the T-1 modem means that virtually any size
cable system should have bandwidth available
for at least one to four T- Is per node. As
demand builds, bandwidth allocated to T-1 services could grow.
In high demand areas, trade-offs can be
made between channels that enjoy only low
subscriber interest and potentially lucrative T-1
services because T-1 service can be segmented
on anode-by-node basis. T-1 applications in
some areas could virtually eliminate the need
for traditional cable channels to open up the
spectrum for all-node telecom services.
With the increasingly varied usage of the
HFC network comes new operational necessities. Transmission quality, network reliability
and network availability all become important
factors when carrying not only video, but
voice and data as well.
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Competition for Wireless
technologies and
PCS applications
By Raymond Schulz,
Vice President—Wireless Business
Development, GLA International

T
he Federal Communications Commission, as

part of an effort to stimulate cellular and local
exchange telephone service competition (and
respond to commercial interests for more
spectrum with which to introduce new
telecommunications services) has auctioned
spectrum for Personal Communications
Services (PCS). These auctions began last
summer with the national and regional licenses for narrowband spectrum (primarily for
advanced messaging services) and on
December 5, 1994 for broadband spectrum
(primarily to be used for voice services).
While spectrum licenses were granted at no
cost to cellular operators in the 1980s, the
FCC has responded to aCongressional mandate to conduct spectrum auctions to raise
funds for the U.S. Treasury. More than $650
million was received in the narrowband PCS

PCS
When the FCC initiated its Personal
Communications Service Docket 90-314 in
1990, it sought industry input as to what constituted a"personal communications service,"
or PCS, and how much RF spectrum would be
required by these services (and where in the
RF spectrum these services should reside).
Responses to this docket included wireless
data. \‘ ireless voice, wireless video, ad\ anced

Table 1: Final FCC PCS broadband spectrum plan—June 9, 1994
Tx/Rx
guard
band
(MHz)

Service
areas (*)

1850-1865/1930-1945

80

MTA

1870-1885/1950-1965

80

MTA

30

1895-1910/1975-1990

80

BTA

D (10 MHz)

10

1865-1870/1945-1950

80

BTA

E(10 MHz)

10

1885-1890/1965-1970

80

BTA

F(10 MHz)

10

1890-1895/1970-1975

80

BTA

U

10

1910-1920

NA

NA

U

U

10

1920-1930

NA

NA

U

Channel
block

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Frequency
(MHz)

A (30 MHz)

30

B (30 MHz)

30

C (30 MHz)

Licensed
or
unlicensed
spectrum

(*) MTA: Major Trading Area; BTA: Basic Trading Area; U: Unlicensed Spectrum; L: Licensed Spectrum: NA: Not Applicable

license auctions.
Cable MSOs participating in the broadband PCS spectrum auctions include:
Comcast, TCI and Cox Cable. Several of
these companies participated in early technology/service trials for proposed Personal
Communications Services technologies/service offerings.
Figure 1: PCS license/coverage strategy map
And Cox Cable
was granted a
Pioneer's
1,968 Licenses
102 Licenses
Preference award
Coverage/cost
Ll
L2
L3
L-1
L5
L6
for the Los
High
Angeles/San
Diego Major
Trading Area
National
(MTA). MTA
- x license awards
were also granted
Regional
to Omnipoint
Corporation and
American
O
Personal
Communications.
E
Local
As of the writing
of this article, the
Low
MTA auction
bids
in round 41
492 BTAs
51 MTAs
total more than
4 Licenses/BTA
2 Licenses/MTA
$3.5 billion for
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99 licenses as the auction process moves on
to Phase three.

messaging and satellite-based services as PCS
services. Spectrum requests in support of proposed PCS services also varied, with most
interest focused in aband near 2GHz. A
widely supported view of PCS defines the service as an affordable mass market wireless
voice service that would compete with existing
cellular telephone services. This mass market
wireless voice PCS service definition includes
the following characteristics:
V a"follow-me tetherless" service capability;
V aunique PCS service access code ("500"
service);
V auser "service profile" database;
V user mobility across networks;
V service portability across networks;
V macrocell/microcell coverage;
V potential use of a"smart card" with astandard handset (as aservice registration database);
V aparadigm shift from offering "mass services" to "mass customization" of services;
and,
V an intelligent network infrastructure that
maintains adatabase of the physical location
of the mobile station to permit calls to follow
the subscriber wherever he/she travels.
With this diversity of input received from
docket respondents, the FCC elected to adopt
abroad definition that described PCS as: "a
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Glossary of terms/acronyms
BTA (Basic Trading Area). Abasic economic trading area defined by Rand McNally in terms of
state county boundaries.
COMA (Code Division Multiple Access). Amethod of digital wireless telecommunications transmission allowing alarge number of users to simultaneously access asingle radio frequency channel by allocating unique code sequences to each user across each channel. Users share the full
bandwidth of the channel (reuse factor of 1/1).
CELP (Code Excited Linear Prediction). Aform of voice coding to improve spectrum efficiency of
the voice signal.
DOPSK. Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Key modulation.
ESMR (Enhanced Specialized Mobile Radio). An improved SMR radio access scheme where
digital SMR channels are used in acellular topography to provide cellular-like telephone service.
FDD (Frequency Division Duplex). An allocation of spectrum where one band is used for the
transmit direction, and asecond band is used for the receive signal to provide atwo-way channel.
GMSK. Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying modulation.
IXC (Interexchange Carrier). The classification of telephone carriers that switch and route long
distance traffic between LATAs (local access and transport areas).
LATA (Local Access and Transport Area). Geographic telephone service areas created at the
time of the AT&T divestiture within which the RBOCs provide local exchange and toll long distance
(toll) telephone services. Traffic between LATAs must be carried by IXCs.
LEC (Local Exchange Carrier). The telephone carrier that provides basic local exchange service
to subscribers in franchised market areas.
M160AM Modulation. Modulation is the process of adding information to the radio carrier wave
that alters its size, frequency or phase of the carrier signal to represent the information content.
More advanced modulation can increase the density of the information put on the signal.
Motorola's unique M16QAM technology allows each divided information pathway to transmit at a
64 kilobit-per-second rate.
MSAs (Metropolitan Statistical Areas). The 306 largest urban population markets as defined by
the U.S. government; each has two licensed cellular-service operators.
MTA (Major Trading Area). Amajor economic trading area defined by Rand McNally, determined
by state county boundaries or BTAs.
POP. Aterm for the population in the area served by acarrier. An area with amillion people is said
to have one million POPs -amillion potential customers.
OCELP (Ouakomm Code Excited Linear Prediction). Qualcomm's proprietary voice coding to
improve spectrum efficiency of the voice signal.
OPSK. Quadrature Phase Shift Key modulation.
RBOC (Regional Bell Operating Company). One of seven regional telephone companies that
were created at the time of the AT&T divestiture.
RELP (Residual Excited Linear Prediction). Aform of voice coding to improve spectrum efficiency of the voice signal.
RSA (Rural Service Area). Amobile cellular service area that covers geographic areas outside
the boundaries of MSAs.
SMR (Specialized Mobile Radio). SMR is the traditional analog, dispatch-oriented, shared trunk
radio system. Subscribers pay asystem operator afee for using their mobile and portable two-way
radios on the operator's infrastructure and spectrum.
Spectrum. Spectrum consists of acontinuous range of electromagnetic frequencies and their
associated waves. Spectrum licenses granted by the FCC provide exclusive use of aband of frequencies for specific communications applications, such as cellular and satellite services.
Spectrum efficiency. The quantity of users or services that can be simultaneously supported by a
limited radio frequency bandwidth in adefined geographic area. In analog systems, spectrum efficiency is measured in terms of bandwidth per voice channel. In digital systems, the measure is in
bits/Hz.
TOMA (Time Division Multiple Access). Amethod of digital wireless communications transmission, allowing alarge number of users to access (in sequence) asingle radio frequency channel
without interference by allocating unique time slots to each user within each channel.
VSELP (Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction). Aform of voice coding to improve spectrum efficiency of the voice signal.
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family of mobile or portable radio communications services which could provide services to
individuals and be integrated with avariety of
competing networks. The FCC elected to allocate spectrum to
PCS services and let market forces and commercial interests define the services used within the various licensed bands. In June 1994,
the FCC finalized the spectrum allocations for
broadband PCS. These allocations are summarized in Table I.
These spectrum bands are referred to as the
Broadband PCS bands. Major Trading Areas
(MTAs) and Basic Trading Areas (BTAs) are
economically defined market areas developed
by Rand McNally. These coverage areas are
geographically more extensive than existing
licensed cellular telephone service areas and
are defined by county boundaries.

Cellular licensing history
Cellular service areas were geographically
defined in terms of Metropolitan Service Areas
(MSAs) and Rural Service Areas (RSAs).
Licenses for the top 30 MSA markets (as measured by population count or POPs) were allocated by the FCC to non-wireline (A carriers)
and wireline (LECs-B carriers) service operators. The FCC's objective in issuing two
licenses per market was to provide aduopoly
source of service supply and encourage competitive market forces. MSA markets 31-120
were divided among non-wireline applicants
through pre-lottery settlements and alliances.
MSA markets 121-305 and the RSA markets
were allocated by the FCC through alottery
process. Table 2provides asummary comparison of the number of PCS MTAs/BTAs versus
cellular's MSAs/RSAs and the number of
associated licenses.

BIM enters the picture
Today, competition in wireless voice services is limited to two cellular service suppliers. By 1995-1996, Enhanced Specialized
Mobile Radio (ESMR) operators will emerge
as athird (but digital) wireless cellular service
supplier in major markets using 800 MHz
spectrum licenses acquired from Specialized
Mobile Radio (SMR) operators. Upon completion of the broadband spectrum license auctions, six more (two MTA + four BTA) potential licensed operators may offer cellular-like
voice services-creating ahighly competitive
market of nine potential service suppliers in a
given geographic service area. If broadband
PCS entrants elect to go into head-to-head
competition with "me-too - cellular-like services for the same customer segments (with
the added costs of spectrum acquisition). a
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You could learn everything you
need to know to pass the FCC's
new proof-of-performance tests.
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exchange markets. Longworks to deliver telephony services, thus
term technology trends
increasing their service revenue base. Their
Service
Cellular (*)
Broadband PCS (**)
indicate the wireless infracore business will experience increased comMarkets
structure will evolve to
MSAs
RSAs
MTAs
BTAs
petitive pressures from Direct Broadcast
support both mobile and
Satellite (DBS) services, wireless CATV serNumber of Mkts.
305
51
428
492
fixed wireless service
vices and the LECs.
Licensees/Mkt.
2
2
2
4
applications. This trend is
MSOs expect the LECs to quickly enter the
Total Licenses
610
856
102
1,968
already taking place with
CATV business once regulatory barriers on
() MSAs and ASAS are mutually exclusive geographic coverage
cellular operators who are
cross-ownership are removed. Most PCS
(1MTA markets overlap 8Th markets
deploying microcells for
BTA/MTA market areas will overlap highly
costly market and financial battle will ensue. It
in-building coverage applications such as the
fragmented CATV franchises. Any MSO that
is very questionable whether sufficient market
wireless PBX stations.
acquires aPCS license must quickly form a
price/demand elasticity exists to support nine
business consortia with others that have a
cellular-like voice service operators in any
MSO opportunities
shared competitive communications vision to
given market. Broadband PCS infrastructure
The prinutr business objective for cable
maximize PCS license opportunities and minicosts must achieve significant reductions relaMSO participation in the broadband PCS aucmize capital expenditures.
tive to incumbent operators to successfully
tions is to acquire spectrum that allows them
MSOs already own distribution facilities
compete and seek niche market opportunities
to become full service network providers using
that can be used to deliver PCS services, pole
as away to differentiate their services. This
the existing broadband CATV distribution netrights that can he used for base stations and
competitive environment is illustrated by the
Table 3: U.S. and European digital cellular system parameters
broadband PCS License/Coverage Strategy
Map in Figure 1.
E-TDMA
IS-95
The local, regional and national coverage of
IS-54
(Extended
Q-CDMA
ESMR
the BTAs/MTAs are depicted in relation to the
(Digital
Time
(Qua/comm
(Enhanced
GSM
traditional telephone markets of the local
Radio system
mobile
Division
Code Division
SMR)
(European
exchange carriers (LECs), Regional Bell
parameter
phone
Multiple
Multiple
Motorola
digital
Operating Companies (RBOCs) and the
service)
Access)
Access)
proprietary
standard)
interexchange carriers (IXCs). The geographic
Multiple
coverage of PCS licenses map to natural comaccess method
TOMA
TOMA
COMA
TOMA
TOMA
petitors within incumbent landline service
Duplexing method
FDD
FDD
FDD
FDD
FDD
markets. The strategy "bullets" illustrate where
aPCS licensee may elect to enter the market.
n/4
Tr./4
Modulation
and the arrows illustrate how licensees may
DQPSK
DQPSK
QPSK
M16QAM(*)
GMSK(**)
choose to evolve their market strategy.
8,4,2,1-kbps
Table 2: Cellular and broadband PCS

Voice channel coding

PCS technologies
Various technologies have been proposed to
support PCS services, and it is widely expected that digital access schemes will be deployed
to more efficiently use the acquired spectrum
and provide an increased level of communications security for subscribers. Table 3summarizes the major digital technologies proposed
for U.S. and European cellular systems and
compares their voice channel capacities. It is
widely expected that PCS technologies will be
derivatives of the technologies developed for
cellular and re-positioned for application within the 1850-1990 MI-Iz spectrum band.
A detailed discussion of each entry within
this table is beyond the scope of this article;
however, more details are provided in GLA
International's report, "Wireless Technologies
and PCS Applications." Major decisions that
must be made by each PCS licensee include
which markets to enter, what services to offer
and which technologies to use to deliver these
services. Not all PCS licensees will elect to
compete with incumbent cellular operators,
and some will likely compete in local
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8kbps
VSELP

4kbps
CELP

variable rate
OCELP

7.2 kbps
VSELP

13 kbps
RELP

TX freq.: (MHz)
base mobile

869-894
824-849

869-894
824-849

869-894
824-849

806-821
851-866

890-915
935-960

RF channel size

30 kHz

30 kHz

1.25 MHz

25 kHz

125 ch. Ce
200 kHz

Channel rate

48 kbps

48 kbps

1.228 Mbps

64 kbps

270.8 kbps

Spectral efficiency

1.6 b/Hz

1.6 b/Hz

0.98 chips/sec

1.77 b/Hz

1.35 b/Hz

3

10-15

20-30

5.5

8

1/7

1/7

1/1

1/3 to 1/4

1/3 to 1/7

Duplex voice
channel size

20 kHz
(3/RF pair)

20 kHz
(3/RF pair)

All share
2.50 MHz

50 kHz

400 kHz

Voice bit rate

8kbps

4kbps

8,4,2,1-kbps

7.4 kbps
per time slot

13 kbps

Handset xmit
PwerMax/avg (Mw)portables

600/
200

600/
200

200/6

1W-portable
3watts
stationary

5W, 8W,
20W
0.8W

Max cell radius (***)

>32 km

>32 km

>32 km

6-8 km urban
24-32 km rural

35 km

No. of voice ch./RF ch.
Frequency reuse

() Proprietary Motorola modulation scheme
(") Gaussian-minimum shift keying
('—) Maximum cell radius is afunction of propagation characteristics and established base station power limits
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Ameritech

Ameritech has elected to use a classic hybrid fiber/coax
architecture for its video dialtone systems. Over the next 15
years, the company plans to spend $4.4 billion to build such
systems. Ameritech plans to start by passing 1.2 million
homes in Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee, Wis., Cleveland and
Columbus, Ohio and Indianapolis, Ind. with a 750 MHz system
that combines about 70 analog channels with potentially
hundreds of digital channels. The company has selected
ADC Telecommunications to supply both a digital and an
AM supertrunk transport system to deliver video to
pockets of about 500 homes each.
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Pacific Bell has chosen to work with AT&T to deploy a 750 MHz
hybrid fiber/coax system that serves nodes of about 500
homes each. The new network will transport both video Neignhobdoershood
and telephony signals (albeit over different fibers) and will
operate concurrently with the existing copper network,
which is slated to be decommissioned at some point
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right-of-way access to building entrance facilities. The Teleport Communications Group
(TCG) model developed for multi-MSO participation in competitive access services may be
appropriate for PCS. MSOs could remain
focused initially on the business segment (as
with competitive access) and expand to the
consumer segment or elect to aggressively go
after the consumer market in their initial business plan.
The MSO-telephony business model is currently being created in the United Kingdom
(U.K.), where
cable operators
can provide
telephone services in their
franchised markets. U.K. cable
operators
quickly attained
15-20 percent
market shares
for local telephone service
in their franchised markets.
Telephony/PCS
revenues will
help to offset
competitive
losses to
DBS/LEC entry
into CATV services.
Additionally,
MSOs do not
have interexchange carrier
business restrictions to keep them from becoming end-to-end
regional service providers and deploying
statewide interconnect networks. Consumer
PCS may be abetter fit for MSOs than business PCS, since the MSO's embedded customer base is predominantly residential.
Distribution channels and telemarketing forces
already exist to serve consumers. These same
resources can be used to market consumer
PCS services.
The major disadvantages that the MSO has
relative to the LEC are the limited geographic
coverage of its core cable TV franchise area,
and ashortage of telecommunications business
skills.
Thus, strong consortia relationships will be
key factors to success. MSOs' lack of telecommunications expertise is amajor weakness,
and apartnering approach that includes these
skill sets can fill this gap.

MSOs'

lack of telecom

expertise is

Competitive forces unleashed by the FCC's
PCS license initiative pose both opportunities
and threats for MSOs. A business strategy that
properly balances market objectives with technology adoption, while leveraging the MSO's
existing broadband infrastructure to achieve
cost advantages, should prove successful. The
reward will be increased revenues supported
by an efficiently deployed infrastructure (i.e.,
investment).

Threats are related to inadequately defined
service plans/objectives that may divert critical
resources from the core business and negatively impact financial performance. Competitive
forces currently being unleashed in both the
core CATV business and in telecommunications will prove beneficial to consumers. The
competitor that offers the best package of services over the most efficient infrastructure will
be the market winner.
CIED
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A SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER MODE

ATM: Sure
thing, or lea
Of
faith.

Are the big switches ready?

Although this "full service" capability is
required in abackbone switch, none of those
currently on the market have this ability,
because they are at the early development
stage. Peter Bracket, research manager at
BellSouth's Advanced Data Network Group,
notes that many of the features that vendors
have touted in their ATM products will not be
available until next year, because both hardware and software changes are needed, and the
way these are implemented depends on the
particular supplier involved. Vendors such as
By Alan Stewart, contributor
are still in the developmental phase, many of
Fujitsu, AT&T and Northern Telecom are
the required standards remain to be written.
already moving to second-generation switches
synchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is being
Despite this, most observers believe ATM will
to improve their ability to handle both comhailed by many in the telecommunications
form an integral part of afuture National
puter and video traffic simultaneously.
arena as the solution for switching bursty
Information Infrastructure (NII).
"As ATM technology progresses, you'll see
computer data, voice conversations and conBroadband ATM switches are designed to
architectural changes in both the hardware and
stant bit rate (CBR) video from one source to
process trillions of small, fixed-length cells
software areas," Bracket predicts. "For examanother. But for ATM to play out economicalcontaining 48 octets (bytes) of end-user inforple, Fujitsu plans to introduce its Enhanced
ly for the cable industry, MSOs need to foster
mation, and five octets of call processing data.
Switch Platform next year." This is an evolulasting relationships with large businesses
Although these 53-byte cells are capable of
tion of its first-generation backbone ATM
and/or governments to help pay for the switchcarrying bursty computer data and constant bit
switch, the FETEX-150, with amore flexible
ing hardware.
rate (CBR) voice and video signals, different
architecture that is 80 percent smaller in size.
Backbone ATM switches are among the
switch interfaces are required to accommodate
Bracket characterizes ATM switches in
them. Much of the work of the ATM Forum is
most complex and expensive telecommunicaseveral capacity ranges: under 2.0 Gbps capacdevoted to developing signaling and switching
tions devices yet developed. A large switch
ity, under 20 Gbps, and ultimately, under 200
with several gigabits of capacity can easily
protocols that will provide astandard interface
Gbps. "There are lots of companies making
for all kinds of multimedia information.
cost more than $1 million. And because they
switches in the 2Gbps to 10 Gbps capacity
range," says Brackett,
Figure 1: Time Warner's Full Service Network.
"but only two or three are
talking about 200 Gbps
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A SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER MODE

ATM for headend-to-headend backbone
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more than 50 percent of the capacity.
"Even so, backbone ATM switches operating at 20-30 Gbps are needed to implement a
broadband infrastructure, and these will be
very applications driven. For residential video
applications, they will perform avirtual path
crossconnect function. They'll aggregate the
traffic from the information providers, bring it
into the network, and disperse it to the various
loop elements. You take an increment of CBR
traffic and put it through aswitch that can handle the broad bandwidth required."
Because of such considerations, Nynex is
planning two separate networks for video and
data. "Broadcast television is basically aunidirectional type of traffic of information provided to the home. Optimizing the switch for this
type of signal may not allow it to serve other
types of computer data as efficiently,"
Presworski adds.

Marketplace dynamics
Although abroadband Nil is some years
away, major carriers are already using backbone ATM switches in avariety of customer
trials. This trial phase is afirst step to enable
vendors, network providers and subscribers to
work together on ATM applications, standards
and implementation. But will the major investment needed to deploy these large ATM back-

70
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bone switches lead to enhanced, revenue producing services for the participants?
"We do not yet understand the marketplace
dynamics of broadband applications," says
Bracket. "People think broadband is like a
telephone call with avideo signal on it. There
are lots of applications that are different from
this including distance learning, video conferencing, collaborative computing and video-ondemand. We need to factor in these issues
before we determine future capabilities."
Cable TV experts agree with this assessment. "In our industry Isee several main
applications for ATM emerging," says David
Fellows, senior vice president, engineering and
technology for Continental Cablevision. "For
example, my company plans to connect 35 different headend sites (hubs) over fiber from a
single satellite earth station. Five to nine medium capacity switches are needed to concentrate this traffic on an inter-hub basis. Signals
can also be switched from video servers by
ATM—and Time Warner and others are doing
this. Iwould include broadcast-on-demand in
this category. A third type, and one which I
feel is less likely, is switching signals from the
headend to residential customers over ATM."
Video broadcast is likely to be the most
widespread application for ATM, at least for
the first few years. Thus, backbone ATM

switches will be used mainly as traffic concentrators, although later their role will expand as
an interactive video market emerges, according
to Fellows. Their primary function initially
will be for broadband crossconnection.
"I'm skeptical that we will find an early use
for ATM in providing VOD between the headend and the set-top box because of the delay
sensitive nature of packetized video:' he says.
"There's the economics of ATM to consider
also. Smaller switches cost between $20,000
and $200,000, with larger backbone products
priced at upwards of $2 million."
Presworski points out that ATM used for
video has two applications. The first is for
interactive services which require the ability to
dynamically change the configuration of the
network in order to provide on-demand services. The second is digital broadcast. Here the
switch must be capable of multicasting asignal arriving from asingle source. If that source
is ATM, then an ATM switch is needed to do
the multicasting.
Some network providers believe the same
fabric may not do both kinds of operation efficiently. Nynex is one them. "The residential
video market requires unidirectional types of
traffic that is processed in avirtual path crossconnect rather than aswitch," Presworksi says.
"The need is to aggregate traffic from information providers, bring it into the network, and
disperse it to various feeder cables. In this
application you take an increment of constant
bit rate traffic and route it through aswitch
having abroadband capability."
Major switch vendors don't agree.
"Although it is not economical to switch
uncompressed analog video over ATM because
of the huge bandwidth required, switches like
the FETEX-I50, together with MPEG-2 compression, will enable both the telcos and the
cable TV companies to provide VOD services," says Warren Griffin, technical marketing manager of Fujitsu Network Switching of
America. He sees three opportunities for backbone ATM switches: wide area networking of
high-speed computer data; state/local government distance learning and telemedicine; and
telephone and cable TV company interactive
video services.
Griffin explains that atandem switch can be
designed with standard interfaces that will create an infrastructure for all three applications.
"We have the capability to configure the switch
for asymmetrical video applications while carrying standard two-way ATM data. Although
the interfaces are configured differently, the
basic fabric remains the same:' he adds.
"For video, we're running constant bit rate
(CBR) data and variable bit rate for bursty
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For afree catalog of all our cable TV test solutions, call us
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A SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER MODE

payload such as computer data. You have to
make sure that no delays are caused in constant bit rate signals, and you do this with flexible queuing and quality-of-service parameters," he explains.
Despite the claims of the switch vendors,
the cable TV companies are cautious.
"Because of economics, Ido not see the cable
TV industry using ATM in alarge number of
its systems today," notes Mike Schwartz, vice
president of communications for CableLabs.
"We're pursuing it as astandard mainly
because we see it as an opportunity down the
line to combine audio and visual textual material in atransmission format that will meet the
needs of the cable industry."
Schwartz sees different companies exploring different systems. "Synchronizing audio
and video is amajor problem to overcome.
Although acombination of MPEG-2 and ATM
packets offers some room to maneuver, there
are still differences of opinion internationally
over which adaptation layer to use," he says.
Before ATM is used widely in the video
area, two considerations must be addressed.
The first is interactivity. "You've got to have a
control mechanism that responds when the

subscriber clicks abutton by instructing the
switch to make the necessary changes to the
signal," says Presworski. "This requires the
ability to go in and dynamically change the
configuration of the network to provide ondemand services."
The second factor is video broadcasting. "In
this case you must have the capability to multicast asignal coming from asingle source. If
that source is ATM, the need is for aswitch
that can handle this. Both applications require
big switches and networks," says Presworski.
These may feed into loop products that may
not be ATM all the way." Despite these problems, Presworski believes ATM has the ability
to make that dynamic change.

Applications
Time Warner's interactive video service in
Orlando, Fla. is designed to provide afull
range of services over abroadband ATM network (see Figure 1). Digital video signals from
various sources are multiplexed as ATM cells at
the cable headend and are networked over fiber.
This full service network requires an ATM
demultiplexer in each subscriber's set-top.
A less ambitious use of ATM is shown in
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Figure 2. This network is somewhat similar to
the Continental Cablevision deployment, as
ATM switching is used only in the backbone.
Servers and ATM switches are located at headends and telephone COs and are networked
over fiber. Before reaching the subscriber, the
ATM cells are reassembled as conventional
video bit streams and are sent over coax.
In other VOD trials, such as those at Bell
Atlantic and Ameritech, avariety of subscriber
access methods are used, including both digital
and analog video over fiber or coax, and asymmetrical digital subscriber line (ADSL) over
copper cable. These alternatives reduce the
need for multiple servers and expensive ATM
chips in set-top boxes.
AT&T's broadband ATM switching system,
the GlobeView 2000, will be used by
Cablevision Systems to provide end-to-end
digital video solutions for the deployment of
enhanced pay-per-view and VOD services.
Before backbone ATM switching becomes
widespread in the network, the marketplace
dynamics of broadband must be better understood. "In North Carolina we are working to
migrate VISTAnet (BellSouth's broadband
ATM network) over to the NCIH and probably
will achieve this during 1995," says Bracket.
"To extend these kinds of capabilities nationally and universally is much more difficult." The
network providers have been working as an ad
hoc consortium to interest large customers.
In the case of the NCIH, several local
exchange carriers made aproposal which was
accepted by state government. This customer
then invited interexchange carriers to bid to
connect the local networks.
The situation in the cable TV industry is
somewhat different. Companies cannot cost
justify the use of backbone ATM switching,
except in limited applications where it is used
to switch video to alarge number of headends.
Cable TV companies do not have astate or
local government to act as an anchor tenant in
the same way BellSouth does.
Full service implementations such as Time
Warner's in Orlando must receive the support
of large users, if they are to lead to significant
future deployment. Hospitals, schools, local
government offices and major corporations
need to become anchor tenants, because the
residential marketplace cannot do so. If ATM
switching is to become aviable force, there
must be more attention paid by the cable TV
industry to the potential business marketplace
for interactive video services.
CIED
The author wishes to thank TM of St.
Marys, Kan., for permission to reproduce the
diagrams in Figures 1and 2.
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YouWorftWantTo Miss
SeeingThis On Cable
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There's good reason Siecor is the name more people prefer
to see on fiber optic cable than any other. For starters,
we pioneered the loose tube cable that's become the industry standard. But more than that, we're known for our full
product line that can satisfy current and emerging applications. And we're widely recognized for our custom capabilities and our excellent technical and customer support.
From multiple loose tube to single tube to feeder
cable, we offer extremely craft-friendly designs. For
instance, dual layer buffer tubes provide
superior kink and crush resistance. And
1993 Winner
we always use Corning® fiber which
Award of Excellence
has the ti test dimensional tolerances,
OK331 meaning ower splice and interconnect
losses. Of course, all of our cables meet
or exceed industry specifications.

We can meet your special needs with customized
options such as tapered cable, special jacket markings or
fiber bundling arrangements. Should your needs evolve,
we'll be there with unique innovations such as our receiver stub which is used to conneCtorize feeder cable. And
no one is better equipped to help you with multi-media
opportunities since, as the leading fiber optic cable manufacturer, we have expert knowledge of all fiber applications.
That knowledge lets us give you the finest ongoing
support and service in the industry You can always rely
on us for the steadfast help and products you need
including hardware, splice equipment, training, troubleshooting and consultation. So call
800 SIECOR 4Ext. 5998 to see that
you get the best in fiber optics.

SIECOR
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ating, evaluating, and
revising their business
Define value to deliver as
Imam>.
processes. An essential
agoal -specifics
quality of successful
software platforms is
that they are flexible
2
Create a vision of ideal
enough to change with
-.111111
process (es) to deliver value
the
business. Assume
as specified above
rapid change will always
be apart of your business and create flexible
3 Add practical considerations
processes that constantly
to define actual process
adapt. Never implement
anything that assumes
4
only one view of the
future of your business.
Perform process
That is the mistake the
telcos have made, and it
is abig reason why
Evaluate:
cable can compete effecNo
Did we get result for
tively against them.
which we planned?
A process is means to
an end. The end is delivYes
IF Yes
ery of aproduct of
Evaluate:
value. The first step in
Are the goals still valid?
No
defining processes then
(Have conditions changed?)
is to define the value the
process must deliver. The term "value" is used to convey the notion that
there is acomplex set of factors determining whether aprocess result is
worthwhile. They go beyond just product features.
For example, employees need to feel good about their jobs, and
investors have financial performance expectations. A complete definition of what is planned for in aprocess includes meeting the needs of
consumers, investors, employees and the business. Software support
systems, as well as the processes they support, must always be evaluated in the context of whether they get abusiness any closer to creating
the value that has been defined as the goal.

Figure 2
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Once it has been decided what results are expected of the process,
the next step is to create it. Start with an "ideal" process definition—one
that disregards all technology, financial or regulatory limitations. For
example, part of an ideal process of CSR/customer interaction might be
to answer all customer incoming calls instantly. This is not cost effective, but if it is considered ideal, then as new technology comes along
that gets closer to the ideal, it will be recognized as relevant.
Create the ideal process by walking through the various activities
required to supply telephone service and writing them out in detail.
Most of the activities are familiar, such as sales and marketing, CSR
operations, field operations, billing and others. Even cable operators
who have no experience in telephony can probably come close to defining the ideal processes without outside help. Gain specific insights into
telephony by hiring personnel or consultants with the proper background. Remember that the ideal process is not based upon technology.
It is based on people and how they do business ideally.
A primary resource in this ideal process definition is your own
employees. They are the people who will perform the tasks, so they
should play akey role in developing them. They are the most qualified,
and will have ownership in the process once it is created. This ownership will give them understanding and motivation to revise the process

CEO : C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN M ARCH 1995

The art of compromise—practical process definitions
The practical process is defined by gaining the input of the financial
department, vendors, marketers and others. The ideal process definition
becomes the starting point. Compromise will be needed to get the right
balance. Again, the goal is adetailed statement of the process, created
by walking through the service offering from start to finish. But this
time, the process will be defined exactly how it will be performed.
It is here where vendors of hardware and software can really help.
They know what is possible technologically, and what it is likely to
cost. The solicitation of this input is often formalized into an RFI, or
request for information.
An extremely helpful tool in creating the practical process is to prioritize the ideal process elements. That way, logical choices can be made
as to where the most resources should be focused in software support
system design (as well as hardware system design).
An example of the first level of detail in process definition might be
the following:
V Strategic marketing: continuous identification and definition of customer needs;
V Service creation: creating solutions to meet the above needs;
V Network provisioning: readying the network to provide the new service;
V Sales and tactical marketing: informing and selling customers on the
new service;
V Customer provisioning: readying the network for delivering aservice
to aspecific customer (a useful way to look at services in atransactionbased environment);
V Service delivery: "the session"—a specific billable instance of providing the service;
V Network operations: daily activity to establish, construct and maintain the ability of the network to provide service-on-demand;
V Customer support operations: all interfaces with customers;
V Engineering operations: forecasting and network design;
V Business operations: everything it takes to run the business.
Many more levels of detail are required; this is just one example. How
processes are defined determines part of any competitive advantage.
A statement of process becomes the set of requirements for software
support systems design. It is the basis of Requests For Proposals (RFPs)
needed for the vendors who helped you create them. Vendors need this
to create meaningful and attainable solutions for your business, based
upon solid business agreements.
It is commonly thought that software design processes always overrun on cost and time, and that there is nothing that can be done about it.
This is indicative of how often clearly defined processes are not provided to vendors, and how often they do not insist on them before starting
aproject. That is not aproperly run software development program.
Give acompetent vendor using structured software system development
practices acomplete and detailed set of specifications, and aproduct
should be delivered on time and within budget.
Some of the RFPs that have emerged for telephony over coax systems
have not presented aclear set of requirements for an OSS. They have
simply said, "Tell us what you can do. Oh, and here are some ideas we
have on different ways we might sort of kind of want to do things, sort
of.. .". There are two certainties when aprocess starts out like this: one,
it will be very expensive: two, it will never satisfy anyone.
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POWERING

Anew power
paradigm
in the maim

about 500 homes, where the signal is converted to RF and sent over coaxial cable.
Assuming there are four distribution coaxial
feeders per node at 60 volts, the total power
transmission capacity would be 2,400 watts, or
about 4.8 watts per subscriber, maximum.
However, new architectures often call for
powered network interface devices (NIDs)
located on the side of the home. These NIDs
can perform several functions and include a
ring voltage generator. They can be used to
deliver both video and telephony signals into
the
home from an integrated transport system,
hybrid fiber/coax networks.
or to separate the home from the plant in a
logical manner by using different modulation
Some major concerns
or
frequencies for in-home signal distribution.
The changes are not without controversy,
The
result is adevice that significantly
however. Some have reservations about the
increases the amount of power, per subscriber,
safety implications of such achange, while
that is consumed by the network. In some
others wonder about the ramifications on
cases, each home could chew up as much as
active electronics, such as amplifiers, which
12 watts, even though 5to 8watts is more typtoday are optimized for 60 volts.
ical. The ramifications on
network powering are enormous: at 12 watts per sub190 V, 60 Hz • 90 V dc
90 V, 1Hz I iiybrid"
scriber, each coax feeder leg
would have to carry 1,500
2300
2650
2600
2300
watts, or 150 volts of power.
However, that voltage is in
No
No
No
I
No
excess of the amount allowed
• by federal regulations
120%
(National Electrical Code and
100%
130%
100%
• National Electric Safety
Code). Therefore, both cable
8
10
0
42
LUnknoll .....1
42
[
MSOs and telcos are compro300
Unknown
300
• mising on 90V plant power,
which slips in under the limit
100%
,..nL
30 %
allowed by code, while venDifficult
Easy
Difficult
j
Difficult
,, dors are working to lower the
amount of energy that NIDs
End 1995
.2.2. 1995
1995
• consume. Progress is being
made on both fronts.
Achievable
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Pacific Bell, for example,
• has embraced 90 volt power,
but plans to reduce the cycle
Gas-tubes
MOVs
as-tubes/MOVs
MOVs
' time from 60 Hertz to 1Hertz
0.85
.1
0.98
0.85/1
for safety reasons. However,
PacBell will trade safety for
increased galvanic corrosion,
making it imperative that system connections
Cable TV oldtimers may remember when
be kept to aminimum and sealed from outside
CATV systems were powered by 30 volt AC
moisture.
systems. Since then, of course, amplifier tech-

Transitioning to
power in the '90s

By Roger Brown

S

purred by plans to deliver telephony, video
and other services over their systems, network
operators in the cable and telephony industries
are developing new alternatives to the way
they have traditionally approached akey component of their networks: power.
At least three of the largest MSOs are planPower node architecture comparisons

Attributes
Powering distance (feet)
for the same load (kW)
Field upgradable
from 60 Vac
$/kW relative to dc

I

160 V, 60 Hz

4

900

Corrosion compared to dc

30%

Paralleling (redundancy)

Difficult

Availability

Today

'

Lightning protection

Power factor

L

140%

10
80

Compatibility with
existing cable TV
equipment

L

Yes

Safety
Let go response (mA)
Fibrillation threshold (mA)

L

L

L

Yes

%

Ld

-el,11•..111.1111•6

Gas-tubes
0.85

Bold entries indicate best in category. Source: Bellcore.

fling to implement video networks that diverge
from the traditional 60 volt, 60 cycle (Hertz)
alternating current powering schemes, according to sources familiar with their plans.
Meanwhile, several of the Regional Bell
Operating Companies (RBOCs) are planning
to move away from using 60 volt direct current (the traditional choice for telephony
applications), in favor of AC. With some
exceptions, the approach is being altered in
favor of 90 volts, which provides more current
and allows power to "reach" deeper into

80

L

nology advanced and power levels increased,
making the 30 volt design voltage limited, and
the switch was made to 60 volts. A similar
problem is now occurring.
Today, network active components are
designed to carry apowering signal of about
eight to 10 amps, maximum. Most of today's
hybrid fiber/coax network designs call for
fiber to deliver video signals to nodes serving

Time Warner likes 90 volts
Meanwhile, both BellSouth and Time
Warner Cable are known to be pursuing 90
volt, 60 cycle powering to increase efficiency.
In Orlando, Time Warner has aportion of its
plant (not the Full Service Network) running
at 90 volts, "and it works just fine," says Jim
Chiddix, senior vice president of engineering
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e POWERING
and technology. By adopting the higher voltage, Time Warner was actually able to save a
lot of money, too.
Using today's traditional 60VAC supply,
Time Warner typically needed about 2.3 power
supplies per node in its HFC networks just for
video. But because it's impossible to buy onethird of apower supply, the company usually
placed three supplies, and wasted alot of
power margin. By going to 90 volts, however,

one entire power supply is eliminated from the
mix, which reduces cost and improves efficiency.
Chiddix says there's enough margin left
over to provide telephony service, and another
key ingredient is gained: power centralization.
"Even if we weren't getting ready to provide
telephony, this centralized approach makes
sense," he says. Why? Because if there's just
one powering location per node, it's easier to
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provide backup power through batteries and/or
generators that are all located in the same central place.
Consequently, Time Warner is asking vendors of active components like amplifiers to
make sure 90V power can be accommodated.
According to Tom Lynch, vice president of the
distribution systems business unit at General
Instrument, all of today's 750 MHz gear will
work with 90V power, but would not be optimized. As aresult, GI is working to develop
equipment that would work optimally at both
operating levels and is developing tests to
determine if that approach is feasible.
"That's the direction we're leaning in right
now," says Lynch. "We don't think it's abig
deal." But what must be determined is how
90V would affect 60V equipment—in other
words, what's given up when 90V is added to
the mix?
If the results of this type of testing are positive, "there's no reason not to" adopt this powering scheme in all of Time Warner's planned
rebuilds and upgrades, says Chiddix, based on
the cost savings alone. But what about the
safety issue? Pacific Bell has decided to forego
the traditional 60 cycle power because when
it's combined with the higher voltage, safety
issues become important.
According to research done by such organizations as Bellcore, the research and development consortium owned by the RBOCs, AC
power is more likely to cause the human heart
to go into shock (fibrillate) than DC power.
Opinions, however, vary widely over the real
effect of an increase in voltage from 60 volts
to 90 volts.
"It's not like we're taking abenign level
and replacing it with alethal level," says
Chiddix. "But we'll have to make sure we
train our people properly."
"I have some concerns about (safety),"
counters Tom Osterman, president of
Comm/net Systems (a manufacturer's rep firm)
and former executive at Alpha Technologies.
"What happens if you have 90 volts coming
down the drop into someone's backyard where
kids or the family dog might get to it?"
Don Sorenson, chief engineer at Alpha,
warns system operators to be careful when
implementing new powering schemes with
higher voltages in awhite paper he prepared
on the subject: "It is the author's opinion that
both AC and DC power signals have the ability
to become lethal under the proper conditions,
and both will require appropriate training and
equipment safety features."
Dave Cushman, senior staff engineer for
broadband powering at Power Guard, concurs.
"Systems will need to properly train people.
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[FIBEROPTIC UPDATE I
How will the Future View Your Choke of
Interactive Network Technology?
No one can foresee which interactive
services the future will demand. So, you
need anetwork design that's flexible and
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ing broadband interactive services using
hybrid fiber coax (HFC) for your entire
network.
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HFC networks combine the best features
of fiber optics and coaxial cables into a
flexible, economical network that provides asuperior platform for existing services, plus easy migration to interactive
video, data, and voice services.
So it should come as no surprise
that HFC has become the preferred network design for upgrading CATV and telephone networks.
While you grapple with the thorny
issues surrounding future services,
Ortel is developing significant advances in DFB
laser products to ensure reliability, perfor-

See for yourself how far HFC technology has

mance and economy from headend to home

come by calling 800-362-3891 for our free

and back again.

System Designer's Guide to Broadband Fiber
Optics. And make sure you can give the audi-

Our commitment to broadband technology

ences of the future the services they demand.

began in 1987 and is backed by an R&D
investment in fiberoptic technology, RF circuits,
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Supercomm '95, Booth 1969

mechanical and digital interface design that
has nearly doubled in the past two years.
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POWERING
It's already long overdue."
In the meantime, while network operators
sort out the issues and wait for the marketplace
to give them clear direction, power equipment
manufacturers are preparing units with multiple output taps. These taps allow the operator
to choose 90-, 75- and 60-volt outputs, or any
voltage the user needs.

Planning for network power
Providers who choose to deploy NIDs located on the side of each subscriber's home will
be forced to choose how to power the unit.
Providing power over the network avoids the
need to tap into the AC power within the
home, as well as the need to install batteries in
the home, but many cable operators are more
likely to choose to power the units via the
cable network in order to be less intrusive and
avoid problems caused by the consumer.
"Powering from the network is something
that makes alot of sense," notes Chiddix.
"There are alot of logistical problems with
putting batteries and transformers in the home."
But this solution requires one of the following scenarios: power carried over coax and

Ad
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through taps, forcing the need for power-passing taps, which are just now coming on the
market (see "Network powering: Looking
beyond 60 volts:' CED, Nov. 1994, p.58); the
use of a"shadow" coax cable that can be used
to deliver the power signals; or the use of a
Siamese cable where twisted pair copper cable
is used as the power conductor. Each scheme
has its own list of benefits and drawbacks,
according to the experts.
Using aseparate conductor for power is
acceptable in areas where the drop is easily
located and accessed, say cable TV engineers,
but in areas where the drops are buried, using
them to conduct power is much less palatable
because it makes the cost of anew drop significantly higher. Furthermore, the center conductor connections on today's F-connectors typically aren't good enough for the job, according
to Time Warner engineers, although there are
some that are "promising," says Chiddix. The
upshot is that "power derived from the plant is
amanageable proposition," Chiddix says.
In order to avoid the whole issue of drop
powering, ICI is said to be actively developing wireless drops that wouldn't require a
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large centralized power node, making the solution less costly. In this scenario, the consumer
would use small wireless telephones—and they
would be responsible for charging the battery
that comes with it.
Another potential solution has been floated
by Bellcore, to mixed reviews. The scheme
calls for using 90 volt AC power under normal
operating conditions, and 90 volt DC during
emergencies or maintenance. This type of
architecture simultaneously provides safety
and corrosion advantages over other schemes,
according to Bellcore officials. However, cable
TV power supply manufacturers say the
approach has little merit, while contributing to
reliability problems. Furthermore, hardware to
support such an architecture is not readily
available, they say.
In the end, it appears that some leading
MSOs will lead the way for the industry to
gradually move to higher power levels, with 90
volt, 60 cycle the leading candidate today.
In the meantime, though, there are ongoing
tests to determine the effect of higher power
levels, as well as the level of galvanic corrosion.
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Spectrum analyzer
appPle:sl in-service
measurement
By Jerry Harris,
Product Marketing
Manager,
Tektronix Inc.

M

ost CSRs, technicians and system engineers have
experienced the wrath of subscribers who have had
their service interrupted. Often, however, interruptions
are required when making the distortion and noise measurements needed for proof of performance testing or
system maintenance. These measurements also usually
require coordination of the headend and field technicians to remove and restore carriers.
A relatively new automated spectrum analyzer operating mode, known as time-gating, can be used to make
some of these measurements without disrupting subscriber service. This can lead to improved customer satisfaction and reduced operating costs. Already established non-gated in-service measurements also enhance
system operations.
This article compares gated and non-gated in-service
measurement techniques. We will apply these to composite second order (CSO), visual-carrier-to-systemnoise (C/N) and in-channel frequency response (ICR)
measurements. Finally, the article considers practical

D-

Typical non-gated spectral presentation of achannel in service.

CED: COMMUNICATIONS

Conventional measurements
Conventional measurement techniques have generally followed the Recommended Practices of the
National Cable Television Association (NCTA). CSO,
composite triple beat (CTB) and C/N all include measurement of in-channel distortion—from approximately
-1.25 to +4.2 MHz relative to the video barrier. The
distortion signals are nearly always at lower power
amplitudes compared with the active video in the
channel. This requires removal of program video or
carrier to measure the signals. Measurements of CSO
and C/N can be made without removing program
video.
Measurement of in-channel frequency response—gain
variation with respect to frequency—requires that the
test signal be frequency flat. Cable multi-burst, linesweep or Philips ghost canceling signals will provide
the needed flatness.
Since the test signal is frequency flat, we can assume
that any gain variations measured reflect the condition
of the modulator, processor and/or any other downstream, in-channel system component. When using a
full field test signal, the normal program video is
removed, disrupting service. If the test signal is inserted
on asingle scan line in the vertical interval, agated
measurement will avert service disruption.

Gated and non-gated comparison

Some modern RF measurement instruments provide
gated and non-gated automated in-service routines.
Gated techniques provide in-band
measurements. Figure 1shows a
plot of atypical channel as displayed on aspectrum analyzer with133.01MHz
out any gating. The active video
7.3dBmV
600.0kHz/
completely masks in-band noise and
300KHz FIBW
any distortions. Figure 2shows the
ATTN 006
same channel with time gating in
VF 300kHz
10 dB/
effect. Notice that without having to
M 151.26MHz
remove the video input from the
M 4.9dBmV
STD EH 19
modulator, the video is absent from
the display, and in-band noise is visTIME.
20 mA/DIV
ible and measurable.
Occasionally, making CSO and
X
-- MARKER 1
CTB in-band measurements in-service without gating may be possible.
MAX /M IN MO DE
If asystem's channel plan includes
unoccupied spaces, referencing beats
measured in these spaces to an adjacent channel visual carrier is possible. Assuming good engineering
TIME:
09. 41: 02
CATE:
19 -JAN -95
judgment is exercised, avalid meaNote:
Readout%
surement can be taken.
correspond to
waveform
'ID'
However, many systems do not
have empty channels. Therefore, a
time-gated CSO measurement is

Figure 1

86

application of the techniques. It also explains how a
cable television spectrum analyzer implements gated
measurements.
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Figure 2
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The
Stealth SAM
is weight off
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waveform
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to go home aching
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from lugging heavy

Typical gated spectral presentation of achannel in service. We have "gated out" the video signal to
create aclear view of the in-band noise.

normally needed to avoid service disruption.
Typically, because the beats are aligned at
the visual carrier frequency, CTB will
require removal of the carrier. When it comes
to C/N, some instruments automatically measure system noise in the guard band between
channels.
This technique is an
excellent way
to isolate distribution noise
and does not
require gating.
Anytime the
guard band
measurement is
used, it is
important to
verify that
some common
sources of error
are not present.
These would
include:
V Misadjusted adjacent channel audio carriers
resulting in measurable sideband energy in the
guard band.
V Misaligned test channel modulator or
processor vestigial sideband filters, which can
cause excess video modulation sidebands in
the video carrier's lower sideband and channel
guard band.
V Set-top convertors used for FCC proofs may
not fully pass signals in the guard band.

In-band

measurement
is the

best way

to assess
the total

noise impact

THE

equipment

Convertors should be tested to verify that sufficient bandwidth exists to pass all of the noise
in the guard band.
When time-gating is used, the in-band spectrum can be viewed without interrupting service. The automatic C/N routine measures the
in-band spectrum as opposed to the non-gated
mode of measuring—in the guard band.
Measurement of in-band C/N encompasses
noise contributions from all in-channel devices
such as demodulators, modulators and convertors, and from the distribution system.
It also includes noise on the video signal as
furnished by the program supplier. In-band
measurement is the best way to assess the total
noise impact on the signal delivered to the
subscriber.

up and
down poles.
The Stealffi
SAM is
light and
portable."
STEALTH SAM
•Full-featured.., broad scope of
measurements; signal levels, hum,
and C/N

In-channel frequency response

•Built-in spectrum analyzer mode
and Sweepless Sweep'

If aPhilips ghost-canceling signal is available from the program source, and if adigital
storage spectrum analyzer is put into a"max"
or "peak hold" condition, in-channel flatness
can be viewed without gating and without disrupting programming. However, video with
periodic, high-contrast transitions can create
strong signal peaks in achannel's modulation
sidebands. These signal peaks can mask the
ICR test signal and render this technique unreliable.
An alternative, non-gated method that
avoids the masking problem is to use aVITS
inserter that includes ahigh-amplitude line
sweep signal. We would need to install a
VITS inserter on the channel under test. The
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Figure 3
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peak hold digital storage and delta marker
However, as with non-gated measurement,
features of aspectrum analyzer can now be
the gated mode requires aVITS inserter if
used without distorting measurement of the
the programmer does not supply an appropriactive video. Although this technique can proate test signal.
vide agood in-channel frequency response
(Note: Not all multiburst signals produce
measurement and the
capability of inserting
test signals for other
purposes, it requires an
investment of about
Figure 4
Quiet line (second field only)
$2,200 for the VITS
inserter.
Quiet line:
1
Several advantages
Line
number
arise from gated ICR
9
10
11
12
measurement. It avoids
the risk of distortion
because of video interference, as noted in the
previous paragraph. The
programmer may
already supply frequency-flat VITS signals
that can be used.
Signals such as multiburst and OCR might be
available without
adding aVITS inserter.
Correspondence of video baseband and IF gate output signals.

f
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frame. Since spectral data is acquired only
during periods when no signals are present,
active video, test signals, etc., are not masking
the signals that need to be measured.
Gate control also sends atrigger to the
How to do gated measurements
sweep circuit with each video frame. The gate
When agated C/N or CSO measurement is
opening and sweep trigger are coordinated so
selected, the first task is to decide which scan
each sweep captures the maximum number of
spectral samples.
lines do not contain video, test or other sigNot only must the open and closing time
nals that would interfere with spectrum samof the gate be controlled, but also the abruptpling. An automatic routine searches each
ness of opening
video field and identifies one, or aset of
and closing.
quiet lines during which the gate will be
This allows
opened. Most channels have more than one
measurements
line available.
to be made on
Using several video lines offers more
low amplitude
opportunities to time-average the measurecomponents
ment on the test channel and make repeatable
close to the
and/or faster measurements. When an ICR
video carrier.
measurement is selected, gating uses the video
Referring
line containing the frequency-flat test signal.
again to Figure
If needed, the presence of the test signal
3, the video
selected or ICR can be verified by using a
demodulator.
spectrum analyzer to demodulate the video
sync stripper
carrier. Then the built-in selectable video line
and gate contriggering mode may be used to find the line
trol are dedinumber.
cated to deterReferring to Figure 3, the input signals to
mining the timthe analyzer are routed to avideo demodulator
ing for opening
at the analyzer's second IF. Demodulated
and closing the
video is provided to async stripper that
gates. They are off-line from the signal path
extracts video line information. Then the video
that affects the dynamic range and accuracy
line data is sent to the gate control circuit that
of the measurement. By design, the gates in
determines exact gate timing. This information
the main signal path of the analyzer are
is the basis for identifying exactly when agate
transparent so they will not hamper measureis opened and closed.
ment.
Gate control sends an "open" and "close"
command to the gate in use during each video
Depending on the measurement selected.
the 2715 analyzer use‘
one or both of its two
gates. The first gate regulates signals reaching
the resolution bandwidth
Mull/burst
GCR
filter. The second gate
regulates signals
acquired into the memo18
19
14
15
16
17
ry of the digital storage
display. Using two gates
optimizes the analyzer's
Baseband videoresponse to the three
second field
types of signals that can
be measured—noise
(C/N), low-level beats
(CSO) and comparativeIF gate output before
ly high-level test signals
entering resolution
(ICR).
bandwidth filter
Figure 4is atypical
rendering of scan line
usage during avideo
field. (High video frepackets that are flat in the frequency domain.
Be certain to verify with the programmer that
the signal is appropriate for the ICR measurement.)

data is acquired

when no signals

are present,

the signals that
need to be
measured

are not masked

13
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•Built-in sweep transmitter
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interrupting viewer's reception
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one-man operation
•FCC 24-hour test capability
Simplify
reduce 'fatigue.
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Since spectral
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quencies are rolled off because of the method
used to acquire waveforms.) Notice that lines 9
through 14 contain no video signal, and are
therefore "quiet." Line 9is available for gating
in the second field only. This is because the
first field line 9is comprised of half-lines
(equalization pulses).
Half-line periods are not long enough for
the gate to operate. In this example, the quiet
line finder routine has selected lines 9

through 14 of the second field. Note the correspondence between the video baseband signal (top signal flow) and the gate output signal (bottom). The gate output signal is shaped
to remain isolated from sync pulses that
would interfere with the measurement. Line
20 in the first field, and line 19 in the second
field are the last full-line periods available for
gating. Active video begins on subsequent
lines.

Angled Physical Contact

Practical measurement considerations
The precise timing of video lines on the test
channel is part of the time-gating measurement
process. Line timing is based on recovered
sync.
As aresult, it is not possible to make measurements on channels where sync is not available, or where the sync signal is very unstable.
Often, sync is suppressed or altered as part of
achannel scrambling scheme. When this is the
case, conventional or non-gated in-service
measurements should be used.
Another
impact on
gated measurements is the
status of quiet
lines. The type
of signal
assigned to
each line in the
vertical interval is the programmer's
responsibility.
Although the
cable system
can use aVITS
inserter to add
signals, the
video signal
originator
determines quiet line periods.
Once the analyzer determines which lines
are quiet, it is important that the lines remain
quiet until data acquisition is complete. If the
video source is changed on the test
channel—for instance, from the main program
to ad insertion—certain quiet lines can become
occupied. This will corrupt the measurement.

The strengths

and weaknesses
for gated
versus

non-gated

measurements
should be

considered
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In-service techniques greatly increase the
number of measurements that can be made
during any part of the day without disrupting
service. In-service testing also affords more
latitude in scheduling proof of performance
testing and system maintenance.
Because service doesn't have to be interrupted, some troubleshooting can be spontaneous, even on high-demand channels. The
strengths and weaknesses for gated versus
non-gated measurements should be considered before making final selection of measurement techniques. The ability to select
from avariety of measurement methods will
result in amore optimized test and measurement plan. CED
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•Optical Variable Attenuators
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•Optical Return Loss Meters
•ORION'
Fiber Optic Cable
Administration System
•Fiber Identifiers
•OTDR Emulation Software
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and Much More!
And, just like our TD-3000 &
TD-1000 series OTDRs, all of
our products are designed and
manufactured to the high standards you've come to expect
from Laser Precision.
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

Will broadcasters
Fe
derail digital TV ?
Confusion threatens
to gum un the works

By Fred Dawson

W

ith telco preparations for digital TV racing ahead of
efforts by standards bodies and the FCC to define the
new operating environment, the stage has been set for a
confusing and potentially delaying debate over standards just as the market is ready to take off.
Telco plans for early rollout of interactive digital TV
services are generating apowerful push toward de facto
standardization of first-generation network platforms,
said aparticipant in meetings of the ad hoc standards
group, Digital Audio Visual Council. Speaking on
background, he said, "The pressure is intense right
now, because we all want to work out the key interface
issues before the telephone companies lock in on solutions?'
The official said that while DAVIC, asuccessor to
the MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) compres-

those specs," Johnson said. "I don't see MSOs writing
specs for digital platforms, so the likelihood is that
cable will end up buying off-the-shelf systems that are
designed to RBOC specs."
"There are two broad classes of participants in this
process," said Richard Green, president of Cable
Television Laboratories and amember of the DAVIC
governing board, without distinguishing between telcos
and MS0s. "There are those who want to discuss more
advanced ideas for aplatform that would be ready to
implement two or three years from now and those who
want something they can use as soon as possible."
Green said the interests of the fast starters "is really
accelerating" the DAVIC process. As aresult, he added,
"the structure doesn't really allow an outlet for more
advanced ideas."

SDTV

As the market moves faster toward afirst-generation,
de facto standard, the FCC is intensifying work on
what is now being called "standard definition TV,"
which would be the technical framework supporting
broadcast delivery of multiple channels of video and
data over the 6MHz advanced television channel that
was originally designated for HDTV. In aspeech at the
SCTE's Emerging Technologies conference in Orlando
in early January, an FCC official warned network platform developers not to rush ahead without factoring the
commission's agenda into their design plans.
The remarks stirred considerFigure 1: DAVIC delivery system architecture reference model
able concern in the network engineering community, where many
Service
Network
view commission action on digirelated
related
tal TV as intrusive and potentialcontrol
control
ly obstructive to commercial
deployment. But Richard Smith,
A5 DS
A6
— access
the senior engineer with the comNT
NT
node
mission's Office of Engineering
DS
C Service '..
(- Customer
and Technology who spoke in
DS core
access
premises
provider
Orlando, said later that the comnetwork
network
equipment
..1
mission has no choice but to preA4
A7
A2
A9
A3
Al
ceed with SDTV, if it authorizes
— A8/84
To other delivery systems/services
multiple uses of the second channels set aside for HDTV.
DS = Delivery System
Network management
NT = Network Termination
"Obviously, if SDTV is perA1-B4 are reference points for standard interfaces
mitted (in the HDTV channel
allocation), there would be a
standards issue linked to broadcasting," Smith said in
sion body, is hoping to complete recommendations on
an interview. "The chairman (Reed Hundt) has indicatthe full suite of interfaces for digital distribution sysed he has an interest in keeping the whole subject of
tems in time for testing this summer, even that early
HDTV and digital television on afast track."
deadline is behind the RBOCs' curve. "Our goal now is
Smith said amultichannel broadcast digital TV operto have at least the raw outline of the most likely pieces
ating environment brings many factors into play
together by our March meeting?' he said. "At this point,
beyond the decoder interface, which is now the subject
the early adopters are really driving the process."
of intense debate with respect to analog TV operations.
Steve Johnson, vice president of marketing at
FCC digital TV standards would encompass modulaMicroware Systems Corp., said the telcos are driving
tion techniques, means of conditional access, compresthe standards discussion because they are the only netsion, transport packet framing and other facets of endwork entities telling vendors what they want with some
to-end connectivity in the digital path, Smith said.
measure of specificity. "RBOCs are specifying what
Smith said the commission welcomes industry input
they want in great detail and vendors are building to

92
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Figure 2: VOST preliminary category "A" set-top in a box
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as it looks a these issues, but, so lar, the input
appears to have been slow in coming. Cable
interests have been focused on the intense
debate over the analog decoder interface standard, and the Advanced Television Systems
Committee (ATSC), the industry body which
has commited itself to looking at SDTV, has
been distracted completing its work on HDTV.
But the difficulty of differentiating between
the two types of services for purposes of creating rules that govern how digital TVs operate
opens an inviting door to those who believe
the time has come to define auniform operating environment in the digital domain to avoid
the incompatibilities that have plagued consumers in the analog era. "There are awhole
lot of people pushing long and hard for the
commission to apply whatever standards it
adopts to set-top boxes," said Wendell Bailey,
vice president of science and technology at the
NCTA.
Bailey, one of the cable industry's representatives on the ATSC, said there had been considerable controversy over whether the group
should take up SDTV. But, he added, prospects
were good that broadcasters and cable interests
could find common ground on most points, if
the FCC doesn't rush the process.
"The industries have been working very
closely, and efforts are underway to make
SDTV compatible with cable's digital transmissions," Bailey said. "But there could be a

94

RF out
RF modulator

Source: VOST White Paper, 11/30/94

ROM

LEDs

problem if the FCC sticks its foot in the issue
before these things are worked out."
While broadcasters will be exploring SDTV
with cable participants in ATSC, the level of
broadcast involvement in multimedia platform
development by network companies and their
suppliers appears to be minimal. For example,
there are no U.S. broadcasting concerns in the
membership of DAVIC.
Instead, aseparate cluster of standards
groupings has developed around broadcast digital interests, including MSTV (the Association
for Maximum Service Television), the
COFDM (Code Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing) Evaluation Project,
which is backing this European-developed
modulation technique over VSB (vestigial
sideband) and QAM (quadrature amplitude
modulation), and the North American Digital
Group, an organization seeking compatibility
with European digital TV which is spearheaded by TV/COM.
Along with setting MPEG-2 compression
parameters for digital TV, NADG is hoping to
drive standardization of data rate ranges, transport stream syntax, service information tables,
modulation and interleaving approaches and
other elements of the end-to-end process that
often overlap with DAVIC. Jim Shelton, senior
vice president at TV/COM, said NADG was
interested in standards from the perspective of
the "source," which is to say, how the signal is
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formulated at the production and broadcast
level, whereas he characterized DAVIC as
working on the links "between the headend
and the set-top."
One key area of tension between the broadcast interests and the networking community
concerns modulation. Because the Grand
Alliance has chosen 16 VSB for HDTV and
network operators are choosing 64 and 256
QAM, network interests are concerned SDTV
will require aVSB approach to ensure conformity with HDTV.
However, said Graham Stubbs, vice president of programs for TV/COM, the modulation conflict might be resolvable by accommodating both systems in hardware developed for
network terminals and transmitters. "If SDTV
is done with VSB, then it would use the same
tuner as HDTV," Stubbs said. "But with some
creativity in the design you could build aset of
semiconductors that would be able to handle
both modulation techniques."

Telco platform
With conflicts of this dimension in the offing, the telcos' agenda, especially the one set
by the new alliance involving Bell Atlantic,
Nynex and Pacific Telesis, leaves little time for
the government to act before digital delivery
platforms are in operation, unless the commission decides to hold up telco video until such
issues are resolved. "The commission is push1995

ing as fast as it can to get the video dialtone
applications off the table while it begins taking
serious steps toward setting standards that
could greatly affect the design of telco video
systems," noted aleading participant in standards issues, asking not to be named. "How
can they authorize implementation of digital
TV to millions of households if they are serious about making everyone conform to their
standards?"
Indeed, some telcos are very close to completing work on their platforms. "We're at the
point where we could go to market now with
interactive services and have avery robust
business, including all the billing and operation support software as well as the network
hardware," said Ken Van Meter, president of
interactive platforms for Bell Atlantic Video
Services.
While work remains to be completed on the
channel management system that will govern
multiple video providers' access to analog
channels, Van Meter said the BVS system,
soon to be adopted as the core platform of the
new alliance taking shape with Nynex and
Pacific Telesis, will be complete for full video
dialtone operations by the time VDT tariffing
is wrapped up, "even if we get the green light
on our Section 214 applications tomorrow."
The end-to-end system that alliance members will begin with is based on Oracle's
media server, objects and network software,
Microware's set-top operating system David
and awide range of operation, management
and billing software developed by BVS in
cooperation with outside contractors such as
EDS, Nobel and Make Consulting. Van Meter,
who serves as Bell Atlantic's representative to
the three-man executive committee overseeing
the alliance's platform company, said Nynex
was contributing valuable work in the area of
level one gateways, the point at which subscribers gain an overview of everything offered
by all video information providers. PacTel is
contributing expertise in analog channel management.
Van Meter said the platform is designed to
work with all the types of networks alliance
members are deploying, including hybrid
fiber/coax, fiber-to-the-curb and twisted pair
copper, as well as the switching interfaces they
have adopted. "About 90 percent of what
we've done is ready to use in any of these
environments, which means there's only alimited amount of customization required to fit
other companies' requirements," he said.

DAVIC

The telco group's open-interface philosophy
is in stride with the approach at DAVIC, which

now consists of 132 member companies and
institutions, including asignificant share of
major telecommunications and computer hardware and software manufacturing companies
worldwide as well as significant portions of
the cable and telephone operating communities. In aJanuary meeting in Orlando, DAVIC
completed work on adocument that defines 17
key interfaces and the major options under
consideration for each from the server through

the network to the home terminal.
"There's beginning to be asense that this
thing is really going to work," said Bob Luff,
CTO of Scientic-Atlanta's Broadband
Communications division and amember of the
DAVIC management committee. Luff
acknowledged the issues are even more contentious than those surrounding MPEG, but he
said success in Orlando meant the organization
is on track to complete adraft of proposed

MEET MINIMAX!

Peak Performance in the
Palm of Your Hand
Accurate, lightweight,
rugged, easy to operate,
and low cost —
Sadelco's new MINIMAX
Signal Level Meters come
in two versions to meet
your special needs —
CAT'.' versions feature:
O Digital dB Readout
I=11 -30 to +50 dBmV range
• Autoranging Attenuator
MMDS versions feature:
O Real-time Microammeter
and Digital dB Readout
O -20 to +40 dB range
• MMDS downconverter power supply

Model Shown:
Minimax-M800
All Models Feature:

• Fast Digital Tuning with 1dB accuracy
UIC/
N,Hun and Favorite Channel Pgm.
O Frequency ranges from 5-862 MHz available

Call today to find out what MINIMAX can do for you!

1-800-569-6299
Worldwide call 201-569-3323

European Distributor Inquiries Welcome!

Sadelco®

75 West Forest Ave. •Englewood, NJ 07631 USA
(201)569-3323 •Fax(201)569-6285
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

0

FIELD O PERATIONS M ANAGEMENT

the network also allows for proactive maintenance by identifying failing components and
repairing them before acustomer has aproblem. Instead of dispatching atechnician to the
numerous homes reporting outages, acable
TV service provider equipped with FOMS can
easily pinpoint the trouble and dispatch atechnician directly to it.
Because relying on customers to report service outages isn't going to suffice when cable
TV service providers begin moving into new
arenas like telephony, the outage identification
capabilities of FOMS will become essential.
This functionality will also prove vital as new
regulations are imposed on the cable industry
to improve service and response time.

Overcoming deployment challenges
Deploying atechnology like FOMS is not
without challenges. Standardizing SMS interfaces, selecting mobile terminal equipment for
field technician use and choosing data communications links are real issues facing the cable
TV service provider.
Adapting to the SMS interface, for example,
is acomplicated process; getting work orders
in and out currently represents the most signif-

icant challenge facing FOMS equipment vendors and cable TV service providers. This is
largely due to amulti-vendor environment for
SMS interfaces, each with its own unique
requirements for interaction. The problem is
even more complex in that no standards have
been put in place, and every SMS in service is
aproprietary system. As such, costly and timeconsuming customization is required for every
FOMS system deployed today.
Nothing is being done at this time to rectify
the SMS interface problem. Before cable TV
service providers can truly benefit from FOMS
and other new technologies, there needs to be
abetter working relationship between the various equipment providers. Also, there needs to
be some direction in the formulation of standards (i.e., from the National Cable Television
Association or Cable Television Laboratories).
Selecting mobile terminal equipment
involves the degree of functionality desired by
the cable TV operator and the total cost. Lowend units that provide limited functionality are
inexpensive, but limit the scope of the technician's participation in selling new services. On
the other hand, high-end, pen-based devices
with bar code scanning ability and signature

The Bare Fiber
Adaptor Kit
• The only kit on the market that offers the
flexibility of interchangeable, reuseable
connector modules
• Applications for temporary connections to
OTDRS, Power Meters, Light Sources,
Talksets, Data & Telecom Equipment,
Demo Equipment and "Dark" Fiber.
• Ideal for use in acceptance testing of fiber
before and after installation
• Make the BFA Kit a part of your fiber optic
installation, troubleshooter and restoration
tool kits

Circle Reader Service No. 57

• Just cleave the fiber and insert into the
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For more information call:

adaptor body until the fiber is flush with the

1-800-BFA-KITS
FAX: 717-296-8606

connector face Release the pressure foot
and you are ready to got

Other kit combinations available.
Ask about our Precision Fiber Slop (PFSw).
The PFS,,, is designed to ensure that the bare fiber

BE

tigfflik

is precisely in alignment with the end
of the fiber connector face.
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Some of the benefits cable TV service providers will experience with
the deployment of field operations
management systems include:
V Increased technician productivity
by reducing the amount of "hold
time" on telephones to get clearance
to activate aservice; better routing of
technicians to minimize drive time
between jobs; and the ability to do
home dispatch electronically.
eReduced number of dispatchers
needed, freeing them for other
responsibilities.
e Increased revenue generation
opportunities with technicians in a
better position to sell new services.
e Increased customer satisfac,lon.
Cable TV service providers are able
to react more quickly to potential or
actual outages-well before customers have aproblem and must call
to complain.
capture offer adynamic sales environment but
can cost several thousand dollars.
The method in which communication is
conducted in this new environment can be a
challenge, as well. For example, which network should the cable TV service provider
choose for its electronic dispatch—two-way
radio or cellular? Cable TV service providers
should make aselection that minimizes nearterm expenditures by utilizing what is available to them today.
Industry cost estimates for aFOMS-type
system range from $8,000 to $12,000 per technician, which translates to about $6 to $10 per
subscriber. This cost includes everything from
technician mobile terminals to centralized
computers and software. When balanced
against the savings associated with increased
productivity—approximately $9,000 per technician annually—and the reduction in personnel
required for dispatching, it only takes between
12 and 18 months for aservice provider to
recoup its investment in aFOMS system. After
that, it's purely operational savings.
So despite the challenges, there are still significant benefits in moving forward with the
deployment of FOMS. As the industry moves
toward "two-hour commitment windows," the
importance of new technologies that provide
cost savings and increased efficiencies is even
greater. Cost efficiencies will increase even
more as interfaces become standardized. As
such, cable TV service providers must apply
pressure on manufacturers in order to help
move this technology forward.
QED
1995

VENDORS FOR CATV AND TELEPHONE INDUSTRIES •
CED is pleased to bring you this paid advertising section, which categorizes the
leading manufacturers and suppliers of cable and telecommunications equipment.

CED

Leading the way into the new world of telecommunications

Aerial Lifts

eek

CALL 712/864-3737
FAX 712/864-3848

.
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Aerial Lifts

o

CALL 817/776-0900
FAX 817/776-7531

TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

ARMLIFT, DIVISION OF TG INDUSTRIES, INC.
Manufacturer of ArmLift aerial lifts serving the needs of both telephone
and the cable industries. Telescoping and articulating models up to
38' of working height for van and truck mounts. 300-lb. bucket capacity. Variety of power sources and afull line of truck equipment options.
Complete factory installation available.

TIME MANUFACTURING CO.
Manufacturers of Versalift aerial lifts, telescopic and elbow types, trunk
or van-mounted, with working heights up to 65 feet.
Sold internationally through distributors.
P.O. Box 20368, Waco, TX 76702-0368
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Billing & Mgmt. Information Systems

Anchors
411

CHANCE

CALL 314/682-5521
FAX 314/682-8475

A. B. CHANCE CONIPANN"

cable
oata

CALL 916/636-5800
FAX 916/636-5750

Gain from the experience
Profit from the vision

When it's time to construct, expand or maintain your system, rely on
Chance anchors and pole line hardware. We've been manufacturing
both since 1907 at Centralia, Mo., USA. We're one of the largest
manufacturers of anchors and hardware to the telecommunications
industry. We have the products, experience and quality you want
from amanufacturer.
210 N. Allen, Centralia, MO 65240

Integrated cable and telephony transaction management systems and
billing services that provide savings from operational efficiencies and
avenues for improved customer satisfaction. CableData's statement
and production mailing facility provides high-speed statement turnaround, the largest centralized first-class mailer in the U.S.
11020 Sun Center Drive, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
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CABLE
SERVICES

CALL 402/222-4495
FAX 402/222-7572

GROUP,
INC.

CABLE SERVICES GROUP, INC.
CSG is aleading provider of management information,
billing, and mailing services to the telecommunications
industry
10825 Old Mill Rd., Omaha, NE 68154

CALL 214/605-6190
FAX 214/605-6201

EDS

EDS serves long distance, local exchange and wireless carriers
around the world, in addition to cable TV providers. Our focus is on
providing afull range of systems and services including billing
platforms, operational and customer support technologies, financial
services, telemarketing, training services, consulting, systems
development. systems integration and systems management.
5400 Legacy Drive, H1-5C-36, Plano, TX 75024
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r Cable
CALL 800/235-3362
FAX 317/983-5609

Quality manufacturer of coaxial drop cable and fiber optic trunk cable. Drop cable
products include Series 6, 7, 11 and 59 in aerial, buried and indoor designs with
UL/NEC ratings. Fiber optic trunk cable available in multi-fiber per tube design in
armored and all dielectric versions. Other products include headend, plenum,
riser and audio cables.

P.O. Box 1980, Richmond. Indiana 47375
•

e

FAX 704/328-3400

CED

Cable
Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
Division

of Amphenol

Corporation

CALL 203/265-8500
WATS 800/677-2288
FAX 203/265-8422

Times Fiber Communications, the only coaxial cable supplier standardized on GHz bandwidth for trunk feeder and drop cables,
is committed to: Quality, service and technology.
With over 40 years experience we continue to lead the industry
in product advancement and innovation.
Times Fiber Communications...where technology meets the bottom line.
358 Hall Avenue, Wallingford, CT 06492
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CALL 601/932-4461
WATS 800/874-5649
FAX 601/939-6637

COMMUNICATIONS INC.

Manufacturer of exceptionally high quality, low loss MC 2 air dielectric
trunk and feeder cables, ideal for hybrid architectures aimed at Telco
and CATV applications. Also offering afull line of quality drop cables
including UL listed and corrosion protected, as well as Radiating and
50-Ohm hardline cables for wireless & RF communicaticns.
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208
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Cable/Data Communications

Contractors
CALL 912/557-4751
WATS 800/673-7322
FAX 912/557-6545

CALL 708/391-8000
FAX 708/391-8569

A leader in electronics for more than 75 years, Zenith's core business-Consumer Electronics and Network Systems-is at the center of
the company's digital strategy, which includes interactive television,
digital cable, video dial-tone, networking and HDTV systems. With
extensive expertise in analog scrambling and authoring tools, real-time
two-way cable systems, digital transmission technologies like Vestigial
Sideband (VSB) and computer networks, Zenith has more than 10
years of experience in the network systems area.
1000 Milwaukee Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025

KENNEDY CABLE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
Aerial and underground line construction of CATV, LANs, telecornmunications and fiber optic systems. Splicing, upgrades, rebuild, new extensions of system, balance, sweep and proof system.
Hwy. 280 W., P.O. Box 760, Reidsville, GA 30453
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Contractors

Schenck

1J"ustributors/Suppliers/Reps

CALL 360/668 1300
FAX 360/668-1400

construction

Your Link with Fiberoptics

SCHENCK CONSTRUCTION
Turnkey aerial and underground cable TV ci

,truction

FIBER OPTIC CONSTRUCTION
POWER AND TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION
8602 Maltby Road, PO Box 1530, Woodinville, WA 98072
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CALL 704/324-2200
WATS 800/9E2-1708

Comm/Scope is the world's largest manufacturer of high quality coaxial cables and major manufacturer of fiber optic cables. Corrm/Scope's
complete line of cable products include patented Quantum Reach®
and Parameter Ill® trunk and distribution cables and Optical Reach®
fiber optic cables, as well as hundreds of versions of drop cables for
all applications including headend cables.

CED

Cable
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CommScope
General Instrument

CALL FOR PRICING AND DELIVERY INFORMATION
Cable •Cable Assemblies •Connectors •Couplers •Distributbn
Equipment •FDDI •Inne4rduct •LAN •Modems •Multiplexers
Multimedia Outlets •Splices •Splice Trays •Splice Closures •
Supplies •Test Equipment •Tools •Tool Kits
Southwest
714,871-3344
Southeast
404/409-1700
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Northwest
510/635-1970
Northeast
717/652-6565

. .
Distributors/Suppliers/Reps

Distributors/Suppliers/Reps

Denver: 800-525-8386, 303-779-1749 Fax
Atlanta: 800-962-5966, 404-368-8928 Fax
St. Louis: 800/821-6800, 314-429-2401
Ocala: 800/922-9200, 904/351-4403 Fax

MEGA HER I

TeleWire

Manufacturers Rep for: ABC, AM Comm., Aurora Inst., Cable
Innovations, CLT, Lectro, ORF, Radiant, Tektronix and Cabelcon
Distribution of: Antennas, coaxial cable, character generators,
commercial insertion, distribution electronics, fiber products, headend
equipment, power supplies, satellite electronics, test equipment and AA/
products. Call for acomplete MHz catalog.

SUPPLY

Telewire Supply is your source for a full line of quality products for all
of your broadband network needs: aerial and underground construction, headend and distribution electronics, taps and passives, cable
and connectors, drop and installation material, tools and safety
equipment, and fiber cable and apparatus.
94 Inverness Terr. E., Ste. 310, Englewood, CO 80112
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WATS 800/288-1506

C' able Security

CABLE SECURITY SYSTEMS
Manufacturers of the BeastTM lines of high security, low maintenance
apartment boxes featuring our superlock locking system; distributors
of padlocks, plastic and metal riser guard and molding products. The
BeastTm is the number one high security apartment box in Cable TV.
Don't sell your system short-invest in the best-the BeastTro.
506 Walker Street, PO Box 2796, Opelika, AL 36803

Amphenol Fiber Optic Products manufactures interconnect products
for telecommunications, datacommunications, CAN and test and
measurement systems. These systems include SMA, ST, FC/PC and
SC connectors; complete termination tooling kits; simplex and duplex
patchcords and pigtails as well as single mode and multimode passive fiber optic couplers, WDMs, attenuators and rack and wall mount
fiber distribution enclosures.
1925A Ohio Street, Lisle, IL 60532
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Installs
CALL 203r774-4012
FAX 203/774-4783

AXSYS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Fiber optic systems-AXSYS provides its CATV and Telco clients with a
full range of turnkey services that includes design, installation, testing
and activation. Products include: cable and assemblies, connectors,
splitters and hardware.
PO Box 571, Danielson, CT 06239-0571

rNetworks
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ccork

CALL 814/238-2461
WATS 800/233-2267
FAX 814/238-4065

ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR ELECTRONICS, INC.
C-COR offers digital and AM fiber optics, RF amplifiers, status monitoring, modems, passives, and power supplies. Services include network
design, field engineering, technical training, equipment repair, 48-hour
emergency repair service and 24-hour hotline.
60 Decibel Rd., State College, PA 16801
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FAX 708/439-8527
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Opto-Electronics

Opto-Electronics

Well

CALL 708/439-4444

ANTEC is an international technology integration company specializing
in the design, engineering, manufacturing, materials management and
distribution of products for both fiber and coaxial broadband networks.
2850 W. Golf road, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
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FAX 708/810-5640

Illuminating the world offiber optics"'

FAX 334/742-0058

M.•

CALL 708/960-1010

Amphenol
Fiber Optic Products

CALL 334/742-0050

MT-gB
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Fiber Optic Enclosures

Enclosures

Mar

CALL 303/799-4343
WATS 800/232-9378
FAX 303/643-4797

PHILIPS

Qlife

PHILIPS

FAX 315/682-9006

PHILIPS BROADBAND NETWORKS
A leader in the manufacture and supply of Diamond HubTM AM fiber
optic systems including optical mainstations, compact optical
receivers, DFB and externally modulated transmitters, as well as
complementary Spectrum 2000TM Network RF amplifiers.
100 Fairgrounds Dr., Manlius, NY 13104
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CALL 800/448-5171
In-State 800/522-7464
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Opto-Electronics

Scientific
Atlanta

Powering

vii

CALL 800/722-2009

The leader in AM fiber systems with afull line of equipment for all
applications. Our Fiber-to-the-Serving-Area (RNA) architecture provides the most economical method to extend fiber to small pockets of
homes. FSA also allows delivery of arange of advanced services such
as PCS, video on demand, multi-media and other voice, video and
data services. Network management and control system insures
optimal system reliability.

United States: 360/647-2360
FAX 360/671-7096

ARGUS
ARGUS TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
Argus Technologies is amember with the Alpha group of companies
and offers acomplete range of DC power system products and
accessories that provide innovative solutions for all
telecommunication power requirements.
3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98225
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Powering

Test Equipment

UPOWER GUARD

CALL 334/742-0055
WATS 800/288-1507
FAX 334/742-0058
World leader in supplying Global Network Powering Solutions.
Manufactures acomplete line of foreign and domestic power supplies
including UPS's, standbys and non-standbys in totally modular AC and
DC versions. Our "Power by Designm" concept reduces operating
costs. Battery VaultsTM will extend battery lives. Manufacturing the
strand mountable Power CastTM, the Power ClampTM surge protectors
and distributing Johnson Controls batteries.
506 Walker Street, PO Box 2796, Opelika, AL 36803

MRIX

CALL 908/465-9510
FAX 908/469-0418

TE S T EQUIPMENT
INCORPORATED

MULTIPLE FREQUENCY SIGNAL GENERATORS
DISTORTION ANALYZERS
CUSTOM DESIGNED TEST EQUIPMENT

CED
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Mark your calendar now for SCTE's

CABLE-TEE
EXPO° '95
JUNE 14-17, 1995

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Engineering Conference, Breakout Workshops
and Telecommunications Hardware Exhibits
Registration packages will be mailed to all
SETE members soon. Non-members,
please call (610) 363-6888 for information.
Society of Cable Television Engineers
"Training, Certification, Standards"
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2New Jersey SCTE Chapter,

Technical Seminar and Testing
Session. Topic: FCC color tests
and measurements with hands-on
demonstrations. BCT/E certification exams to be administered.
Location: Holiday Inn, Wayne,
N.J. Call Linda Lotti (908) 4463612.

7Central Indiana SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
and Installer Certification exams
to be administered. Location:
Connersville, Ind. Call Gordie
McMillen (317) 353-2225.

7-9

Wheat State SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
certification exams to be administered. Location: Great Bend, Kan.
Call Jim Fronk (316) 792-2574.

7-9

Hybrid Fiber/Coax
Operation and Maintenance,
produced by the Scientific-Atlanta
Broadband Training Institute.
Location: San Francisco. Call
Bridget Lanham at (800) 7222009; or (404) 903-5516.

7-9 Broadband

Communications Technology, a
C-COR training seminar.
Location: Fremont, Calif. Call the
C-COR Technical Customer
Services Department (814) 2314422.

9SCTE Satellite Tele-Seminar

Program. Topic: Digital
Transmission Techniques (Part II).
To be transmitted on Galaxy 1R,
Transponder 14, 2:30-3:30 p.m.
Eastern time. Call SCTE national
headquarters (610) 363-6888.

Trade Shows
March
20-23 Supercomm '95.
Location: Anaheim
Convention Center, Anaheim,
Calif. Call (202) 326-7281 for
attendee information.
27-31 Networld +Interop
'95. Location: Las Vegas, Nev.
Contact ZD Expos at (415)
578-6940.

Topic: RF distribution equipment
and RF distribution theory and
demonstration, with Fred Rogers
of Quality RF and Darrell Severns
of TCI. Location: NCTI office,
Littleton, Colo. Call Darrell
Severns (303) 754-6521.

14 Overview of Fiber Optic

Systems, aone-day course, presented by EESCO
Communication Systems.
Location: LAN Training Center,
Oak Brook, Ill. Call EESCO at
(800) 366-3638.

14

Fundamentals of the
Hybrid Fiber/Coax Network,
produced by the Scientific-Atlanta
Broadband Training Institute.
Location: Denver, Colo. Call
Bridget Lanham at (800) 7222009; or (404) 903-5516.

14-16

Philips Mobile Training
1995, sponsored by Philips
Broadband Networks Inc.

14-16 Digital Video and Fiber
Optic Networking, aC-COR
training seminar. Location:
Fremont, Ca. Call the C-COR
Technical Customer Services
Department (814) 231-4422.
15 SCTE Telecommunications
Vendor's Show & Workshop.
Location: Omaha, Neb. Call Duff
Campbell of Riser-Bond
Instruments at (402) 466-0933.
15-16 Understanding Hybrid
Fiber/Coax Design, produced by
the Scientific-Atlanta Broadband
Training Institute. Location:
Denver, Colo. Call Bridget
Lanham at (800) 722-2009; or
(404) 903-5516.
15-17 Installing Fiber Optic
Systems, athree-day course, presented by EESCO
Communication Systems.
Location: LAN Training Center,
Oak Brook, Ill. Call EESCO at
(800) 366-3638.
21-22 Hybrid Fiber/Coax
System Sweep and Balance, produced by the Scientific-Atlanta
Broadband Training Institute.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call
Bridget Lanham at (800) 7222009; or (404) 903-5516.
21-23

Philips Mobile Training
1995, sponsored by Philips

Broadband Networks Inc.
Location: Kansas City, Kan. A
hands-on course covering broadband technology. Call Mobile
Training at (800) 448-5171 (800522-7464 in New York state).

28-30

Philips Mobile Training
1995, sponsored by Philips
Broadband Networks Inc.
Location: Shreveport, La. A
hands-on course covering broadband technology. Call Mobile
Training at (800) 448-5171 (800522-7464 in New York state).

28-30 Cable Television
Technology, aC-COR training
seminar. Location: Atlanta, Ga.
area. Call the C-COR Technical
Customer Services Department
(814) 231-4422.

A4è
Network World
Unplugged. Produced by IDG
World Expo and Network World;
sponsored by Forbes ASAP.
Location: New York Hilton and
Towers, New York, N.Y. Call
(800) 225-4698; or (508) 8796700.

1113

24-28

General Instrument's
Broadband Communications
Network Design. A five-day
training course which includes a
high-level overview of the broadband communications network,
with aspecial focus on operational theory and network design.
Location: St. Louis, Mo. Call Lisa
Nagel, GI (215) 830-5678.

9Magnolia SCTE Chapter,
3days of informative, cost-effective, up-to-date
instruction for cable tv technicians.

65 ON apvueS

Testing Session. BCT/E and
Installer Certification exams to be
administered. Location: Ramada
Coliseum, Jackson, Miss. Call
Bob Marsh (601) 932-3172.

JepBeld alala

MAde

Location: Denver, Colo. A handson course covering broadband
technology. Call Mobile Training
at (800) 448-5171 (800-522-7464
in New York state).

10 Rocky Mountain SCTE
Chapter, Technical Seminar.
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SUPERCOMM '95 BOOTH G UIDE

SuDenman '95
booth Guide and Floor Mu
3M Telecom Systems Div.
1841
4-1-1 Systems, Inc.
..3733
A.W. Industries Inc.
4137
AAC Corp.
1309
abc TeleTraining, Inc.
3523
AccessLine Technologies, Inc.
2759
ACCQPOINT Communications Corp. ...2559
Accugraph Corp.
2449

services providers to deploy broadband networking solutions for delivering voice, data and
video services. •HomeworxTm hybrid fiber/coax
(HFC) access platform; •DV6000TM digital video
transmission system; •ICXTm 2000 integrated
communications access server and Soneplex®
access/transport platform; •Frameworxim (fiber
optic network) Administration Software Tools
(FAST); •CPS 100 .
"
4 Cell Packet Switch
Adirondack Wire &Cable
Div. of ACS Industries Inc
ADK Pressure Equipment Corp.
ADS The Power Resource, Inc.
ADSCO Line Products
ADTRAN
ADTECH, Inc.
Advanced TechCom, Inc.
AEL Industries, Inc.
Aeroquip Corp.
AG Communication Systems
Alcatel

AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE
SYSTEMS. INC.

Telecommunications
ADC Telecommunications Inc
1801
Phone
800/366-3891
ADC Telecommunications and its American
Lightwave Systems (ALS) subsidiary are displaying avariety of products that allow CATV

4083

[

H JI

4165

3791

r

HI

1H _

LJ

DER

3255

2600
C6024
1126
3681
1427
3407
4068
C6415
3506
1445
1251

ALCOA
Alcoa Fujikura Ltd
3255
Phone
1-800-AFL-FIBER
AFL is featuring several new products including amid range fusion splicer, fiber optic couplers assembled in many configurations, a
broad variety of specialty cables as well as the
most complete line of connectorized cables
available in the industry.

Alexander Machine Co.
C6119
Alliance for Telecom. Industry Solutions ..3311
Alpha Systems Lab
3271
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ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

vii

ARGUS
TECHNOLoases

Alpha/Argus Technologies
3663
Phone
360/647-2360
Argus Technologies is amember with the
Alpha group of companies the world's largest
supplier of power solutions for computers,
CAN &Telecommunications. Argus offers the
most complete range of DC Power Products
and Systems (24 &48V), including intelligent
modular rectifiers and DC to DC converters,
come by the booth for ademonstration.
Al upower
3941
America's Network
2602
American Computer &Electronics Corp. 4040
American Power Conversion Corp.
3065
AmericaN Reliance Inc.
3612
Americatel
C6307
Ameritec Corp.
3251
Amherst Intl Inc.
2500
AMP Inc.
2709
ANADIGICS
2401
ANDO Corp.
3823
Anritsu Wiltron Sales Co.
2463
Ansul Fire Protection
3518

1

1
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and all dielectric versions from 4to 240 fibers.
Belden manufactures headend, audio, and
plenum cables.

ANTE
Antec
2257
Phone
800/TO ANTEC
ANTEC Corporation (NASDAQ: ANTC) is an
international communications technology company that specializes in the design and engineering of broadband networks and the manufacturing, materials management and
distribution of products for fiber and coaxial
broadband networks. ANTEC integrates technology into products, products into systems
and systems into networks. The ANTEC group
of companies includes Keptel, Power Guard,
Engineering Technologies Group (ETG),
Electronic System Products (ESP), Digital
Video, and Communicaciones Broadband.
Ante! Optronics Inc.
APCO International
Applied Computing Devices, Inc.
Applied Digital Access, Inc.
Applied Innovation, Inc
ARNCO Corp.
Arrowsmith
Ascom Warren, Inc.
Astro Nuclear Dynamics
AT&T
AT&T Network Systems
AIS Telephone &Data Systems
ATx Telecom Systems Inc.
AUDIOSEARS Corporation
Augat Communications Products
Autel S.A. Telecom
Autodesk
AVO International
Aydin Telecom
Aztec
B-Line Telecom
Badger Technology, Inc.
Balboa Capital Corp.
Barco, Inc.
Bard Mfg. Co
Bay Networks
Beco Manufacturing Corp./GCT
Beechwood Data Systems
BEL-Tronics Limited

2416
3317
2001
1821
2475
3244
2701
2369
4135
1515
2101
C6303
2409
1062
2859
2919
1545
1650
1652
3270
3265
1054
3934
C6422
3165
3503
1052
3403
3969

Belgacom USA
1009
Bell Atlantic
1267
BELLCORE
3436
BellSouth
1201
Benner-Nawman Inc
2009, 2014
Berlitz Translation Services
C6411
The Berry Co.
2647
Berry Tests Sets, an
Independent Technologies Co
3139
Best Power Technology, Inc
3919
BICSI
3309
BMS Catastrophe, Inc
3526
The Board Room
4132
Bosch Telecom, Inc.
1069
Boston Technology
2251
Boums, Inc.
3606
BroadBand Technologies, Inc.
1241
Broadcasting &Cable
3605
Brock Telecom Ltd.
3369
Brooktree Corp.
3747
Brooktrout Networks Group
1015
Bud Industries Inc
3355
Burndy Corp.
2868
Business Communications Review
3707
Butler Telecom Inc.
3782
C&D PowerCom, ADiv. of C&D,
Charter Power Systems, Inc.
2840

CCO

ELECTRONICS INC
C-COR Electronics, Inc.
2057
Phone
814/238-2461
C-COR's display includes awide range of network solutions: FlexNetTM 750 MHz amplifiers,
LinkNetTm AM Fiber Optics, digital fiber optics,
Cable Network Manager, modems, passives,
and power supplies.
Cabelcon Connectors
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Belden Wire &Cable
1021
Phone
800/235-3362
Belden is the first ISO 9000 registered manufacturer of coaxial drop cable for the
Broadband market. Belden recently completed
amajor capacity expansion project with further
plans for expansion in 1995. Belden also offers
aloose tube fiber optic trunk cable in armored

'
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Cable Security
2455
Phone
334/742-0050
Maufactures the Beast"' line of high security
and low maintenance apartment boxes-featuring our Superlock locking system, distributors of
padlocks, plastic and metal riser guard and
molding products. The Beastrm is the number
one high security box in Cable TV. Booth #2455.
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Cadtel Systems, Inc.
Canoga-Perkins Corp.
Carlingswitch
Carlon Telecom Systems
Carsonite International
Caterpillar Engine Division
CEECO
Celcore, Inc
Cellular &Mobile Intl
Cellular Business
Centigram Communications Corp.
CERJAC, Inc.
Champion Products, Inc
Channell Commercial Corp.
The Chilton Communications Group
CIDCO, Inc.
Clark Specialty Co., Inc.
Clauss FiberfTelcom Div
Clear Communications
The CMS Group, Inc.
CN-Communications News
CNA Insurance Companies
Cog nitron ics Corp
Coil Sales &Mfg. Co.
Commercial Electric Products

ciu,

3922
1974
3356
3615
2652
2671
1551
1754
1800
1800
4089
1921
3712
3045
3351
3977
3721
3861
1040
3359
3816
C6410
2745
1227
2744

CommScope
General Instrument

CommScope—General Instrument
4083
Phone
704/324-2200
800/982-1708
CommScope is the world's leading supplier of
cable for the Information Super Highway.
Products include new EZ-PAK® drop cable
coils, Quantum Reach®, Optical Reach®,
PIlle and the most complete line of drop
cables available. Also available in the booth is
the new addition of our Cable Construction
Manual.
Commsoft
321
Communication Bldgs of America Inc. ...3373
Communication Equipment Brokers Inc. 1672
Communications Data Group Inc
3833
Communications Intl
3975
Communications Mfg. Co. (CMC)
2643
Communications Test Design Inc.
3264
Communications Week/A CMP
Publication
3959
COMSAT Corp.
1018
Comunicaciones Magazine
3268
Comverse USA
3714
Condux Intl Inc.
3930
Consultronics Ltd.
3929
Container House of Texas
3705
Cordell Mfg. Inc.
2035
Cott Mfg. Co.
3723
CPDI
3354
The Crown Divisiions
1437
CSI/Suttle Apparatus
3423
CTIA (Cellular Telecom., Industry Assn.) 1273
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Curtis Instruments Inc
Cybernetics
Cylink
Data Communications/McGraw-Hill
DCM Industries, Inc.
Delta Electronics, Inc.
Deutsche Telekom
Diamond Communication Products
Digilog, Inc.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Digital Lightwave, Inc.
Digital Sound Corp.
Discover Card Services, Inc.
Ditch Witch
DPI
Drake Communication Prods.
DSC Communications Corp.
DIS Language Services
Dura-Line Corp.
E/O Networks
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
East Penn Mfg. Co., Inc.
ECI Telecom Inc.
EE-Evaluation Engineering
EFRATOM Time &Frequency
Products, Inc
Elcotel, Inc
Electric Motion Co., Inc
Electrodata, Inc
Electronic Media
Electronic Tele-Communications
Elgin Telecommunications
EMCOR Products/Crenio Inc.
Enghouse Systems Ltd
Enthone-OMI Inc.
EPE Technologies, Inc.
Square D
Equifax Natioal Decision Systems
Erico Products, Inc.
Ericsson/Ericsson Raynet
ESRI
Everest Cabinets
EXCEL, Inc.
EXFO Electro-Optical
Engineering Inc
Farnell Advance Power, Inc.
Fiber-Conn Assemblies Inc.
Fiberoptic Product News
Fibrebond Corp
First Marketing Co
First Pacific Networks
FITEL-Photomatrix
Fluoroware, Inc
Foresight Products, Inc.
Fortec, Inc.
France Telecom
Frost &Sullivan, Inc.
Fujitsu
G.S. Battery U.S.A., Inc.
GAD Line, Ltd
GBH Distributing, Inc.
GC Technologies, Inc.
GE Rental/Lease
Geist, Inc.
Generac Corp.
General DataComm, Inc
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3272
3806
C6200
3603
2547
3813
1414
3502
C6419
4002
1159
1569
C6324
1233
3350
2375
2127
C6425
1029
4124
3717
4023
3785
3816
1651
3462
1072
1228
4161
1329
3417
3565
2637
3706
3404
3515
3923
2837
4122
4054
3159
2403
3613
2301
3958
1059
1232
4037
3860
C6314
2769
2574
1409
3634
2115
1173
C6420
4050
2415
3505
3531
2469
3169

e

General
Instrument

General Instrument
2929
Phone
800/523-6678
General Instrument is displaying its end-toend broadband telecommunications system,
with technologies and products to deliver
voice, video and data from the programming
source to the subscriber home. Also on display is the ITEM1000 integrated transport multiplexer providing avideo serverDigiCipheell interface; the broadband
telecommunications architecture; the CFT
2200 advanced analog addressable terminal;
and the DigiCableTM digital compression
addressable terminal.
General Machine Products Co.
3429
George-Ingraham Corp.
2743
Gilbert Engineering Co., Inc.
4069
GLA INTERNATIONAL
1367
Glenayre
3037
GN Navtel Ltd.
2648
GNB Battery Technologies
2529
GNP Computers
3240
W.L. Gore &Assoc., Inc.
1373, 1472
Grass Valley-Video Transport
1867
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
2601
GTE Government Systems
3743
GTE Supply
3587
Haddcomm Intl, Inc.
2970
Harbor Mold Con, aBerg Electronics Co. 3830
Harding Metals
3614
Hargray Information Systems Intl
3831
Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.
1127
Harris Corp./Dracon Div.
3444
Harris Digital Telephone Systems
3444
Harris Network Support Products
3444
Hazeltine Corp.
C6218
Heath Consultants Inc.
3932
Hekimian Laboratories, Inc
2629
Hendry Telephone Products
3832
HenkeIs &McCoy Inc.
1824
Hennessy Products, Inc.
3619
Hewlett-Packard
1827
Hitachi America, Ltd.
3953
Hitachi Telecom (USA) Inc.
_3208
Hood Communications, Inc.
C6018
HT Communications
C6219
IBM Corp.
2139
ICA Bookstore
E5403
ICA University Booths
B5104
IDB Worldcom
1710
Ideal Industries
3516
IEEE Communications Society
2818
IEX Corp.
3414
Immix Corp.
3812
lmonex
d159
lnchcape Testing Svcs. TestMark Labs ..2741
Independent NECA Services, Inc.
3520
Independent Technologies, Inc.
3139
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Industrial Technology, Inc.
INET
Information Gatekeepers

2665
2321
3618

INTEGRAL
Integral Corporation
3045
Phone
800/527-2168
Integral is now showcasing Messenger-On-Duct
as the best protection for your aerial fiber optic
cable and the fastest way to restore adamaged
cable. Specializing in Pre-assembled Cable-InConduit, Integral products will eliminate your
cable pulling anxiety; plus you will receive vital
conduit stability for many years to come. In the
ground or in the air, trust CableconTm and experience the benefits of 30 years of performance
and reliability. Come by and see us at booth
#3045 and let us show how Integral offers the
best and most reliable conduit systems for all
your future installation challenges.

1

I
nteg raTRAK
2765
Inter-Commercial Business Systems, Inc. 4141
Interactive Age
4139
Interactive Week
4151
International Comm. Assn. (ICA)
B5204
Interstate Electronics Corp.
3512
Intervoice Inc.
C6407
IPITEK
3759
IPL Products Ltd.
1572
ISI Infortext
C6101
ITVV Linx
3524
Jade Simulations
3415
JDS FITEL Inc.
3349
Jensen Tools
C6402
Johnson Controls Network
Integration Services
C6318
Johnson Controls Battery Group
Specialty Battery Div
2536
JOSLYN Electronic Systems Corp.
4026
JRT Enterprises
C6215
Keptel, Inc.
3569
Klein Tools Inc
2622
Knaack Mfg. Co.
3570
Kohler Co.
3687
Korea Telecom
1501
KPMG Quality Registrar
3608
E.J. Krause &Assoc., Inc.
1852
Kullman Industries, Inc.
3708
La Marche Mfg. Co.
3259
Larus Corp.
3145
Laser Precision Corp.
3851
3703
Learning Tree Intl.

Lectro Products. Inc.
Phone

1058
800/551-3790

We are featuring awhole new modular
approach to network powering using our
renowned ZTT with specialized low profile cabinets. This method allows you to make your
most efficient powering decisions.
Lemco Tool Corp.
Libby Corp.
The Light Brigade, Inc.
Lightwave
Litton Guidance &Control Systems
Litton-FiberCom
Lockheed Missiles &Space Co.
Media Systems Integration GP
Loop Telecommunication Intl.
Lortec Power Systems
Lotus Development Corp.
Lyncole XIT Grounding
Lynn Electronics Corp.
MagneTek
Mark Products, Inc.
Masterack, Div. Leggett &Platt Inc.
MasteryPOINT
McGraw Hill
MCI Communications
McLean Engineering
Melcher, Inc.
MER Communication Systems
MET Laboratories, Inc
Metal i
nk
MetaSolv Software, Inc.
Metro Tel Corp.
Metromail Corp
Metrotech Corp.
MFS Communications Co., Inc
MICOM Communications Corp.
Micro Computer Systems, Inc.
Microwave Logic, Inc.
Microwave Networks Inc.
Midtronics, Inc.
Mil 3, Inc.
MINUTEMAN UPS
MIS Labs
Mississippi Dept. of Economic
&Community Development
Mitel Corp.
Mitsubishi Electronics America
Electronic Device Group
Mobile Intl./Fibrebond Corp
Mobile Radio Technology

3825
3602
3859
2507
2502
2965
4074
C6224
3513
1130
1875
1555
2616
3808
1951
3820
3402
1215
2672
3963
3632
4130
3593
C6100
1866
C6000
2766
1119
4052
2865
1169
1051
3607
2563
3829
3824
C6302
3563
3592
1059
1800

Motorola, Inc.
2426
Mounting Solutions, Inc.
C6020
MPR Teltech Ltd.
3480
Mustang Enterprises, Inc.
2537
MX-COM, Inc.
1661
National Applied Computer Tech
2872
National Cable Television Institute
2315
National Telephone Cooperative Assn. ..3315
NCS/GETS
C6412
NEC America, Inc.
2950
NetEdge Systems, Inc.
3595
Network Equipment Technologies
3579
Network World
1036
Newbridge
3452
Newmar
1129
Newton Instrument Co.
1771
Nextest Communication Products
1870
Nippondenso
2474
Norand Corp.
3702
Northern Telecom Inc
2801, 2971, 3100
NovAtel Communications Ltd
3237
Noyes Fiber Systems
1559
NTT (Nippon Tel &Tel Corp.
3629
Nutmeg Utility Products, Inc
3420
Objective Systems Integrators
3667
Odetics Inc.
2303
Old Castle
1274
Omnipoint Corp
1959
Om nitron ix, Inc.
4157
Onan Corp
4153
ONEAC Corp
2543
OPASTCO/Org. for the Prot. &Advancement
of Small Tel. Co.
3307
Optaphone Systems, aDiv.
of Carlson Communications
1755
Optrex/Satori
C6312
Ortel Corp.
1969
Outside Plant Magazine
1135
PACER Intl Inc.
C6022
Pacific Bell
3151
Pacific Telecommunications Council ... 4125
PacNet
C6323
PairGain Technologies, Inc.
1467
Panasonic Battery Sales Group
6118
Panduit Corp.
3926
POS Wireless, Inc.
1750
Peco II, Inc.
2773
PenCell Plastics
3236
Performance Telecom
3620
.1048
Periphonics Corp. ..

PHILIPS

Fiber Optic

mTm
Int erconnect
ies,
olex Technolog
(708) 803-360O nc
Molex Fiber Optics
4033
Phone
800-Al-FIBER
Molex manufactures afull line of fiber optic products for the passive fiber optic network including
drop cable assemblies, splitters, patchcords ultra PC (RL>50 dB) and APC (RL >70 dB), connectors and adapters. Molex products provide
exceptional performance, meet Bellcore
Standards and are 100% tested and serialized.

T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND T ECHNOLOGY

Philips
3553
Phone
315/682-9105
In booth 3553 at Supercom Philips will exhibit:
Media PoolTM video server; Diamond LineTM
AM and FM fiber optic receivers and transmitters, including the new Diamond NetTM fiber
optic receiver; BCGTM Broadband
Communications Gateway NetProphetTM
Management System; Spectrum 2000TM RF
amplifiers; Media Accesem digital converters;
1995 Mobile Training Schedule.
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Philips Technologies-Airpax
Protector Group
Phillips Business Information, Inc
PHONE +Magazine
Photonics Spectra
Physical Optics Corp.

4062
1573
1032
2402
3763

FIBER OPTIC CABLES
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Pirelli Cables North America
1337
Phone
803/951-4800
Pirelli will be displaying its quality fiber optic
communication cables and CAN transmission
systems in booth #1337. Pirelli is an ISO 9001registered manufacturer of 4-264 fiber aerial,
duct and direct buried loose tube cables; 288432 fiber RILTTm (ribbon in loose tube) cables;
and 1-96 fiber interconnect/riser cables. CAN
transmission systems include linearized 1550
nm links using high power EDFA technology
for head end and other applications.
Plug-In Storage Systems, Inc./PSSI
1816
Polar Power
1073
Positron Industries Inc.
2051
Powell Electronics, Inc.
C6121
Power &Telephone Supply Co.
1345
Power Battery Co., Inc. .2555ower Conversion
Products Inc.
2542

ZPOWER GUARD
Power Guard, Inc.
2455
Phone
334f742-0055
Power Guard is aworld leader in supplying
Global Network Powering Solutions for
advanced telecommunications projects. Our
unique Unity Wave technology increases reliability while reducing operating costs. Booth #2455.
POWERCOM
Powersafe Standby Batteries
Precise Power Corp.
Precision Fabrication Tech .
Precision Specialties Co
Preformed Line Products Co.
Premisys Communications, Inc.
Priority Call Management
Prism Systems Inc.
Professional Systems Inc. (PSI)
Protel, Inc.
PSI Telecom
PTT Telecom Netherlands US Inc.
Pulsecom •
Puregas/Mopeco
Pyramid Industries, Inc.
Q-Tel Subsidiary of GTE
Qualcomm Inc
108

4127
3623
4031
1026
3616
4063
2015
C6110
3468
3802
3737
1151
1300
3200
3521
3591
1372
2349

Quality Metal Works Inc.
...... 4024
QuickCall Corp.
C6319
Quintrex Data Systems Corp.
3937
R&RUniforms, Inc.
C6408
R.J. Enterprises
2553
RAD Data Communications
3837
Radiall, Inc.
3713
Radiodetection Corp
3405
Rainbow Technology Corp.
3525
Random Corp.
1028
Raychem Corp.
2339
REDCOM Laboratories, Inc.
3226
Reference Point
3822
Reliance Commfrec Corp.
2819
Remote Switch Systems, Inc.
3891
Rentelco
2414
Retid (Telegenics Subsidiary of Retix) ..3594
RF Industries, Ltd.
4038
Ripley Co./Cablematic Div.
3814
Riser-Bond Instruments
1056
Roadrunners Intl
3533
Rohn
3675
Rostra Tool Co.
4022
Ruf Neck
1773
ryan.hankin.kent
2513

I:„Rim am
Instruments, Inc.

RYCOM Instruments, Inc.
3718
Phone
800/851-7347
Rycom Instruments is proud to unveil its
newest portable Locator, the Model 8875
which features Push Button Depth. Depths up
to 15 feet are quickly displayed in inches or
centimeters in an LCE readout. To easily identify cable path, Absolute Signal Strength is
continuously displayed on the 8875 receiver.
The highest number displayed in peak mode
or the lowest number in null mode identifies the
cable. Absolute signal strength can also identify aloss of signal to ground caused by damaged cable, find insulated pipe bushings or
shorted pipes. The 8875 is available in standard or rechargeable batteries. Rycom will
also be showing the Tucon Optical Isolation
Equipment, designed to offer electrical systems protection against ground surges, electrical storms, lightning and fault currents.
SBC Communications
Schroff, Inc.

1509
3981

Scientific
Atlanta

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
Phone

2067
800/722-2009

CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

At Booth 2067 at Supercom, Scientific-Atlanta
will be exhibiting its full range of brcadband
communications products which make S-A the
focal point of convergence. These products
include the following:
•Aprototype MPEG-based digital home communications terminal.
•Interactive analog 8600x home communications terminal operating live with interactive
program guides and other applications, NMOD
capability, virtual channels and other new features.
•CoAxiom providing live telephone service
over Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-to-the-Serving
Area (FSA) hybrid fiber coax networks.
•Digital storage and retrieval system for ad
insertion and other applications.
•MPEG-based digital headend video compression system over satellite.
•750 MHz distribution and fiber electronics.
•Scientific-Atlanta developed adapter with live
downloading of Sega games from Sega
Channel to Sega game players.
•DMX digital audio service with DMX On
Screen of 8600x terminal.
Securicor Telesciences Inc.
Security Dynamics
Seiscor Technologies Inc.,
aRaytheon Co.
Siecor Corp.
Siemens Industrial Automation
Siemens Rolm Communications

3803
C6401
3845
4075
3319
3537

SIEMENS
Siemens Stromberg-Carlson ....3537, 4165
Phone
407/955-6054
IMMXpressTm is an Interactive Multi-Media network design capable of delivering interactive
and broadcast video, high-speed data and
telephony services over asingle subscriber
connection. On display at the Siemens
Stromberg-Carlson booth are video-ondemand, home shopping and high-speed data
applications, together with voice services
deliverable over acoaxial cable.
SNC Mfg. Co. Inc.
3412
SNET
2737
Soft-Com Inc
C6211
Solsource Computers
2972
Source Inc.
C6204
SpectraLink
C6404
Sprayon Krylon
3519
Sprint
1001
Sprint/North Supply
2751
Stanford Telecom
1653
Stantron Cabinets, AZERO Corp. Co. ..2873
Steinbrecher
3474
STET Group
1527
Stonehouse &Co.
C6300
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StrataCom, Inc.
3987
Stratus Computer, Inc
4044
Sumitomo Electric Lightwave Corp.
2828
Summa Four, Inc
2619
Sun Mfg.
1037
Sun Microsystems Computer Co.
3218
Sunrise Telecom, Inc.
3715
ior Electronics Group
1172
Swiss Telecom PTT
1209
Switchcraft Inc.
4058
SWL Inc.
3585
Syntu Technologies Corp.
3913
T-COM Corp.
1850
Tadiran Electronic Industries
3019
Talarian Corp.
3622
Tau-tron
3424
Tekelec
3027
Tekno Industries, Inc.
1673
Tektronix, Inc
1859
Telco Systems
2041
Tele-Matic Corp.
3827
Tele-Path Industries
1134
Telecom Asia
2602
Telecom Gear
2541
Telecom Services Ltd.
C6306
Telecom Solutions
2611
Telecommunications Industry Assn
B5204
Telecommunications Power Systems, Inc. 3885
Telecommunications
C6214
Teleconnect Magazine/Computer
Telephony Magazine
2666
Telect
2651
TeleDynamics
2871
Telematics Intl., Inc.
1851
Telenex Corp
3428
Telephone Extension Corp.
1027
Telephone Intl
4036
Telephony
1800
TelePress Latino America
3957
Telesync, Inc
3522
Teletronics, Inc
C6321
Tellabs, Inc.
3769
Telstra
1401
Teltone Corp.
2654
Teltrend, Inc.
2267
Tempo Research Corp.
3722
Texas Instruments, Inc.
3245
Texas Microsystems, Inc.
4051
Texscan
3507
Thomas &Betts
1915

irFc

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
Division of Amphenol Corporation

Times Fiber Communications Inc
3624
Phone
203/265-8500
800/677-2288
Times Fiber Communications, Inc. coaxial
cable supplier standardized on 1GHz bandwidth for trunk, feeder and drop cables, featuring 110 semi-flex, TX10 low-loss and T-10 drop
cables with life Time. Times Fiber
Communications...where technology meets the
bottom line. Stop by to see us at Booth 3624.

Toner Cable Equipment Inc.
Transtector
TranSwitch Corp.
Transys Networks Inc.

2174
1751
3323
1815

COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Trilogy Communications
3935
Phone
800/874-5649
Manufacturer of exceptionally high quality, low
loss, MC 2 air dielectric trunk and feeder
cables, ideal for fiber-rich architectures aimed
at Telco &CAN applications. Also offering a
full line of quality drop cables including UL
listed and corrosion protected, as well as
Radiating and 50-Ohm hardline cables for
wireless &RF communications.

test equipment enhances productivity and is
designed to meet the customer's specific
needs. For over 25 years, Wavetek has provided quality test equipment for the cable television, wireless communications, telecommunications, LAN, ATE, metrology and general
purpose test and measurement industries.
Products include: OTDRs, signal level and
analysis meters, system sweep equipment,
system analyzers, bench sweep gear, cellular
handset test systems, cellular base station test
equipment, cellular activation testers, RF communication service monitors, LAN testers and
digital multimeters. Wavetek looks forward to
continuing market leadership by anticipating
customer needs, developing innovative technology and providing efficient information age
test solutions.

Weidmuller Inc., Paladin Tools
3826
Wescom
1227
West End Systems
4191
Westell, Inc.
1041
Trioniq, Inc.
C6202
Western Multiplex Corporation
3504
Western Pacific Telecommunications ... 1272
Triplett Corp.
3413
TriQuint Semiconductor
2511
Western Rural Telephone Assn.
3313
Trompeter Electronics
3729
Western Telematic Inc.
3792
TRW
3574
Wilcom
2838
John Wiley &Sons
3780
TSSI
3630
2027
TTC (Telecommunications Techniques Corp. . Wiltron Telecom
1667
Wireless World
1800
Wyle Laboratories
1131
TUV Product Service
3927
TW Comcorp
1854
Xerox Corp.
1064
Xinex Networks
C6320
Tyton Corp
2535
U.S. Intelco Networks
1767
XTEND Communications
C6400
U.S. TEC
1035
Zarak Systems Corp.
..4129
UK Telecommunications Industry Stand .1022
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
2274
Unimax Systems Corp.
C6301
Unisys
3751
United States Tel. Assn.
B5402
Uraseal, Inc.
2551
Valcom, Inc.
1070
Vari-Tronics Co. Inc.
3528
Zenith Electronics Corp.
3791
Verilink Corp.
3725
Phone
708/391-8000
VFP, Inc.
1561
Viewtech
C6223
Zenith is recognized as aleading international
VIKING Electronics, Inc.
2175
provider of cable and data communication
Voice Control Systems
1674
products for cable TV, wireless and telephone
companies. Showcased at the Zenith booth will
Wendel &Goltermann
2309
Warren Publishing, Inc
4131
be addressable MultiMedia analog and Media
Wave Technologies
C6421
Access hybrid set-top systems featuring realtime, interactive two-way communications, and
on-screen program guides and displays.
Featured will be ScreenPlayTM, an authoring
tool that dynamically creates and modifies
interactive television screens to support
unique requirements and new services. The
Metro Access system for data communications
Wavetek CATV and
over coax and hybrid fiber/coax features powCommunications Division.
1660
erful products for distance learning, work-atDomestic
317/788-9351
home, telemedicine and on-line service appliNat'l Toll-Free
800/622-5515
cations. Zenith's rugged 16-VSB digital
800/245-6356
technology and its various uses will be demonFAX
317/782-4607
strated at several locations throughout the
Wavetek's precision-engineered, innovative
show.
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ACCESSORI

CEO

PRODUCT/SERVICES UPDATE
UP IN THE AIR ABOUT
AERIAL LIFTS?

Accident Blacks Out
Newark Int. Airport
beernational
See sneered aplebe blackce Ale
WeeTS eeldeee sevecd deer:al
cables. Oîftde at the New yeti airpott
se all international ate rage/ elerceshc
eiets were cancelled ot deeded. 1"he
invert% was to terten dosed tee today
Ale outage aectecl reservations, bagee, escetots andhgh,ts.
The VIASora Journal
Jan 10, 1995

Should've Used ABuck()
Snap-on Marker
See what can bannen when line ,
The solution? A snap-on vinyl inqt-lg, f
rwn

Ti, id on.

I
tcan

take all night to fix asevered line. Bid it only
takes asecond to snap on the rum durable,
economical marking.

syctern yOu

cunhPy.

Buck()
AERIAL LIFTS

Order toll-free: 800-331-2246 /FAX: 918-252-1997
PO Box 3065 /Tilça OK 74101

41>

GAIN MOW,
SIDE REACH AND
BEVIER Lm EACCESS
W ITH THE
NEW
TEL-29
NE

ArmLift, the aerial lift that provides you with years of
dependable service. Lifts built tailored to your needs.
ArmLift offers a variety of power sources, two speed
operation on all units, gravity or hydraulic bucket leveling, choice of buckets and 720° non-continuous rotation. Truck or van mounts with a full line of options.
Fiberglass or steel super structures with climate control
can be provided for fiber optic splicing units.
Factory Installations Available.

ArmLift, Division of TG Industries Inc.
Cail (712) 864-3737

er
eMeIfLI
FCC M easurement

Problems?

The QA 3000 is o low cost, high quality solution
to FCC measurements and headend
monitoring requirements.
/ Fully controlleci from computer
/VMndows softvvare included
/ Numerous RF and Mdeo Measurements
/ Intend Agile bemodulator
/ Full Digital Measurements
/Self Calibration with built in
modulator
/All measurements performed on MTS

Boom-tipmounted bucket
puts your operator
two feet closer
to that
hard -toreach

/Programmable measurement cycles
/Programmable alarm thresholds
/System price under $8000

o

It's TIME to check out VERSALIFT!

TIME

P.O. Box 20368 Waco, TX 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 894-5218
FAX (817) 776-7531

VERSALIFT

o

1A,Cdv\,
WAVECOM

ELECTRONICS INC.

WaveCom Electronics Inc.
243 Robin Crescent
Saskatoon, Sask.
Canada S7L 6M8
Ph (306) 955-7075
Fax (306) 955-9919

rn

LODE
CADD

'overfill\ truly relational database sys
'ront-end data query tools
Interactive CD-ROM training
•Integreed cable and telephony
transaction management systems
systems
•PC-based billing
•Custom billing, inserting

an dm

Lode Data's Integrated CA TV Design and Drafting
software for AutoCAD release 11 and 12

ang
• Integrated Design and Drafting

CableData Does.
Does yours?

cable
Data
Gain from the experience
Profit from the vision

(916) 636-5800

QUALITY FIBER
OPTIC ASSEMBLIES

• No more red-and-greens
• The standardization of AutoCAD
• Automatic map cut-2 sec./map
• Free BBS service
• Free 90 day evaluation package

Lode Data Corporation
7120 East Hampden Ave
Denver. CO 80224-3000
Tel 303-759-0100
Fax 303-757-5604

Model

LODE DATA

CORPORATION

628

ENCODER SENSOR

SINGLEMODE/MULTIMODE
•PC/APC >65 dB
•FDDI
•ESCON
•SMA

•BICONIC
•FO
•SC
•ST

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Custom designed fiber optic
cables for CATV, Telecomm
and Datacomm applications.

ARIA

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Corporate:

East Coast:

5309 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
Ph: 510-226-6222

420 Boston Turnpike
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Ph: 508-845-6025

Fax: 510-226-6242

Fax: 508-845-6028

Monroe's NEW Model 628 Encoder Sensor will
automatically switch to an alternate program
feed whenever scrambling stops.
The 628

works with the major encoders in the industry
and is small and easy to use.
At $325 the
628
is cheap insurance against the irate
customer calls you receive when the wrong
program unscrambles.
Stop worrying about your scrambled programs
and insta I our Model 628 Encoder Sensors
today.
Call us today!
MADE
U 1 A

1111E)

MONROE
ELECTRONICS

LYNDONVILLE, NEW YORK 14098

800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 9330

By developing state of the art advances in battery
charging, we've eliminated the single most costly
element in power supply maintenance. Our PSI 600
Standby Power Supply's pulsating charger keeps
batteries on-line for at least four years by not overcharging them! The result -longer battery life and
fewer replacements, saving your system time and
money.

,u.nurr can 'locums

=MIX

ON11:13MOd

PASSIVE DEVICES

Kiss your battery
budget goodbye!

MU Over 50
Years of Experience

50 Yen, of Exporte.e"

RMS Electronics is aleading manufacturer/supplier of
cable equipment. We are becoming the fastest growing
supplier of cable components in the world. The new
RMS American catalog contains an extensive line of
over 400 products which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems. Call for your
FREE catalog today!

RMS Electronics Inc. (800) 223-8312

Model PS1600 Standby Power Supply system.
Priced at only $990.00 and guaranteed for as long
as you own it.

CALL JUD WILLIAMS AT 800-279-6330

Petéreymeaace,

CABLE TV PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 947, ROSWELL, GA 30077

601 oN aovuas JaWIDMO

ea. Intebsat.....
41 al Hertz my. Sault... NJ VIM
rfan Jew., MI, 60141.1 1,1X, Ilet) 601.001
1.fl... NO 11.111312

AN EDWIN.ROSS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

o
o

Our Name Tells
The Story... Use It

_EA

.111•1•111111
-41

11.11111W

MMIM

COMTRONICS INC

Cable Prep Stripping/Coring Tools
Produces beveled-edge on pule!. conductor
Light-weight
•
-Non-corrosive

°ern...AVAILABLE...ern*

1GHz

"'"'""e4rfrerewouggR
on "hot O'à le
User-friendly in
all temperature
Color-coded to'
available for
all cable sizes

NEGATIVE
your job easier!

POSITIVE TRAPS
FEATURES:

. J •

Available for every
size cable
Color-coded for easy
identification
•Knurled body
for positive grip.
Fast, efficient jacket remov

J.

1

éK;Ui'

products

u. in the USA

USA

materials

EAGLE COMTRONICS INC.
4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041

C'eCoble prep®
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO.
207 MIDDLESEX AVENUE. P.O. BOX 373
CHESTER. CONNECTICUT 06412.0373
(203) 526-4337 FAX: (203) 526-2291

•For systems which may go to
1GHz in the future
•Higher channel capability
•Improved L.A.S. characteristics
•Temperature stable

(BOO) 394-4046

(315) 622-3402

(800) 448-7474

Telex #937361

Fax#(315) 622-3800

o
ODP1JUS JapuaH

Cable Prep
Jacket Strippers

Circle Reader Service No. 110
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The issue: DBS competition
Over the past 12 months, DBS has exploded into the
multichannel video marketplace, becoming the most
popular consumer electronics device, faster than anything else has—ever. By the time this is published,

•

FAX

DirecTv may have sold its one-millionth subscription.
Meanwhile, cable operators are forced to wait to implement digital technology, probably until next year. What
impact has this had on local cable systems?

303-393-6654

2. How soon do you think DBS will have ameasurable
impact on your system, in terms of number of subscribers served?

8. Do you think most DBS subscribers are rural residents who haven't been wired for cable?

Already has

Within 2years

Yes

2-5 years

6years or more

9. Which do you think is amore formidable competitor
to your system over the next three years—DBS or the
telcos?

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
We will tally the results
and print them in afuture
issue. Your suggestions for
future questions are always
welcome.
We also want some written comments from you on
this subject. Names won't be
published if you request
your name to be withheld,
but please fill out the name
and job information to
ensure that only one
response per person is tabulated.

DBS

Your name and title

The questions:
1. How well would you say DBS is doing at taking
away customers who reside in your cable system?

LI

Excellent

LI

Poor

Good

7. How likely is it that the success of DBS will hasten
your system to upgrade to more channels and/or interactivity?

LI

Very likely

LI

Somewhat likely

LI

No

Not at all

LI

Don't know

3. Do you think consumers see DBS as abetter investment than cable TV over the long run?

LI

Yes

LI

LI

Don't know

No

4. To what degree has the launch of DBS affected your
system's rebuild or upgrade schedule?

LI

A lot

LI

LI

Very little

Some

5. In your opinion, what is DBS' "weak link" when
compared to acable system?

Telcos

10. Has your system either lowered prices or offered
any special promotions to ward off DBS competition?

LI

Yes

No return path

Programming cost

Broadcast-only

Other

LI

10% or less

10%-20%

No

LI

Don't know

LI

No

LI

Don't know

12. Is any portion of your system's franchise area currently being served by an MMDS operator?

LI

Yes

6. What percentage of your former subscribers have
already switched to DBS services?

LI

11. If it was available, would you implement digital
compression today to increase your channel count?

Yes

Hardware cost

Don't know

1:1
No

System name:
Your MSO:
Location:
Your fob function:

Don't know

Your comments:

More than 20c/c
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Frequency agile
modulator

BOCA RATON, Fla.-Passive Devices Inc. has
announced the availability of an upgraded version of its PDI-60M, 60 dBmV, 70-channel,
frequency agile modulator. The PDI-60M is
BTSC stereo compatible, and its high carrier
to broadband noise ratio eliminates the need
for bandpass filters. Digital channel selection
is provided by push-button switches which set
up conveniently from the front panel. The
FCC offsets are selectable from an externally
accessed switch. Spurious outputs are better
than 60 dB below the video carrier.
The PDI-60M features SAW filtering to
provide excellent vestigial sideband response
characteristics and superior adjacent channel
performance. Acomposite IF loopthrough on
the rear is available for scrambler processing.
Circle Reader Service number 66

Split band modulator

LAGUNA NIGUEL,
Calif.-Channel Vision
Technology has introduced anew, threeinput split band modulator for multi-room
Three-input split
band modulator for
video distribution.
multi-room video
Unlike an analog
distribution
modulator, the company's PLL digital circuitry provides long life
and drift-free professional quality performance, according to the company. Split-band
frequencies offer the installer the versatility of
UHF for antenna installations, and ultra band
for cable installations in one digital unit.
Circle Reader Service number 67

Channel deletion filter

EAS1 SYRACUSE, N.Y.-Communications &
Energy Corp. is offering its Model 2599 band
stop filter, which deletes aTV channel for
insertion of new programming. The filter is
used in applications where adjacent channels
can be sacrificed.
Attenuation on video, color and sound carriers is 60 dB, 50 dB and 40 dB, respectively.
Elsewhere in the channel, attenuation is 35 dB
minimum. The filter is available for VHF
standard NTSC channels 2to 36. It can also
be provided for HRC, inverted or offset channel formats. Connectors are 75 ohm, type F
(male and female). Each filter assembly is
made using weatherproof tubular construction.
In addition, the filter is also available panelmounted as the Model 2599P.

116

Live fiber detector
Also new from Communications & Energy
Corp. is the Model TXHP-40, which suppresses return path noise generated by subscriber
electronics like television sets, appliances and
neon lights. The TXHP-40 is placed in the
drop lines of CATV subscribers who have not
opted for network access through the return
path. It suppresses return path signals 50 dB
from 0to 40 MHz. It also has low CATV system loss to 1000 MHz.
The tubular body of the filter mounts 75
ohm, type F(male and female pair) connectors.
Circle Reader Service number 68

Automating satellite feeds

LOS ANGELES-Standard Communications
Corp. has introduced the Agile Omni Global
VU series re-broadcast satellite receiver,
which eliminates the need for various special
types of receivers within the same installation.
With its remote control technology and agility,
the system is specifically designed for station
automation, multiple remote locations and
earth stations separated from the control room.
The Agile Omni's channel selection, as
well as all other customization functions, can
be controlled by computer remote control, or
via the front panel.

CH
1::
CAM830

FREn
3940.0

C/N
17

111

CONTPOL ACCESS MOOLLE

The Omni Global VU CAM830/830I series
control access module

The Omni Global VU CAM830/830I series
control access module is designed as an economical upgrade solution for Standard's Omni
Broadcast MT830 satellite receiver.
It offers the engineer convenient access and
adjustment of all essential features and functions of the receiver manually, or by remote
control. This would include all video and
audio output levels with individual channel
memory, and automatic scan modes for RF
and audio subcarriers.
The module is intended to allow the engineer to operate up to 30 receivers, located at
multiple off-site locations, or at the broadcast
facility. Further, the CAM830 is easily field
retrofitted in any existing Omni Broadcast
MT830 satellite receiver installation, or can be
installed as afactory ordered accessory.
Circle Reader Service number 69
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WEST TRENTON, N.J.—EPITAXX
Optoelectronic Devices Inc. has introduced the
new ETX1OORSC-Series High Speed InGaAs
Photodetector Module to the commercial market. The ETX 10ORSC incorporates a100 gm
InGaAs PIN photodiode mounted in an SC
connector receptacle module with atwo-holed
mounting flange. The module features high
responsivity at 1300 nm; capacitance of 1pF.
Applications include digital fiber optic
receivers operating to 622 Mbps. The
ETX1OORSC is well-suited for high-volume,
fiber-in-the-loop receiver applications.
Circle Reader Service number 72

hybrid, composite and fiber optic cables.
The tags are designed with space to write in
the information specific to the cable being
identified. One of the important features of the
tags is apartially applied clear film seal which
is quickly and easily laid down over the handwritten information to protect it from severe
ambient conditions.
The tag is virtually waterproof, can be
wiped clean, is very fade-resistant and can
withstand severe abrasion or vibration. It is
suitable indoors or out, above or below
ground. The tag is prepunched with five holes
so that it can be hung as atag, or strapped on
to the cable with ties. Tags are packaged in
convenient, pocket-sized resealable plastic
bags containing 100 tags.
Circle Reader Service number 74

Node power pack

RF coax connectors

glue, or by the use of double-sided tape.
Circle Reader Service number 71

4

Photodetector module

▪ LFD-100 Universal Live
Fiber Detector

•

• VANIER, Quebec—The new LFD-I00
• Universal Live Fiber Detector from EXFO
E.O. Engineering Inc. can safely identify
Al live and unused fibers. The field-portable
instrument recognizes traffic as well as test
signals (CW or modulated), and indicates
both the core power level and the direction
of the light in the fiber.
As per Bellcore TR-NWT-000764, it
uses asafe macrobending approach to
minimize the risk of service interruption
41 and avoid fiber damage induced by stress.
To provide maximum flexibility, asingle,
non-removable head adapts to 250 gm
coated, or 900 gm tight buffered fibers and
3mm jacketed test jumpers or patch cords.
Circle Reader Service number 65

41

Mini OTDR

BEAVERTON, Ore.—Photon Kinetics has
introduced the Model 7500 OTDR, afull-featured unit in amini-OTDR package. The
Model 7500 offers greater than 32 dB dynamic
range, 20 meter attenuation deadzone and five
meter event deadzone. The unit is 8.5 inches
by 13 inches by 2.5 inches, weighs under
seven pounds and has alarge 9.4-inch VGA
LCD screen for easy viewing, as well as an
auto test function that simplifies operation.
Optical test options include alight source,
power meter and visual fault locator.
Circle Reader Service number 70

Splice holder

BELLE MEAD, N.J.—Advanced Custom
Applications Inc. has introduced asplice holder for the ULTRAsplice, mechanical fiber
optic splice. The Splice Holder is made from a
DuPont material called ALCRYN MeltProcessible Rubber, amaterial that never melts
and is environmentally stable. The holder
accepts up to 13 splices and is available in
both blue and white for customers with colorkeying systems. The splice holder can be
applied to almost any splice tray by either

ROSWELL, Ga.—A new power pack from
Performance Cable TV Products makes fiber
nodes independent of system powering by
incorporating miniature gel cells inside the
module. The power pack, known as aDCUPS, functions as atrue, on-line UPS and supplies uninterrupted power to the critical fiber
node, regardless of system powering problems.
Improved isolation from the power line
gives greater protection to the electronics than
with the switch mode
power packs now in
use. No transfer relay
is used, so problems
such as glitches
DC-UPS power pack
caused by relay contact bounce are eliminated, ideal for digital
environments.
The DC-UPS directly replaces power packs
packaged with the node module and is available with 60 and 90 volt AC input. DC output
is specified according to the requirements of
the individual node. The unit contains two, 1.2
amp hour 12 volt gel cells, continuously
charged by apulsating charger adjusted to the
equilibrium voltage of the cells used. Life
expectancy of the batteries is four to six years.
The modules containing the batteries and
regulating circuit are designed to fit inside the
cover of most popular node housings, and
come with areplacement power transformer
that attaches inside the housing cover. Mating
plugs interconnect with the node module.
Circle Reader Service number 73

Fiber cable ID

HOUSTON, Texas—V.I.P. Products is offering
aline of fiber optic cable identification tags.
Presently, four basic color and legend combinations are offered from stock to identify coax,

SIMI VALLEY, Calif.—Hirose has introduced
the POD1 series of push-on, locking, RF coaxial connectors. They are about half the diameter of the most popular BNC and TNC locking
connectors. For example, the diameter of jacks
and plugs is as small as 7.6 mm.
The push-on POD-1 connectors provide
optimum 50 ohm impedance for external
wiring of microwave band and high-speed
pulse transfer signals in mobile communications equipment. They are ideal for measuring
instruments and are currently being utilized in
GPS and similar applications.
The push-on locking system works by locking the connector, no matter which part of the
connector is held; it will not inadvertently disconnect, even when force is applied to the
cable. The connector is easily disconnected by
grasping and pulling the tube portion.
VSWR is 1.3 or less from DC to 3GHz
(not including the terminator).
Circle Reader Service number 75

Fiber attenuator

SANTA CLARITA, Calif.—Nanometer
Technologies has introduced anew, ultra low
back reflection, dispersion shifted fiber attenuator that is available with most major connector types. The typical back reflection with an
APC type connector is less than -65 dB.
The Nanometer Technologies Models 2001,
2010, 2020-DS variable attenuators have an
attenuation range of 35 dB and are designed
for low noise fiber distribution systems, video
transmission, receiver power matching and
production line testing of fiber systems. The
low back reflection characteristics of the attenuator make it virtually invisible to the system,
according to the company.
Circle Reader Service number 76
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People on the move
ADC Telecommunications Inc. has named
Geoffrey Goss as president and general manager of ADC Telecom
Canada Inc., the
largest foreign subsidiary of the company. Goss is now
responsible for leading
the subsidiary to provide local sales, service and marketing
support for the compaGeoffrey Goss
ny's network service
provider customers in Canada. He brings more
than 20 years of experience in the telecommunications industry to ADC, most of which has
been in Canada.
ADC Telecommunications has also named
three new vice presidents: Mehmet Balos as
vice president of corporate marketing and
communications; Joanne Anderson as vice
president of customer service; and John
Grubb as vice president of CAP, CATV and
distribution sales.
AT&T has appointed Daniel Stanzione to
succeed John Mayo as president of AT&T Bell
Laboratories. Mayo will retire, under AT&T's
mandatory retirement rule. Stanzione, president of AT&T Network Systems' Global
Public Networks unit, will also become a
member of AT&T's Management Executive
Committee.
Stanzione will be succeeded by Gerald
Butters, president of AT&T Network Systems
North American Region. Carleton Fiorina,
currently president of AT&T Network
Systems' sales unit for the eastern United
States and Canada, will be promoted to succeed Butters.
James Gray has been appointed as chairman of Primestar Partners L.P. He joins
John Cusick, who has been president of the
venture since 1991, and who will continue in
that capacity. Gray had served previously as
vice chairman of Time Warner Cable, from
1992 to 1994. During that time, he also served
on Primestar's board of directors.
Antec Corp. has named James Faust as
executive vice president and president of
Antec International. Faust joins Antec from
General Instrument Corp., where he was
senior vice president and general manager of
the Satellite Products Division. Prior to that,
he was president of the Cable Products
Division of Zenith Electronics.
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David Elder has joined Digital Video, a
division of Antec Corp., as vice president,
Marketing and
Business Development.
In his new position,
Elder is responsible for
the marketing, business
development and customer service of the
company's line of digital video file servers.
Prior to joining Antec,
David Elder
Elder was director of
customer marketing and sales for The Quaker
Oats Corp. in Chicago.
Matthew Aden has been named to the
newly-created position of vice president of
international sales for the GI Communications
Division of General Instrument Corp. Aden
now oversees sales operations in Europe,
Latin America and the Far East. Most recently,
Aden served as director of sales for Europe,
working from the company's facility in the
United Kingdom.
Pete Wronski has been promoted to vice
president, North American cable sales, for the
GI Communications Division. In his new position, Wronski will manage the cable sales
group, including the company's office in
Toronto, Canada. Wronski most recently
served as director of territory sales with the
company.
Dr. Rudolph Frank has joined AT&T
Network Systems Group as vice president of
professional services and applications software. In his new position, he's responsible for
developing and marketing software applications that enable local telephone and cable
companies to develop and offer new services.
Frank joins AT&T from Cincinnati Bell
Telephone, where he held the position of chief
information officer-senior vice president.
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. has named Robert
Bird as director of international telecommunications strategies in the International Division
of the Broadband Communications Group.
Bird will work with U.S. cable operators and
regional Bell operating companies in their pursuit of international markets. Previously, Bird
was district manager in the North American
Division serving the western United States.
Qualcomm Inc. has named Dino Vendetti
as director of PCS technology. Vendetti will
focus on the creation of new business opportunities and strategic alliances for the company's

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS E NGINEERING & D ESIGN M ARCH

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technology in Personal Communications Services
(PCS) markets.
Gould Fiber Optics Division has hired Art
Hoffman to fill the director of quality assurance position.
Hoffman is now
responsible for Gould's
quality programs and
achieving ISO 9000
certification. Before
joining Gould,
Hoffman held management positions in new
product development,
Art Hoffman
quality assurance and
manufacturing engineering with GTE and ITT.
Ellen East has been promoted to director of
communications for Cox Communications
Inc. As part of her new position, East will
assume the oversight of shareholder communications as aresult of the merger between Cox
Cable and Times Mirror Cable Television. She
joined Cox Enterprises in 1990 as communications manager and was appointed manager of
public affairs for Cox Cable in 1993.
Amphenol CATV Connectors has
appointed H. Scott Wells to the position of
director of CATV sales
at its headquarters in
Danbury, Conn. As
director of sales, Wells
is responsible for all
CATV-related sales of
connectors. He joins
Amphenol following a
position as national
sales manager at
H. Scott Wells
Cable-Con Connectors.
Blonder Tongue Laboratories Inc. has
promoted Charles Fitzer to the position of
director of sales. In his new position, Fitzer
directs all Blonder Tongue sales efforts,
including customer service, system design,
sales representation, distributor sales and
direct sales. Previously, Fitzer was the U.S.
Western Regional Sales manager.
Channelmatic has promoted Terri Karam
to director of sales. Karam was previously
western regional sales manager. A 20-year veteran of the cable television industry, Karam
will focus on domestic sales and customer service relations.
Porta Systems Corp. has named Robert
Tucci as district sales manager for the Western
District of its Americas Business Unit.
Paramount among Tucci's responsibilities will
be the management of all copper and fiber
sales to the telephone and CATV markets in
his territory. CED
1995
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Page Generator & Controller

Posteru'TM
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I
Battery
backed

clock

Graphics, Logos, Low cost ads
Update remotely via any computer!

DAVID GREEN

CORPORATION

FILTERS &ANTENNAS FOR CATV /SMATV /MMDS /LPTV
Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for

Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast
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Logos can display
on Video Poster'.

'Hi-Res fonts, Video Page & Character Generator 'Store more than 600 pages Logos &
pictures on RAMX cartridge '16 colors, variable fonts, Crawl, Flash, Special effects *Two
(240 IIr.) crawls per page 'Accurate real time clock & date •Restores & displays pages,
time & date even If power fails!' Low cost C64 computer (NTSC +Ch. 3/4 RF out) '100 Time
& date control commands 'Infra-red controls up to 8 VCR's • Program Video Poster..,
using IBM or MAC via modem 'Control external relays 'Video Poster*. Instructions on
VHS tape •Ask about MAC & IBM Video Poster.' page design program "MACP" $179.95
Model 'Price
RANIX $349.95
C64
$179.95
Modem $ 89.95
BCI.K $ 69.95
PK8
$179.95
W XI $189.95
WSDNI $279.95
RAIN $249.95
1541
$189.95
TSP1
$379.95
DVNI2 $379.95
CPS1 $279.95

NEW

CATV and other video systems, MMDS & LPTV

""".>

Basic system: $529.90 inc RAMX & C64
VHS instructional video, cable & manuals

12:24:30 THURSDAY 3:21:94

COMMUNICATIONS
&ENERGY CORP

Lk"

infra-Red Remote
VCR Control

Scrolling messages... emu'

Call or Fax us today with your rei uest!

COMMUNICATIONS & ENERGY

"

U,
T-r, iii

CelQbrdte!

I

•Temp:85 F Humidity 35%
-Wind from SW @ 5MPH
Baro Pressure 29.3 HG.

New /Used
All Equipment ICompetitive Prices
Phone: 305.978.8845 Fax: 305.97868831

.1

RAMX

'Descri.tion of "Video Poster"

TM
0 .tions:
Call for Demo tape
Video Poster'', 600 page Battery backed RAM-disk, cables & manual
Refurbished computer, with power supply (1 year warranty all products)
1200 baud Hayes modem for remote page transfer
Options
Battery clock (with RAM) restores time & date if power fails
Controls 8 relays + DVINI2; "WXI & WSDNI "+ IR inputs
e
ell
Temp.+Humidity ;WX IB $249.95 inc. barometric pres.
Anamometor Wind speed and direction; (Req. PK8)
Rain gauge daily, yearly total sin .01" increments
Disk drive; unlimited back up for RAMX
Text-to-speech computer voice message each screen.
I'age controlled Digital audio;I0 messages, 2min.
Uninterruptible posser with 5hour batteries

A -plena Macintosh

MAC Video

PosterTM

'hot°. ra •hs & Gra •hies

\Multiple Graphics & Hi res photos display on all pages
'Create flash, crawl text with photo graphics display pages
viRemote control and page insertion via Macintosh

filters and Terrestrial Intedèrence filters for TVRO systems.

7395 Taft Park Drive

Tel 315-452-0709

East Syracuse, NY 13057

Fax 315-452-0732
IS CAN 800-882-1587

v'Works with all new A/V Macs or NTSC display adapters
N'Features all MAC fonts and 256 NTSC color resolution
Model "MACP" Video PosterTM for Macintosh $495.00

Engineering Consulting Tel: 714-671-2009 Fax: 714-255-9984
583 Candlewood St. Brea, Ca. 92621'Mastercard'Visa*DiscoverAmeePO'CO

er-7:
»tOMMCRCIAL
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CLCCTRONICS, INC.

GTS ENTERPRISES, INC.

CATV ENGINCERING SCROCES

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment

Performance Measurements

FCC Offsets

Free Pick-up Service in Certain Geographic Areas

• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design
508 Industrial Drive

800-247-5883

PH (404) 591-1670

• Woodstock, GA 30188
• FX (404) 591-1484

209 E.JACKSON ST., •PO Box 484 •G ATE CITY, VA 24251

IIIIIlIIIl

White S'an

LEMCO

1-800-Jumpers
CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
Gilbert AHS

RG-56

Belden

LAC

RG-59

Times

Off Shore

AG-11

Comm/Scope

Amphenol

RG-213

Intercomp

CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

800-233-8713
THE

RG-214

TOOLS
OF THE

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax: (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331

TRADE

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027
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• C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
1MI

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES
Cable
Automated Mapping
and Facilities Management
Software

Fiber Optics
Management
and GIS
GLASSTR \c

-NATIONWIDE BUYERS -

software

CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR

800-852-6276

WORKING SOLUTIONS FOR FACILITIES NIAMGEIVIENT

P.O. Box 96, Argos, IN 46501
Phone: (219) B92-5537 •FAX: (219) 892-5624

88 Sloan S
treet, Roswell, GA 30075 (404) 998-9527

ENGINEERING/ D ESIGN/ C ONSTRUCTION

Commercial Spun Aluminum Antennas
DH accuracy & high efficiency
N,ULI,1»i[lp, am! I....11).2.itiecrritl>2, Sc,lutioris

SIZES
3 meter
3.3 meter
3.7 meter
3.9 meter
4.2 meter
4.5 meter
5 meter

10'
11'
12'
13'
14'
14'8"
16'

CALL FOR PRICING
(800) 627-9443

"Mapping the 21st Century's
Information Super Highway"
CableTV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water
Services include:
Consulting • Data Conversion
GIBRALTER:
Dual Axis motorized Az/el
mount, standard with
RC2000, PC compatible
dual axis controller.

CADDSTAR' m (Applications softwareforAutoCad "" and MicroStation' m )

eADDSTAR'

DH Satellite

GIS Software

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233

For more information contact:
405 N. Reo Street • P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-0112
Telephone: (813) 289-4119

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

FCC

•Headend Services
- ()\114111
-R-1Ch ANI)

. Make Ready
- Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

,
d)i

\I) RLI

\HO\ SI
I« I( I

Riwici

—

- PROOI

•FCC Proof Performance
-RI' Pex

1-800-292-0126
605-426-6140
IPswicH. SD

II

-V11)10 Tkl \\I
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•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting
— SIRAND MAPPING

-As
quality service performed on a timely basis

-M AP MANAGEMENT 8i SYSTEM UPDATES

Tr
CED:

COMMUNICATIONS

BUILT MAPPING

— SYSTEM DESIGN

_ Call Tim Reeder to reserve space in the next
available issue of CEO! 800-866-0206

120

• Facsimile :(813) 287-3674

PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION1-800-338-9299

-Coaxial and Fiber
- Mapping and Design

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design

ENGINEERING &

DESIGN

MARCH

1995

EQUIPMENT M ARKETPLACE/ PRODUCTS SERVICES
LP,

WE BUY AND SELL QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT
USA (619)757-3998 FAX(619)757-1048

jtm

Industry
Service
Since
1966

ÇbJONESuRPLus

Roc KY MOUNTAIN

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable
•RG -59
•FFemale
•RG -56
•BNC
•RG -11
•PL
•Other

JUMPER CABLES •
FMale

- -'

l'.0. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

HI`

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

COAST CATV SUPPLY
IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters
Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list

CONNECTORS,TAPS_,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, M ISC.

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
FAX: 208-683-2374

Upgrading?

=

By

Idea/onies
•up to 90 channels

•14 day delivery

-compatible with all headends

VISA

We Buy -Wanted: ALL BRANDS
YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT
Fax your used/excess list
(USA) 909-272-2360 Fax: 909-272-3032

-AFFORDABLETel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

Video Units Also Available

AVAILABLE/IN STOCK:
SA 6150/SA6350
(various frequency available)
NIA(;NOVOX 450 MODULES

CABLE TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES

Call or fax:
1) & P MFG. INC
Tel: (215) 997-1200
Fax: (215) 997-2380

• As-Built Mapping

• Base Mapping

• System Design

• Strand Mapping
• Digitizing Services

• System Walkout

•
111111111111111111111111111111

• LODE Data

nrek,

• Design Engineering

Call 6/ 0-964-4982

Our team of quality, map production, design and software development

to reserre this space!

professionals are here to help you with all your mapping projects from

Ask for Tim Reeder

concept to completion.
For further information contact:

SCTE
Member

dB-tronics

Specialists in

Phillip Griggs (914) 762-8727 or

AT&T, HFC

Vincent Kee

Systems

Cable Idevision Equipment

(201) 434-7854

121 Bayview Avenue,

Suite 102

Jersey City NJ 07305

Sales & Service Center

Check Us Out For

SOUGHT / SOLD / SERVICED

Scientific
Atlanta
Parts & Services

G. I. VideoCipher II - $299

Standard 24 PC

Hag. 5-330 Trunk

SA 330 Trunk

- $199

Syl/Tex 2000 Trunk

- $199

Jerrold JLE-400

- $ 85

- $299

Genuine S-A Parts In Stock

Jerrold SJ Trunk 400- $299

/

Up/Down & Module Repair

Magnavox 5LE330

6
,/

450 & 550 MHz Equalizers

6,

S

- $ 85

SA Slimline 450 Truk- $435
SA 8525 w/Remote

Inband Converter Repair
CALL OR FAX US FIRST
Telephone: 803-574-0155
USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax 803-574-0383
e18-trortics, Inc
145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg. SC 29301
USA

1M: «ma»

N

Jerrold SJ Trunk 301- $199

O

- $ 25

- $22 5

Jerrold SJ 450 Trunk- $435
Jerrold CIV Mod

- $550

Hamlin CRX

- $ 12

Pioneer BC-2002/2

- $1.99

Tocom 5503-A

- $ 40

Assorted Taps

- $1.50

C-Cor 450 LE NEW

- $175

MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY-CALL FOR COMPLETE INVENTORY LIST

Arirs/t,

610-279-8000
800-WT ARENA
SUUVICIUSie MSC- FAX: 610-279-5805

HAF ..inneineecie »WA 7

-

TEL:

We -recce -17/Vele

945'2

ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED -FAX LIST
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CLASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

To Place An Ad...

SUBCONTRACTORS
WANTED

•Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206
by the first of the month preceding

Splicing,

the month of desired issue.

materials

to

CED

HEADEND/FIBER OPTICS FACILITY ENGINEER

call 800-866-0206.

EQUIPMENT M ARKETPLACE/
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY
WE SELL
AND WE

JONES INTERCABLE, INC.
617 A S. Pickett Street
-:-•,..-JC3NESINTERCEDLE.

614-221-3131

min

Fax 614-222-0581

Science & Technology -Director of Engineering
The NCTA Science and Technology Department is seeking a Director of Engineering.
The successful candidate for this position will become part of a hard working team
that is charged with keeping up with rapid changes in the areas of technology

REPAIRS $75.00

Central Receiver

Satellite Service
4701 East 11th St., Tulsa, Oklahoma 74112
918-836-9512 or 800-883-1472
Factory Trained Technicians
Professional Service
Faster Turn-around •Lowest Prices
•IRD's
•D.X.
•LNA's
•Drake
•LNB's
•Pico
•LNC's
•Standard
•Receivers
•MA /Corn
•Modulators
•Blonder Tongue
•Processors
•Scientific At
•Power Supplies •General Instrument
•Automaton Techniques

policy and standards as they relate to advances in telecommunications technology.
The successful candidate will be required to:
Represent the Cable Television Industry before the FCC and congressional staff,
attend committee meetings and be active in standards activities Involving
Cable, Telephony, Satellite and Data issues.
Perform engineering calculations of the kind normally associated with cable TV,
radio, video etc.
D Analyze complex engineering matters and communicate the results in a clear
and concise written form suitable for both a technical and a non-technical
audience.
CI Maintain contact with the top engineering people in cable TV and related
industries.
We require:
•

i

i
C II:. II)
1
I CLASSIFIED MEANS I
1
i
1
BUSINESS
i
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Alexandria, VA 22304
Tel: 703-751-7710, x471 Fax: 703-823-3061

MORE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
ON PAGES 123!

REPAIR

L

Call for other locations

• Supervising headend staff in the operation of a state-of-the-art entertainment/communications facility including a self-healing BARCO headend
and an automatic switching, fiber optic, integrated network system
• Maintaining a state-of-the-art fiber optic switching network completely
status monitored, to serve 65,000 passings in atotally passive network
• Managing and maintaining the entire telecommunications facility including
the controls stations, the headend, alarm systems and the entire facility itself
•Experience in the headend
•Fiber optic experience
•Facility management experience
•Telephone/data experience preferred, but not required.

If you have any questions please

1

510-814-9231 or
800-251-0990
fax resumes: 510-748-0654

U.S. Paid Weekly.

Floor) Radnor, PA 19089.

r

Openings NOW HAWAII

Please call 800-233-7350.

Classifieds 1 Chilton Way (2nd

MOST

Bonneville Coast. Co. Inc.

Aerial

long-term work in the Northeast

610-964-4663
ad

&

Construction Crews needed for

•Fax copy and insertion order to

• Mail

Activation

CA TV Linemen/Splicers

BSEE or equivalent training.

•
Direct experience in one or more facets of the Cable Television Industry.
•
Hands on skill with electronics test equipment a plus.
•
Solid writing skills.
•
Experience in the public policy and regulatory environment desirable.
Mail a letter of interest with resume and salary requirements to:
Wendell Bailey. VP Sci. & Tech., NCTA, 1724 Mass. Ave., NW, Washington, DC 2C036.
NCTA is an equal opportunity employer —

CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

M ARCH 1995

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

onlech

oeh
Froeh
Fr

SCIE Member

peter

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY EXPORTER, INC.

lich
lich & Co.
search

International Distributor of CATV/MMDS Equipment seeking

P.O. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGER

All levels of Technical

Currently seeking aprofessional with the following Minimum qualifications:
5 years experience in RF and Fiber optics equipment, or 5 years experience in
CATV Network Design. Excellent Communications skills and public speaking ability. Customer Service Skill.; Corporate experience in an engineering or marketing
department. Knowledge of strategic planning. BSEE or industry related degree.
Computer literate. Bilingual english/spanish or english/portugese.

Positions -Corporate to

7441 N.W. 8TH STREET BUILDING M, MIAMI, FL 33126

Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Preferred Qualifications:
MBA /Marketing degree. Experience in Sales or Marketing. Experience with

Headend equipment and Test equipment. CAD experience.
Main Job Duties:
Support Sales Activities. Sourcing of new products/vendors. Technical field support
to Customers. Technical Evaluation of new products /technologies. Monthly Report
on Goals and accomplishments. Monthly Report to Management on Competitive
Analysis & Emerging Technologies. Monthly Report to Sales Department on
Competitive Analysis and Emerging Technologies. Internal Training. Lecture at
Seminars. Booth Participation in Trade Shows. CATV Network Design. Interact with
subcontractors for design or field work. Obtain feedback from sales department
business plan reports. Travel overseas according to business plan priorities.

CDI Telecommunications, Inc. is hiring
experienced people for the following positions:

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design fiber &coax broadband routes.

TECHNICIANS
Installation, Cut-over. Testing. Upgrades

Qualified Candidates should fax or mail Resumes. Include salary history. No

Call: (800) 669-1890

phone calls, please. Attn. Human Resources Department Fax (305) 267 -7175

Mail resume to: P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95,
Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056
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CATV BROADCAST
PERSONNEL SERVICES
ALL LEVELS OF POSITIONS FILLED NATIONWIDE
•Technicians •Engineers •Managers •Sales
Send resume with salary requirement to address below.
Employer Inquiries Imited.

Join our regional operating companys' most exciting and newest division; video and interactive
RF
services. We currently have opportunities to be
Design
part of abreakthrough venture designing avideo
dialtone network. Qualified candidates will have
Engineers
the responsibility for designing our network including active passive elements such as transmitters,
receivers, coaxial cable, amplifiers, taps, splitters, power
supplies and connectors. Utilize Computer Aided Design (CAD) and
RF design tools to create and optimize the network.
These positions require aBS in Engineering and/or related technical
field or equivalent experience with RF (coaxial) cable design. Expertise
in computer-aided RF design, cost analysis methods and athorough
understanding of design criteria required.
If you are interested in being part of anew and exciting venture with a
well established organization please submit your resume with salary
history to: ED Box #555, 1Chilton Way (2nd Floor), Radnor PA 19089.

4elit.

Communication Resources

The Communication Personnel Specialists
P0 Box 141397 •Cincinnat OH 45250
606-491-5410 /FAX 606-491-4340

TELFAIM EInf011t
National broadband communications

monthly magazine has immediate need
for aDenver-based writer/editor to cover
telecommunications/cable TV technology. Requires demonstrated feature writing ability and knowledge of telecom
and/or cable TV industries. Travel and
some production responsibility required.
No phone inquiries please.
Send resume, clips and salary history to:
CED Magazine
600 S. Cherry Street, Ste. 400,
Denver, CO 80222
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T
he dual heterodyne set-top convertor box, patented in

1967 by Ron Mandell and George Brownstein, opened
the cable spectrum to frequencies that were not allocated by the FCC for TV broadcasting. Cable
TV engineers such as Earl Hickman
(Ameco) and Phil Hamlin (Jerrold), both
of whom were experienced private pilots,
urged that the industry voluntarily avoid
frequencies in the air navigation band,
from 108 MHz to 118 MHz. They feared
that inadvertent cable leaks might cause
dangerous errors in navigation. Besides,
more than enough other frequencies were
available for CATV.

The scalpel
versus
the
machete

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

124

The meat-ax approach

By 1970, when the FCC was trying to
devise technical standards for CATV, the
FAA and the pilots' associations were pressuring the FCC to prohibit use by CATV of
any frequency in the bands allocated to
commercial or military aviation, which
included spectrum between 108-136 MHz
and 225-400 MHz. In one meeting with the
White House Office of
Telecommunications Policy (OTP), pilots'
representatives demanded "zero probability" of interference. Obviously, they did not
understand the mathematics of probability:
zero probability does not exist.
Recognizing the devastating consequences
to the budding CATV industry, the FCC
resisted. In 1970, Sidney Lines, an engineer in the FCC
Office of Chief Engineer, who was also acharter member of the IEEE Coordinating Committee on Cable
Communications Systems (CCCCS), advised the
Committee that the FCC would not much longer be
able to withstand the political pressures based on fears
for public safety (I was chairman of the Committee at
the time). Committee members strongly recommended
that studies should be initiated to identify the particular
conditions, if any, under which cable television systems could safely operate in the presence of aeronautical radio services.
To this end, Robert Powers, acharter member of
CCCCS and astaff engineer in the Office of
Telecommunications (OT), Department of Commerce
(later to become chief scientist at the FCC) agreed to
pursue the matter with the Institute for
Telecommunication Science (ITS), part of the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS). In 1974-75, ITS engineers
in Boulder, Colo, undertook to investigate the susceptibility of aircraft navigation systems to unwanted interference, and the characteristics and strength of signal
leakage from coaxial cable. These studies were conducted partly in the laboratory, but also included
ground and airborne testing of the radiation patterns of
simulated leaks as well.
The findings (generally consistent with independent

studies by the Canadian Department of
Communications) were surprising. The design of air
navigation instrumentation was found to be so robust as
to be quite immune to interference, even from malfunctioning cable TV networks. An interfering signal could
cause erroneous indications only if its frequency were
within one or two Hertz of the 30-, 90-, or 150-Hz
modulation sidebands. Moreover, conditions that might
produce unacceptable desired-to-undesired received signal ratios were found to be exceedingly improbable.
Stunned by these findings, the FAA expanded its
concern to potential leakage interference from defective cable networks that might be strong enough to
"break squelch" in FM communications receivers on
board aircraft. This concern exploded into paranoia in
April 1976, in Harrisburg, Pa. Unbeknownst to the
Harrisburg CATV operator, the FAA had reassigned
communications facilities at the Harrisburg Airport to
118.25 MHz, which just happened to be the AGC control frequency in the Jerrold trunk line equipment used
in the Harrisburg area. Signals were relayed from the
Harrisburg headend to four hubs by AML microwave,
without phase lock frequency control. Many pressure
taps were still in service. Not only did the leaks "break
squelch," but the beat between the four non-locked versions of the 118.25 MHz AGC control carrier apparently distracted and frightened the pilots in their landing
procedure. There were no accidents.

The surgical approach
So in 1977, the FCC adopted interim rules providing
100 kHz offsets from aeronautical assignments and preclearance by the FAA (through the FCC) for cable TV
frequencies in the aeronautical bands. Shortly thereafter,
an FCC Advisory Committee on Cable Signal Leakage
was established. Participants included the FCC, FAA
and NTIA, as well as cable TV representatives and private aviation interests. These studies, both airborne and
ground-based, provided acomprehensive, technologically and statistically sound basis for the signal leakage
rules adopted in the 1985 Second Report and Order.
These rules require offsets of 12.5 ±5 kHz in the aeronautical communication bands; 25 ±5 kHz in the aeronautical navigation bands. The rules require annual
ground-based measurements to show compliance with
the specified Cumulative Leakage Index (CLI), or alternatively, aflyover to show that the leakage field
strength is less than 10 microvolts per meter at 450
meters altitude. Continuous partial leakage monitoring
and various notifications were also required.
Although the industry complained that these rules
were unduly burdensome, most operators now acknowledge that leakage monitoring and the CLI have helped
enormously to improve signal quality and reliability. An
important precedent was established by the insistence of
industry engineers, supported by the FCC, that engineering solutions should be devised to solve engineering problems, without destroying the revenue base.
The scalpel cures; the meat-ax destroys. CIED
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CheetahTM
Steus Monitoring Solutions:
The only system to give you
Frequency Agile RF Modems
A status monitorin

ystem is only as reliable as the return path. Accumulated noise and

ingress on the return path may cause problems with your status monitoring system. You
avoid these problems with the Cheetah SystemTM. By using frequency agile RF modems in
all field deyices, the Cheetah System -m allows you to adjust frequencies from your headend
or maiVeice. You never have to roll atruck or physically adjust field devices.
Féequency agile modems also ensure that Polling Never Stops! When one channel is in use
/for polling and an alarm occurs, the alarming device may be queried for more detailed data
on the next data channel. The Cheetah SystemTM continuously monitors your entire network
even when you are performing tests and taking measurements at aproblem location. For a
reliable status monitoring system, be sure to require frequency agile RF modems.

Call (813) 756-6000
SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC.
6432 Parkland Drive •Sarasota, Florida 34243 •(813) 756-6000 •Fax (813) 758-3800
Circle Reader Service Nc. 60

We've Closed In On ASimple Splicing Solution...

...The FiberPak by ANTEC
Now, there's asimple way to splice fiber optic cable. The
new FiberPak'" splice closure from ANTEC is so easy to install,
no special tools, heat adhesives, drills, power equipment or
complicated instructions are required.

Our Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN
provides ablueprint for building abroadband

Suited for strand, pole, or underground mounting, FiberPak

network that accommodates interactive services

closures seal and protect fiber optic splices in butt or in-line

port expansion as your network grows.

in aIGHz spectrum. The FiberPak allows easy

configuration. Eight cable ports, splice trays and expansion
kits allow easy expandability as your network grows. And
FiberPak's solid, nonflexible housing protects splices in every
environment and meets 1994 Bellcore specifications on fiber
optic splice closures
If you're adding fiber optics to your system, you need
asplice closure that's easy to install. To learn more about
the FiberPak, call your local ANTEC Representative or
1-800-TO ANTEC.

4111177EC
Ne•tvvork Krt.o,vv-hcbvv

Atlanta, Georgia Roo/242-1181 •Dallas, Texas Eloo/231-5oo6 •Denver, Colorado Roo/841-153i •Iron Mountain, Michigan Roo/624-8358
Santa Ana, California Boo/854-0443 •Schaumburg Illinois Roo/544-5368 •Seattle, Washington 80o/438-9290 •Rockaway, New Jersey 800/631-96o3

Circle Reader Service No. 61

FiberPak is atrademark of ANTEC. 0 995 ANTEC.

